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TEACHING TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO PLANE GEOMETRY. !
I. INTRODUCTION.
A. The Thesis.
1 . Purpose of Thesis.
a ) . To illustrate how devices for motivation mav be
applied to classroom teaching of plane geometry.
The primary purpose of this thesis is to bring together for
possible use of teachers of mathematics, opportunities for
motivation in plane geometry. The procedure has been to
gather from literature* current practices in motivation in this
sub.lect. Reports of how the principles of motivation have been
applied to teaching situations have been colle cted principally
from the Mathematics Teacher, 1926-1934, School Science and
Mathematics, 1930-1932, the yearbooks of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, and various books on teaching sec-
ondary school mathematics. The author, who has had twelve
years of experience in the teaching of plane geometry, has
attempted to show in detail how motivation has entered his





a). Not_exhaus^iv6_jLn literature study. Although this
thesis embraces a bibliography of current literature on the
subject, this list is by no means an exhaustive one. Mere
collections of material are costly and have but slight value
.
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Generalizations are not too valuable, also, in the opinion i|
it
of Professor Wm, Reeve, who writes*^ li
,1
’’The actual trends in teaching of mathematics today
can best be discovered by the specific study of the '
present proofs in books of mathematics. The time and
expense to make a study of these practices is question-
able and what is more vital, the significance of such
a tabulation is in itself unimportant. We do not care
in particular what is being done in general, but we are
wholeheartedly interested in the indication of future
trends as we see them functioning in progressive
communities or as recorded in articles by frontier
jthinkers." II
|i
For those interested in exhaustive researches into the i|
ji
literature of this subject, the Committee on Geometry appointed
j
by President Betz of The National Council of Mathematics
Teachers gives valuable material. In November, 1932 this commit
tee gave a preliminary report on their work, part of which is as
follows
"The first item of the committee’s plan of action was to
assemble the suggestions which have been made since 1900
or thereabouts concerning the teaching of geometry both
intuitive and demonstrative.
"The committee is interested to collect ideas of phil-
osophy of geometry and its psychological aspects, to see
later how these are reflected in the choice of content.
"with this body of opinion before it, the cornir.ittee plans
to proceed to the second item on its list: Formulation
of a few distinct philosphies of teaching geometry."
It will be seen from the above that a collection of
(naterial and an evaluation of current practices is being made
¥hich is far above the power of any single thesis.
L. “United States". The National Council of Teachers of Mathema
tics. The Fourth Yearbook . 1929, p, 135.
2. Ralph Beatley, "Preliminary Report of the Committee on
Geometry", The Mathematics Teacher. XXV (November, 1932),
pp. 427-428. ^
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More recently Ralph Beatley^ has published a list of the
material examined for the above survey and notes that ’’The
committee is proceeding to the formulation of a few distinct
philosophies of the teaching of geometry which will later be
subjected to experimental trial in cooperation with the schools
He further notes that "The chief purpose (of extending the
work of geometry over several years in Europe) seems to be to
make the child so familiar with geometric concepts that when
he studies demonstrative geometry he may consider it as such
with no distractions, devoting much time to originals and
methods of proof." This seams to be a key to some of our
difficulties in the teaching of geometry. As noted elsewhere
in the thesis, difficulties must be isolated. Careful prepa-
ration for definitions must be made, and proper Introductory
work done, before the work on demonstrations is attempted.
Probably much of the distaste for geometry in the past has
been failure in properly introducing the subject or appreci-
ating the many things which the pupil has to learn. Beatley^
says: "in our own country we tend to offer a meagre introduc-
tory course in the junior high school, followed by a logical
presentation in the senior high school modeled after Legendre’s
ordering of the theorems."
•Second report of the Committee on Geometry, Presented to the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics at its Annual
Meeting in Minneapolis on February 24, 1933. The Mathematics
Teacher, XXVI (October 1933), pp. 266-271.
2
‘Ralph Beatley, loc . clt.
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Some of the material gathered by the above committee
has Come to the attention of the author, but It is to be
emphasized that the primary function of this thesis Is not
the collection of literature but suggestions by the teachers
themselves and by the author as a teacher of how to motivate
In the classroom. Of course It Is not Implied that the teach-
er follow necessarily the same suggestions, but rather that
these detailed suggestions will serve to act as further
suggestions to the teacher as to how to motivate his class
In plane geometty. Each teacher's equipment differs from
another's; each must choose the course of procedure which
will make for his success.
b)* Involving actual applicat ion of devic es to classroom
teachlng_t o t h_e_ exc
l
uslon of other related topics*
This thesis does not concern Itself with tine history of moti-
vation. Neither does It concern Itself with the subject of
general motivation, nor with the values and aims of the sub-
ject, nor with the organization of t he course, nor with var-
ious debatable points as to the transfer value, the contents,
and the combination with solid geometry. Anything general In
character Is also omitted from the thesis, such as the general
subject of Interrelationships, or general psychological laws.
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The bulk of the work is confined strictly to the appli- '
cation of specific devices in particular situations with the
characteristic aim of being suggestive for further application.
3 • Books and Theses.
I
a) , Number of reprints of book by Arthur Schultze . It
,1
is recognized that when one comes to particular applications,
one is treading on dangerous ground. General suggestions are
|
so widespread in their application that they are usually quite
safe, but when the attempt is made to help by applying in a 1
definite manner, the writer has to be exceedingly careful that
the material which is so live and vital in his particular hands
fill not become so much dead wood when placed on paper. It is
loped that this thesis is sufficiently vivid to point the ways
bo motivation of plane geometry to the various readers. That
|
bhe need of efficient helps in classroom teaching is greatly
desired is evident from the reception accorded various theses
and texts which have been successful in giving real helps to
the teachers.
It is interesting to note in this connection that the book
|
by Arthur Schultze, "The Teaching of Mathematics in Secondary I
Schools", first printed in 1912, went through a number of
reprints up to 1928, so eager were teachers for real helps in
bhe teaching of plane geometry.
b)
.
Theses bearing on the subject. The author has been unable
bo discover, however, any thesis on the application of motivatioi
techniques to classroom teaching in plane geometry. The
National Education Association of the United States reports that
-ISqqr erU oct b&n.u'inco 8
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It is unable to locate in Its files any questionnaires on the
tfi aching of geometry.
(1)
. Among valuable writings on the subject is the thesis by
Louise Barbour Eddy . University of Chicago, 1930, "Motivating
the Study of Geometry". This thesis involved the collection of J
a considerable body of material from mathematical literature.
The study! Includes tracing the historical development of ways !
of motivating the study of plane geometry, the motivating de- '
vices used in text books, and the change in tendencies in the
last forty-five years. No attempt at evaluation and comparison
j;
of motivation material is made by that author, nor does it touch''
on suggestions for motivated units of instruction. The materia^
ioes suggest motivation on short exercises and shows that
teachers realize the importance of interest in emphasizing geom-
Jtry as an appreciation unit.
j:
(2)
. A second thesis is that of Alma Wolf. ^ This contains an
'
ivaluatlon of researches in secondary mathematics for the years
I
I 926 -I 93 I. Miss Wolf reviews the Eddy thesis.
( 3 ). A third thesis is that written by Ao-nes Wallace Templeton?
l!
This thesis consists of a summary of the 417 articles appearing
in "The Mathematics Teacher" over a period of twenty-two years. Ii
I




The Teaching of Secondary Mathematics, 1932, Boston University
Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis.
2. A survey of the Magazine, "The Mathematics Teacher", 1932.
Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis. i
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Although the theses mentioned above ail have valuable |
material to offer for those Interested In an acquaintance with
i
the literature available, they leave the field open for suggest*
ions on the actual motivation of geometry. Their purpose is
largely historical in. nature. The writer of this thesis has
endeavored to consider the dynamic aspects of plane geometry '
as the sub.lect Ifl in his classroom.
;;
l]
Assuming that the view that school sub,1ects should be mot|
vated is accepted, the next consideration is the sp3 ciai diffi-
culties of geometry toward which motivation is to be directed.
B. Why Motivate and How Mr^tlvate .
1 . G-eometry has special diff iculties.
a). General Discussion. A frank statement to the geo-
metry class by the teacher of the task to be accomplished is
of use in making the work definite and in showing the pupil the
reasons for the difficulties of this particular sublet. Next
comes, then, a consideration of the difficulties peculiar to
plane geometry, followed by suggestions as to how to master
these situations.
An additional difficulty of plane geometry beyond its ab-
stract nature is that it is a flat surface subject. This char-
acteristic accentuates the difficulty of the abstract nature.
The solution of these two diffiuulties is closely linked ard
considered shortly. While solid geometry has the
advantage of being three-dimensional in nature, plane ge one try
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Other difficulties peculiar to plane geometry are the
cumulative nature of the subject, the new procedure in the
demonstration, and the fact that it is a feflective subject.
Of these three difficulties, the first and third are found in
some of the other school subjects, but the second is largely
peculiar to geometry. In this unit plans are suggested for the
overcoming of these difficulties. The suggestions for the
difficulty from the cumulative nature is the isolation of the
I
difficulty and proper testing through adequate reviews. I
Another remedy taken up in the unit on Continuity and Organiza- !
I
tion is the grouping of theorems for better \mderstanding and
retention. The discussion of the solution to the new procedure




Following the discussion of the difficulties and remedies,
|
may come consideration of ideas aiding. Among these are the
|
i
[margin of safety idea, the universality of plane geometry, and I
[lastly the power of analogies. The first two are discussed in
Ithis section; the last is taken up in detail in the unit on
,
Imiscellaneous devices on attitude, adjacent to the interrelation^
ships with other subjects.
i
i
b) • Flatland and its remedies. First is the idea which
(
I
William D. Reeved presents in his title of plane geometry as
;
"Geometry of Flatland ” which is studied, as he says while living
in a world of three dimensions. There is much discussion today
in regard to a combined course of plane and solid geometry.
'** * / uP <
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no linxj aril nl ixB^jfeb ni ox; aey.is:} al ;J3 bI erf:J jroxjoea eirf^
ncxcfala-inactxil aril oc? :}n:. 0 B;,bB ,ebx/^IJjB no eeoxv b axrcenalleoa
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omerfix:,! Ic snorforeT 1.0 .liom/qC _ It x^ci sri'?' L:Jg Dex'?in?j’' ,
.3^1 .0 .3a<?l MCCritry ..•'TLi-: .r.r.ii
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It is not the purpose here to take sides, nor to present the
history or status of this question, but one can say that solid
geometry attached to plane geometry would give to It an added
impetus and take it out of the "G-eometry of Flatland". It is
well to give a parting tribute to plane geometry in connection
with an introduction to solid geometry and tell the pupils that
plane geometry is comparable to the moving pictures when seen
from near the edge of the screen, while solid geometry is more
like the actual play on the stage.
c). Abs tract nature and its reme dies* Ne^t consider the
peculiar difficulty of the subiect because of its abstract
nature . While It is not symbolic to the extent that the
traditional algebra has been, yet it is far removed from the
sciences which have for their exhibits actual materials, whether
they be biological, chemical, physical, or astronomical. From
Marie Montessori came vividly to us the necessity of the object;
this was a step beyond Comenius with his picture book. Maeter-
linck realized the necessity of adequately presentlnp: general
principles and abstract relationships when he wrote his play
'*The Blue Bird", Here one has motivation through the object
attached to human beings. "Bread" slices a piece from his
Btomach; "Sugar" breaks off his fingers of sticks of candy;
^Fire" and "Water" have their interplay represented in appropriate
Jolors and lines by human forms, and finally "Happiness" itself
3 in the little home bluebird. Color, music, and human symbol-
zation have vitalized the abstration of the moral lesson from
a faint va^ue impression to a beautiful
iifo inaee^iq oi ion ,a9i)ie ow enari Daoqra/q siltf Jen si JI
f>lIos JadJ Y.^s ^^*50 e»nc Ji/d .nolJaairp airiJ eedfi^ia rio Y'^oJfciri
beSb-fl HQ J1 oJ 9Vl3 bjjjovr ytJ9‘'cc 33 an.Hlq oJ ijsdofijji? Y'lJsaoej
el JI . '’i)n/iXJfi.r'5 ‘to aj. Jaqml
nolJOBflnco nl snJBXq oJ BJudl’iJ aniJ'iaq s evls oJ X- bw
JfifiJ aliqi/q arfJ XXbJ -OlXca oJ nolJouboTJfll ne dJlw
n 998 nsriw ee^ijjJolq gnlvoc eriJ oJ aldB‘2.sqmob 2 I yiJBnoag ansXcr
eno/n ai y*^'^ blXos DlJd^ .nobnioa sriJ tc 33b e ?riJ 'tpen fionn
.ageJa BdX no Y^-^^ X^.uJo-s ariJ Siiil
adJ nablanoo Jxeil .AlULa^Jt^^JX sJjL
Jo^'iJBde aJl to Bai/eoecf Jo&fdx/e adJ "xo ‘ibIIuobc
3riJ JBrfj JnsJxa 3riJ od olIcdmYB Joxi ai Ji allriW .S'ruJB/i
3riJ„vJno'il bBVCiGB’i ibI al J1 Jay afld Bide^Ie XsnciJibB'x
J
‘i 0dJ=dw ^aXensJ^ra XfjjJob eJidlrixa nladJ 'xol overJ doldw seoneloa
inO'i'5 . iBolmcnc’rJsB rro ^XBoleydq ,Xsoliii3rio ^iBOl^oXolcf xJ yadJ
iJf'.B^do 9dJ 'io vIbi.lY aeiao licaaeJncLl slnali
-^sJoxAi .:iood anyJolq aid dJlw aulnaaioO bnoyed qsia a acw aldJ
Xa^ianaS »nlJn38 9'iq b3siXa0*x alorilX
vbIg Bid 3 J 01W Dd nedv7 sqldanoiJ^Xs'i JoenJad^ bna aBiqionl'iqj
Jo3f,do 9riJ risjjo'idj noiJBVl-icm ssd &nc OTisH . "b^ld aj/Ifl eriT
eld monl eoslq a aeolXe ”bB9iH" .asni^d flrn?i/d oJ bDdBBiis
lybiiao Ic sx^olda B'^B^an aid llo e^Jfid'id ’WBSira" ;rio«ir.cJ8
si'xqo'iqqB nl f>odndu&*iq9‘i y:Blq^Bint nisdd evBri ’’•iodeVd bn^ Dili
llsaJl “asanlqqiiil" bne .cixiol riBCii/ri yef a^i5lX bnr
anoXed
-XedETiS HBWXd bns ,3lawi;: .-oIoO .bnidanXd Biaod aXdJlX
add nl a.
iiiont ficeaei XBriom 3dJ lo nclJcnJadB add besiX/?Jlv ©VBd
ncUfis.
X 8 oJ nclBBB'iCETi eidlav Jnict b
.T t
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vivid imprint on the human mind. And so one must go v/ith Betzl
hack into the early dawn of civilization, and forward with the
,
I
modern astronomers of the universe to find our subject of plane !
geometry controlling these concrete and beautiful things of the
I
earth and of the heaven. At every opportunity one must lead the
pupil to attach these shapes to life. He must be led backward
from the abstract symbolism through the language, which is
symbolic except that by long acquaintance it has become less
strange, through the picture, and finally to the object,
learning must go through these steps. Only then will the
j
channel between the subject of plane geometry and the pupil be
opened. It is the teacher’s task to arrange for the flow of I
activity from pupil to subject; it is his work and privilege
[
to assist in the continuance of the flow and his success will
be measured by the further continuance v/hen his is no longer
I
there,
(1). Symbol to object. Below is a parallel grouping of
j
I
examples to show how the pupil may slowly get a comprehension ofj
the need of symbolism in geometry. At one end of the line is
the vividness of the object and at the other end is the short- '
hand symbol for the object. The former is valuable for its easel
of comprehension; the latter valuable for its ease and speed
of notation, but the former must be understood before the latter
is significant. Like all new things, learning the symbol re-
quires effort but pays big dividends in greater power and speed,
Yl '^^'he Teaching of Intuitive Geometry”. The National Council oi
Teachers of Mathematics, The Eighth Yearbook. 1933. pp.84-9f.
f -
i^x v 03 cfRxna sno oe tjnA .oii Lra iiBi.u-'d exicf no iniicir. t blviv
9iict :i:fi.". b'iBW'io't bna ivJto 'lo nweb ^Inco ©rict o;Jni WoMCf
©nijiq Ic ^oei,dxr3 roio onll o»J en-iavlnu orI:t I0 R'lemoiiO'iia « ri'ieto/:
o(i:i 'to bna edeionoo sc©ff:t ^nillo-idnoo '^'ido.iooa
orld bfjel ono vdlnud^ioq-io \:'i©v0 dA .nsvfisri ©fid 'io bns ddiR©
b-iBvotDBd bs-L ©d J 3jjiii iisi .©til od 3 ©qBrl3 ©s©r{d riof'ddB od liqi/q
k 1 loxdv.
^ 93 «]Lf3neI ©rid clyx/oaid tco.tlodiTrya doxiideoA odd xio^i'i
33 oI Giuoosd afc-i dx ©onadxTlQijpoK ^nol ^d dsrid dqoox© olloo'nr^a
»do9{,oo erld od 7;IIfini.i bnt^ ^enudolq ©dd ft>3xro-irid ,©3n*.-nd8
©itd IIIw nsfld ^^InO .^qeda ©8©rid ii3O0iild 03 daxfM ^nlniB©!
©c iiqx/q ©dd one ijadaiiica^ ©riBiq lo doetdija ©dd nsewded lanuBdo
lo 'fol'i rnid ‘lo't od Aaed a’n-doBed edd ex dl .^^©neqo
©3eJxvxr:q onx ?j.‘iow eld ai di jdoei;d'jjB od Ilqxrq fncnl
X-iw esoGoue exd biie v.ol'i ©.id '10 ©onxoxiidaoo ©rid ai daxaae od
‘isgiiol on ox axd ii©a.v ©onxnnldnoo lodd^ml sdd ^d oo'inaea.Ti ©c
, ©'£©dd
“Xo 3nXqjjo'i3 isXiB'XBq e aX ‘.volea .do?^f,do od lodni^g .(X)
to noxenod9 ‘'iqa-:oo b deg Trl'.voXa vxifn IXqoq ©dd wod woda od asiqnex©
aX ©nil edd lo bn© ©no d.‘_ •t'lderaoag ni rxa i ^odm-'^a lo besn add
-dnods ©dd ax on© neddo edd ds bn© da©(.cio ©da lo aaanbxvXv odd
338© fidX •lol ©XoBxiIfiv ai noiii-iol ©dT .doe^cfo ©dv^ nol Iod;rrv;3 bnnd
beeqs bne ©aB© add nol oldBi/Icv leddBl add ; aoianedonqraoo lo
lejdBl urij aioloo' bocda-i bnjj od daura necridol odd dx/o ,noidBdO'. lo
-©n Lco;rf'.'8 ©dd gnin-xr.©! ,a3nxdd v.on IXb .dnBoillngXa aX
baeqs bne ne-ivoq nedsong nX abneolvlo gXd e^^sq dud dnolie aaniuo
to XXonuoO iBnoXd^ii ©riT . "''i'ld&mosD ©vXdXudnl To gViinoseT sd^” TT
yQ-i.p.,,c .bo9I .^loodnaeY ddd,. X: ©dT ^eoXdsoiedd -Ad lo snodoeeT
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find its way from symbol to object through these successive
\\
steps. The pupil will find his familiar approach by first !
seeing the object and then being taken gradually to the picture















i As noted above where parallel columns of illustrations were
nade of the symbol to the object, this idea is important to
Bmphasize, In the process of learning, the four degrees of
difficulty might arrange themselves in the following order;
(a^ The object, the material thing, can be handled, seen^
weighed and sometimes smelled, involving at all times the
tactile, visual, and barometric senses, and sometimes the
olfactory,
(b^ The picture uses the visual approach, the eye. It is
an illuminated symbol of the object; it is a plane object
which still permits the use of the tactile sense to some
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^n^ae
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uaXdfud oo' hgo ./r- dij erid . 'Oxd-.dc o.iT ^12)
add JomXd ilii dS 3frl.vi.0vni: , JjeXXef'c-. 3 o.d.f.d &(.io8 caa ood/ilo-v
odd vt.raldyiiiOj; dnt ^ eartoe oI'idc./io-T d L;ix’ , ifxjalv , iXdosd
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qrodcul./o
al dl .avs a-id . ioiJiO-iqqAi Xnjjalv add aeau e-iudal^ cxlT ^d >
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but the barometric and olfactory avenues of approach are not
{open,
(c4 The language, which gains its power from early associa-
tion and constant use, may be visual or auditory in approach.
It awakens the other senses only when the reader or listener
II
becomes emotionally Identified with the situation. One lives !
through tales of adventure written in books; one becomes
|
thirsty as the lecturer tells of the lost people in the
desert; one grows hungry and cold with the explorer in the
frozen north.
( di The shorthand expression of symbolism, which is more
concise than the symbolic word, is the last and most diffi-
cult, There are fewer of the various sense organs through
which it may enter the mind; it is a language, but an un-
familiar language; it lacks the early associates which the
written word has. It has not the pov/er of bringing emotional
identification as vith the word. Its only sensory approach
is through the eye. Whatever thoughts it arouses in the
consciousness must come through association.
Because of the richness of sensory approaches of the olJject
^d the poverty of the approaches through the symbol, in teaching
t is important to lead up gradually to the symbol, beginning
’rith the object. It is because we have made pupils go directly
o the learning of the symbol that much of the distaste for schooj
ubjects has come. In concluding, however, it would be fair to
lay that the approach through the symbol has one advantage. Many]
young people like mystery and like to use a language of symbols.
cfon &‘iii floBO'iqqi’ lo ssunevB oi^^fiao-tiicJ o:i3 ^jjc
,n©qo
-*aI-r„o.i 2 e ’jl'ict? mot'l ^idwoq jJi; an2i!3 rio/;rlw .oqoiLr eilT (. *’)
. rfo»-OT.q.iii ni \,T.octIi:xiB ‘lo If-uc lv ocf \’:cni ,e«x/ ^ns. -noo bnu no :i
-loneJell ‘xo srlc^ rr©ji» vino eoen^e iBrictc erl;? anoiiey/B Jl
eevll enO . cncJ il;^Iv :.ei‘il;}£!6Cl Tlisnoictcmo seaot.ed’
aeftiooecf eno :35i'oco !:J' ao^di-i.v s-uLfitnsvbB lo eole,^ rigiJO'irfct
odj r.l ©Iqoeq > 20 l ericJ Ic silo:! ‘la-ujJoei ©dc? zb y^RTxd^J
©iij nl -ifc-iolnx© odo djlw bXoo bn«r a.'0 ‘'t{3 eno ict-ioa^-b
. ns-oil
o^xon al doidw .i-icXIocfur^a lo noxa aaiqxe nnexid'ioda o.lT ib)
-Illxo qaotfi biiJB 9x1;? el
^
-•xOi< ol f-od.:jx3 od^ xi-^dJ esionoo
dSjyc'iil;? p.r[83*io san&a nuoi'iBV add lo ‘xev.ol o'ib s^xeriT .dlxjo
-xijj ne dxjd e 3I di ; 5nx • sxiJ ‘ledna T^sni di doxdw
sdJ rioxd,.' aedBloozai. edd e^obI di : t^p-x/^nxl ‘iBl.Ciiiicl
I*iiioi;;?oni9 ^nx^nl'id lo oj oxIj don sBd dl , zed b"ic;v cieddlnw
doec'iqqB 'v^'ioancje . b'lo/f arid ddl ae ao Id so I'll dnaoi
add ni seauoia dl ecf^jjjodd 'isvoderlW .©to srl:^ d^-ao^tild si
.noidBio033B dgxro'idd oxoo dzum zeacidisoloenco
Joe[;do odd lo asdocoiqqfi ^cioanoa Ic 3G5t.udoi'x 9x1? lo ©auxioeS
vniilottej ni .lodim^a 9X1? d3L'0'iil? carloBoiqqB odd lo vjisvoq ed? bn)
,3nxnni,^9C ,:odim;2 odd od vIlBuhan^ qn obsI o? ?nB?-ioqfrTi si d
Xldo&nlb 03 elxqnq abOiXJ avaxi 9v; ©sixsaed al ?I . .“©©[.clo odd iid I'i
:-oxloo ‘xol adai^d^lb ed? lo dourn ?b]1? [ocfx'r^s ed? lo sninnseX an? od
Oo nxixl Lid blnow ?i .nevowod .^nxci/ionoo nl .axxioo zad 3?oaJ,dn<
rnsd . sno s«d lodHitS sd? dxnond? dotonqq? edd sadd x&^
.arccrtvs lo e3Bn3nBl b eau od e^>xl oxib irne-sva 6>il elqoeq
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One can recall his clubs with their favorite symbolic emblems,





Presenting the familiar ideas . Continuing the progress
to overcome the difficulty in plane geometry arising from its
abstract nature, the object may be made interesting to the pupil
by linking it with that which is familiar and pleasant to him.
It is this idea which is behind all persuasion both in the commef
cial and the educational world. "Have you ever seen anything
like that?" is the question which brings back the memories. It
is for this reason that geometry reaches out into the room, the
tiome, the local environment, the school buildings, and then to
the reading experience of the pupil, and into their actual ex-
periences with life itself. Eagerly the child grasps his
mother *s hand in the strange locality; whereas he lightly romps
away from her at home. So it is through life. Songs have
capitalized this feeling of familiarity. Reunions have exem-
plified it; and the tenderness of early home scenes are examples
of it. No teacher can do too much in encouraging the flow of
activity by means of the oar of familiarity. This is why the
teacher who knows the whole pupil has much material to make the
prork successful. The humaneness of human beings makes possible
bhe power through interest in their families, in their moods,
Ln their interests, and in their desires. It is here where the
Individual assignments play their part. The teacher’s opportun-
ity is to take the concept and mount the magic carpet and soar
3ff into space.
sr '
ilonoO .HTr^ bi ^i^:i ^r.2:?r . ',
Z'J I i-O'i’t ^iilsxTS s^'U uftTO-o^ onalcj liI v j luoi. i. ilb >dci^ y ioo‘it>vo OJ
Liqjjq e:fd oc qr.i J oDfi.u o^J viv,- ^;^£r, cfo o.rfi .^oc'ti .^di.
cJ jaxcxolq bne i£iXi.-.:jl 3i .I*. L/i.v J<.rU riilv; .ti
'^;:uiOo C5ii:^ nil : ooo nolp- Mjjerceq LIh jnL.ie^ p L !•* J.i c
.vTxri;t'^nB nsx^a ;jc /, 8V.:H” .dI"Ov' . :oLiy-o:t'.^ adi bnt» i«^c
. So ire L'. •-i. .Krit’d p.;^i‘icf do *.dv» ncx^aewp ‘ci^t zl e>'li
add tiaoo't Id odal d;jo sr^iorie i jarid .'^osBei aXrld ^loi ai
cd fic-'id biiP ,(.;;.'il ’d x*.fC r. oorloa ori^ , . fii.-i Lt'ic'ixvnt’ X''^'>ooX aid . , ^-'lor
J -‘3i/do£ TLXsi'.d odiix on.’ and ‘to ©oiOoXi-Qx© uiL.
oid fiqEBT3 c liri;; sfivd . 't/- Bdx to. ; Idi. 3i. 'orrsl^oc
SC'-'O'I ^r.dd'iX-t ;oa .'iBa'tstl*Y ;\;jXl£ooi o^msids arid xX a'-i.sddon
rvf.il o^noE .-/ilX .t,oo-).rid aX jI oC . lOd dx 'i©'' :nc-i L
- ’oxs ©vod snclxmo/^ • -i »^Xlrn<j1 to 3ni.~ )6 l sidd bc-^X-.adxqf.'i
j lo i.'.vs ©nB ScXi602 &.ac-I y^nsb to as&mf’bnod ©rid bnn .di; osIti.Ct
10 v,'oI't add gni^PTUCoo.-.' ui iiouic ood orj nro 'rfdoKa.d C' .dX tf
Dri:i st ux.'lT . '• ^ISi I A 'to ix'O fdd lo enm, vd Y^xvAdo
od : cl' ici cd XJtvttedstn rioxJ'f. IXquq - Xorlv arid a .vorn o'Ia ^-. dox
>Xt OwSoq saiitiiT s^n.Lad nacdJri to ^ edU . ' .vt^aaC'One -*iov(
^sboOQ ‘lAt '-id Oil , sail tiTSB't lierfd i.l uS.'*!- dijx d- uo-A id ‘cav/cq od».
axle- .-'i8ri%v -ooxf si :;1 .aa'txist -ilerij nx ons .AdEs-iodni a'iadd ri.
-njjo'iccco s' i.-iioBed axlT .d*ixq Tilaild sd-xooifirjlaBB XiioDiviboi.






For the boys, many sports are concerned with geometric
figures, such as the baseball field which is a parallelogram,
or double-triangle
.
Pleasantness may also come from relating geometric figures
to candy, pie or ice cream.
Expecially important is this vitalizing by instilling life
into the form when the pupil has reached some absurdity in his
reasoning. An example of this occurs when the pupil states that
since vertical angles are equal, the arcs subtended by them are
also equal, and therefore the opposite areas of the sectors of
the circle are equal, A rapid drawing on the board, complying
exactly with his directions, shows the pupil the falsity of
his reasoning. Humor may be brought into the situation for the
benefit of the class by calling the areas ’’ice-cream” areas,
and then gravely accepting the larger of the two sectors which
he has declared are equal. The pupil sits limply nursing his
false assumption and his appreciably smaller "ice-cream” circle
area, amid the amused smiles of his classmates. When given the
opportunity he quickly corrects the figures, making the angles
central angles.
Anything which will magnify an error so that it will not be
made again is increased surety for an early correction of the
starting image, so necessary to successful procedure.
In the consideration of overcoming the abstract nature of
plane geometry, then, we can by means of leading back to the
Interesting object, motivate an attitude toward geometry with
emphasis on the appreciation viewpoint.
-r^t-
rl-iivv Den'r^onoo wtb fj^ioas vrrBm ,2vod eri.l 'io4
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Jarll 33 C?o;ta Ilqx/q eri:f nscl 3 ‘iu-;-oo alder lo olq aaxe n. . .nlaoaHs'i
9'iB rabdet yd bobneddus aoiB add ^laupe e'le aal^nc leold'iev c-onla
'10' a'lodoaa edd lo aae'iB adlaoqqo arid aTO'te'iodd bne ^lenpa osIb
3nl\':Iq:aoo ^biecd odd xio sf!l\vsT;b blqB-x ,lRcrpa e'lB alo'Tlo add
lo YdlslB'l add Ilqi/q erid awoila .anoldoe'ilb ail ddlv; yldoBxe
add -lol noldBjj'dia add odni nt^^uoic ad ysm 'io:zuli .gnlnoasf-'i aid
^ara'is '’rnBeTo-eol " aBSTS add gnlllBo yd ssbIo e.dd ‘to dl'ianed
fioldw a'xodo&3 owd edd ‘Ic 'las'iBl add ^nljqoooB rla^'B-xs neild one
aid jnisiirn adla llqsjq odT .iBB'pe arre bo'ieloeb acd ad
“loilo -aol ” -xellB.aa ^Ixl one noldq'’i;a 3 e a 3 iti‘l
r dd navl3 ned'.V . '•.adB;a23 eIo aid 'io aelltna bs 3 n:;:a erid bliue ^eane
3^^l3nB odd gnlsiB.n ^danual'l add adoa-i'ioo ^d Irjdd'ioqqo 1
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ad don rflw di dBdd 03 'lox-ie ne IIlw doldw 3nIridYnA
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.a-LUbaociq Inxesaoox/s od ynssaaoext os t -.^Bnl jXiId-iBdn:^
'lo e iiidx.n dosidsde add gnlmoonovo Mo nolde-xablanoo ;3dd nl
edd od .:OBd rjnl. eal lo an ^ err. yd neo av ,:iadd ,YMdo -noa^ onxiq
ddl*’ Yndenoe^ onswod abnd’dde rta adevidom .doafe'o 3nIdaG'i6dnl
.dnIoq\relv noldBloo'ioqa arid no alae^i'-as
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d)* Ciimulatlve nature . Another difficulty not found in
some subjects is the cumulative nature. This is more true of
social studies than in mathematics. The success of the day’s
work depends quite largely on the success of much of the past
work. The pupil should be told that the best method of gaining
success is to do the work carefully each day. He cannot neglect
one portion and then suddenly do successful work in the part
following.
Thus if triangles are carefully studied, when pupils study
the circle, part of the difficulty of the latter is already
overcome, since triangles are in the circles. Again, proposi-
tions are built on previous propositions. Solving originals
depends largely on a thorough knowledge of prior theorems. The
pupil must be friends with them in order to have them friendly






General . Much of the success in teaching and learning
depends on how sharply the light of attention may be focussed
on the particular matter at hand. Another way of putting it
would be the learning of one thing at a time. The new difficulty
can be mastered best if all surrounding difficulties are removec
•
If the li^t of attention has to be spread over a variety of
difficulties at once, learning is apt not t© be successful. The
journey of the difficulty in plane geometry, then, as in other
school subjects must be first in a simple situation, then with
other elements, then in complex situations, and finally with
original exercises.
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As an example of the journey of the difficulty, let us P
consider the construction of the perpendicular bisector of a
|
line. First would come the teaching and learning of the per-
|
pendicular bisector of a line in the customary horizontal
[
position on the blackboard. Then would follow the bisection of
j
I
the line drawn in any position on the blackboard, slant or '
j
vertical. The next degree of difficulty would be the construe-
j
tion of the bisector when the line was the side of a polygon.
j
Finally, an original problem could be presented which would
involve the drawings of a bisector of the line as an auxiliary
line. The newer texts contain the application of this idea in
their exercises which work up in complexity as they go along.
|
Just as the difficulty must be isolated when considering the
|
degree of complexity, so may we isolate the mechanical aspects
j
of the proposition. For instance, in considering the geometry
|
figure, the part which is being considered in connection with
a polygon may be brought out in bold relief by means of dotted
;
lines, colored chalk, heavy lines, or simply by the erasing
;
of all surrounding parts which returns it to its original
simplicity. In the moving picture, this task is accomplished
by enlarging the part of the picture to which attention is
to be directed and thus having it take the entire screen. For
instance, if attention is to be directed to the movement of
a hand in a mystery story, then the hand is enlarged to take
up the entire screen and to show its movements in detail.
Bcr joi
^
ori3 to v.-nujot, “to ;iIq:?ijj.Te ne e^.
c. '10 'loJoaEld 'it-ljjo Ibnaq'iaq aiiJ 'to iioi JooioE noo ^'d^l •i‘-oiRri tj
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oluov/ doXfi?/ oodnoa*?:iq. ad ol.joo ..'islc'c-iq ionl^iic n£
,
'flonbi
vni-ilixuB nx- 2£i oniJ odd 'to •lodotsld b to l-*i s'lt odd ovlovni
ai Bebl ol/ld 'to noXd x;oi.I(,qB ody ntBJnco aaxed 'iswor erlT ..mit
.yncio 03 \:&d:: 2 b % d !;r.oI»v 'iO- :bio\v doldv? ckoelonsTie -tend
edd j:ilT.eDl'Jin^o nedw boJBioei oc doxiri i.rdijjoiTlib oiid Oi- i^jx/x,
adooqsB Iiiotne:ioftJi odd odoIoGX ovv oa ,t' jir.oicvrroc Ito *? -:3‘>D
v.ndo.iioo j odd sntnebl.-snoo nt ^r cnBjaal to'*! . iiot sooc-ic S'dd 10
ddi’iV noxdooxLnoo ui oon. oxanoo ^niocl 3 l dolriw d :bc odd .t-nngi'l
.ooddob lo ansexir -^d lollon bXod nX dno dii^uond sd vbic novylcj b
anlo sne edd ya YX-.-irixa no .atnil yv .'cd ^Jilado benolco .annii
Ieni3X‘io adi od u2 anni/don do id.- ad-icci gni ^niiOi'ix/s lie to
j . 'iailqmooDc'- ai ilaBd sxild (Oni/jol:' ^nxvom odd ::I , yi^x oilq^nle
at noijnf?ddB doidv; od -xndotq oda 10* dneq oxid gnigneine
.n.^enoa o-'cL:ir.a odd e'JlBd di ,jntvBii an id bno bodo^nib ed od
to dnoaovom =Ddd od bedoo-ixb ed ot si noxdn^i'dtr- t !: ^aonadsnl
oo.'id od iixi^neXne ex onad odj nadd ,'^‘ioas ynodav'C nx bniiCi s
.^Xx-df-b ni adnamevoa sdl v.oda od xhb neon.03 onxdn-?, odd on
I’
The follov/ing comparative table shows that the various steps
in the developing of a skill are closely the same regardless of
what particular field the skill lies. It would seem, then, that
any method of procedure which ignores this scale of steps, is
not following out the law of gradualness in the learning process,
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Any pupil who has been through the various steps in the
development of one skill becomes accustomed to the idea. that
there is a sequence of steps, and therefore is able to srasp
the importance of conquering each step as it is presented.
Whether in mathematics, music, or athletics, a failure i
to get a correct start or to conquer the fundamentals means
1
a failure in the ultimate results.
I
It is sometimes a tedious job to put the puzzle together, 1
or to practise for plays, or musical performances, or to to
through t he drudgery of learning a foreign language, but if
one can keep one's eye on the ultimate goal and see the joy
of the finished performance, it will encourage one to keep on
toward this ultimate success.
(c). See -it -grow me thod. Much has been said about the
smallness which there must be between the gaps In the learning
process. Of late, text books have begun to print more than one
figure for a construction example. Each small step may be
represented by a different figure. The process may be likened
Brii ni aqoja aucl'i&v bxW d^xfO'XriJ no ad axyf odw Xlqnq vinA.
arl<J oi bomoJajjco? aomooad Iliiie ono lo JiiawcoI©vsf>
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to the little booklets of dancers which used to be printed*
Each picture shov/ed a slightly different position. ’/Then the
pages were thiambed rapidly, the pictures appeared to be in
motion. The slow motion picture in the movies present an
analogous situation to slow motion in construction work. The
printing in a text book of the various figures is the nearest
approach to the class-built exercise that a book can get. Here
again, the principle at work is the isolation of the difficulty.
The complexities are not built into a single figure, but
learned and observed separately. Verbally, the principle takes
the form of ample time for thought by the pupil after the
observance is made by the teacher, and alow enough sppech by
the teacher or fellow ]pupil to have the ear receive the initial
stimulus clearly.
(d)» Restoration to the simple situation. It has already
been noted that erasing surrounding parts may restore a figure
to original simplicity. When the simple drawing is mastered,
the lines may again be sketched in and the figure restored to
.'jectnl^q ec oct j&ajj rioi.iw c'lennat) lo .acJel^iOOcT 6 /l:t od’
fiild no il . rol ^I’ioq dno'ial'ixj vlqcL'^ils b oh»AO/ie ©'ludolq ;{ya£
nl so cd jG'iB- Lifj.. StK-ii/d yiq sdJ becitruLfild eue- 29jjBc
at; Ji naeTQ aoivf, i t>rl:r r: L eix/dr-iq aotdcm -iCle udT .'"oidon
s:iT , 'lov; noJtd ya-iJ«noo nl .ioIj'0:n yycie od aoldsudlE ajjoy^clPnE
dseiuen ©dd si se-ifTj^Ii aoci'C-v oad '^o ,'<.ocj dxod ni ^riidn-^iq
oigH •Joa >!ooci B dBiid saiOiexe Jlxi/d -sa^io edd cd -lyaoiqqB
• XJiJJoiHib Olid 'io nolJBloai giIj ii x'*^ow de slqiGuiiq add
dx/n'
€l;^aia s odni di.iuo Jon -v-jb soidixsiqrroo sriT
so>'Bd Glqloni'iq odd .xiodB-iaq'j a bevieaco bne bannesl
5dd -led'ljB ilqua s?xlj y^d dxtji/odd lo’t emid elqntxs Ic -n-ic t sdd
Xti do©Oh 3 dsi/oa© wo4s; ant tiedoead sdd ^cf obiiar zi eonevioado
leldini odd evieoe^i nae odd ©vjjsjI oa iiquq .volie'l no noiioBOd ©dd
. I'lfialo 3.uijj;i:idH
Xbx;oiIx- 2od dl . loidtudio ©igmie ©dd od i^oidanodaon
.(b) I
enu^it B o-iodaon adnaq 3fiibnxio--'‘ii/e
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bed on need
en 13110 od
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its original form. The following drawing is an example. The
figure at the left represents the original figure; the one at
the right represents the difficulty Isolated with the surround-
ing lines erased. After the difficulty has been conquered, the
surrounding lines may be restored so that the figure at the left
again appears. It is noted that the angles of the polygon may
be thought of as inscribed angles in a circle as shown by the
j
tv/o figures. In fact this idea of double identity occurs
|




In the above figures, to show that angle P is measured by l/2
arc xn, one may first show that angle P is made up of three
Inscribed angles and is itself an inscribed angle. The right
hand figure shows the Inscribed angle, the difficulty in isola-
tion. Many other examples, of course, could be cited. This
method is quite important in the overlapping of triangles, or
the choosing of the proper triangles as similar triangles.
sdT . -'aQ.nkixe ns el p.ntwBtib LoJ. f^rlT IsnJtgiTO aJi
ono ad^ ; 011/3 i'l ori:i BJcieastqei J'^of Bd:t de sii/^l'l
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drl'jii oo'T .al^na bedlioanl na llaadl ai bna aalsne bedlioanl
-Bloal nx ^dXi/oll'llb arid ^9X3nB bedlioanl arid aworie 911/3 11 bnari
al'iT .bedio ad bi/joo ,aaii/oo I0 ,soXqrnsxe lerido ^^naM .nold
10 t-ioignBlid Io 3nlqqsIievo add nl dnadioqml adli/p ai boridani




e) , New Procedure . Still another difficulty peculiar to
plane geometry is the new type of procedure in the demonstratior
.
This is considered under the topic of geometry as a reflective
subject following this, and motivation is provided for in the
units on Illusions and the selection of hypothesis and conclu-
sion,
f). The reflective nature and its cures ,
(1)
. General discussion! In general, success comes when
sudden shocks are eliminated. Many experiences are adequately
met if proper time is given, Innoculations in the medical
world are a vivid tribute to this necessity for avoidance of
sudden catastrophes. The baby with its primary fear of sudden
loud tones shows how inherent is this law. In geometry at everj
stage there should be gradual procedure.
(2)
, The Time for the answer . Many writers have called
attention to the fact that geometry is a reflective subject. It
requires time for pupils to comprehend, Questions must be
followed by a reasonable elapse of time if the answer is to be
a thought answer. The voice, too, must be distinct and the
speaking must be slow enough so that the pupils may have ample
time to grasp the question. The solution, or the appreciation
of geometry tasks, cannot be forced. To attempt to speed up the
answer of the pupil is to force him Into dishonesty by saying
that he understands and sees, when he is fabricating to escape
an embarassing situation before the class. The pupil should not
be hemmed in by speed demands in comprehending a geometry
situation involving thought work.
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Most of the work is of this reflective nature. That is
why quick drills play so small a part in this study and
why there are so few drill units. It is primarily a I
II
I slower process study. Failure to recognize this by the
teacher has resulted in much disappointment to both
teacher and pupil,
I
(3). The demonstration . As already noted, the demonstration
is a new procedure and because there are no past experiences
to which to refer, careful attention must be given to the
!
approach that it may be made gradual.
I
i
The demonstration, itself, also^ should be a gradual process.
The following is a suggested gradation,
j
1. Demonstration by class with all group helping, including
the teacher,
I
2, Demonstration by class with help from group chiefly.
3. Demonstration by pupil with group helping,
4. Demonstration by pupil with no help.
The speed of mastery of the demonstration will, of course,
' depend largely upon the individual pupil. The slower pupils
II
follow the brighter pupils in the demonstration, and the slower
have more repetitions of the explanation before they attempt
1 the work.
(4). Exercises . As an example of showing how there can be a
slow process of arriving at the difficulty in its complexity,
Schultze^ may be cited in the following six classes of triangles.
1. With numerical exercises.
2. With no overlapping,
3, With overlapping.
4, With choice between special pairs of equal
triangles.
5, With triangles to be constructed.
6. With several pairs of equal triangles nec- i
essary to proof,
!
i. ^fhe 'i'etioiling or Mathematlrcs^^n: SeWhdary Schools
. pp . 115-1101;
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(5) • Testing . Also one may note that slow motion may be
evident in tests through many repetitions, focussing on the
important parts, and keeping an index of the progress by the
pupil. The author has found that tests should be slowly
brought up to the peak of completion. This is largely because
the method of plane geometry is new.
Thus it is seen that since geometry is a reflective subject
there must be time allowed for the pupil to properly approach
and properly absorb it. In this thesis are introductory units
to make this procedure gradual. Of such a nature are the units
on Orientation, choosing the Hypothesis and Conclusion, and II-’*^
lusions. In geometry, if anywhere, the old saying ’’Haste makes
waste” is vitally true. Texts are recognizing the need of
gradual and small-gap treatment as exampled by one text^ which
has adopted what might be called the shadow proposition. The
subject happens to be solid rather than plane geometry but the
method might be the same in either division. The method used
is to have on the page preceding the theorem, parts of it
^
which
are printed- as exercises. These exercises are the shadovie of
the theorem to come. They prove to be exceedingly helpful to
the proof of the theorem itself,
2, General suggestions .
a) , Safety margin . Still another important truth for the
pupil to know is that there must be a margin of safety. The
pupil must not only learn but have the matter in mind so that
it can be given at the time called for. Just as the actor 6n
1. Stone-Mallory Modern Solid Geometry, p. 520.
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th6 stage must leam his part so that he may act even in the !
face of extra difficulties attendant on audience situations, oii
his own physical, health, so a pupil, to pass an examination,
must have the material so well in mind that it can be recalled
when he is not feeling at his best, or when he is rather rushed
for time, or when he has not had opportunity .lust previously to
review. A firm grasp oft he subject will prevent nervousness !
as confidence will be greater.
j
b) . Universality . Sometimes the calling of tte attention |
of the pupil to the broadness of application of a geometric
truth aids in creating a favorable attitude. For Instance,
proportion is a subject which may be discussed in general life
situations. Illusions in geometry are but a particular phase
of what happens in the world of thought generally. Human in-
dividuals so twist things, and use isolated statements which mfel;e
the thought different than it originally was. Politics have
been especially imbedded with these devices to deceive. Rudyard
Kipling expresses the ideas in his poem "if".
"if you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools."
3. Personality of teacher . Of prime importance is the equip-
ment of the teacher. She it is v;ho provides the enriched mater-
ials to which she attracts her pupils. Then, by per personal
equalities of enthusiasm, humor, tactfulness, and resourceful-
ness, she makes the channel of communication pleasant. Wj^th all
the attention given to mental hygiene to-day, and with the prim-
ary reward of self -activity, pleasantness, and satisfaction
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too much cannot be said in regard to t he importance of the
teacher. She makes the task attractive by making it joyous,
clear, interesting, sensible, suited to the capacities of the
pupils. She makes it definite, individual, social, and alive.
The central core of all human activity is the achieving of
I
the ego. This means to have the ability to take one's place in
I
the World and to be important because of something one does.
So dominant in lives is this that the severest punishment is the
puncturing of the ego, a favorite amusement of school comrades.
In school, also, this achieving of the ego makes the audience
situation of prime importance; there must be a purpose for the
i creation of the work at hand.
4. Immediate and ultimate results from success.
a). Fflar . Not only must the channel be kept clear
by the teacher for the proper flow of power development between
pupil and goal, but mental hygiene must urge the waters against
any sluggish motion so that they may flow swiftly and clearly on
ward to success. It is one’s task not only to put all the posi-
tive elements for motivation along the channel to insure flow of
activity, but to remove all negative elements. Chief of the
latter is fear. Mental Hygiene has given one a rather vivid
picture of this force in lives; it has shown how it inhibits,
how it dwarfs, how it drives to desperation, how it demoralizes
the human being, and how it defames character. William H.
,
^ 2
Burnbfam, » » writes of this in his two books. Wq see it on
jiverythand in the twisted button on Johnny's coat, or the
jtwisted ribbon on Mary 's dress as each on the platform
Mind, vll * 702 pp.2
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forgets his or her piece. One sees the cribbing, the bluffing,
the leading which pupils in the classroom practise to steer awaj
from their weak point because of fear. To remove fear of a
subject, then, is one of the most vital tasks of the teacher.
How it is done will be considered somewhat in detail in the
j
next section on general principles of motivation. It is impor-
|
tant to pause here simply to note that the teacher has the
supreme hand in this control of the pupil. A pupil may be made
or broken through the instilling or through the removal of fear<
b) . Attitude from past . Closely allied to the part which
teachers play toward the removal or Instilling of fear is the
general attitude twward the subject built up by the pupils by
past antipathies of other pupils, or parents, and of the public
in general. The unhappy experience of these people creates in
the mind of the pupil approaching plane geometry an attitude of
fear and unpleasantness. The teacher may remove this attitude
by his enthusiasm and his skill.
If plane geometry is properly presented, the inhibitions i
of fear and antagonism built up from recitals of other pupils
of past failures will be vancfuished. The task will bring to the
pupil the sensibleness of his activity. It will be within his
capacity; and because it is his task, it will be more interest-'
ing, and he will seek to accomplish it. It will be social and
alive to him because of the audience in the classroom waiting
for his contribution. It will link to the familiar, will in-
j
volve the activity and self-discovery of the pupil, and will
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Not only for the lininedlat© results of having the pupil feel
satisfied hut even more valuable for ultimate results is the
necessity of setting the stage for the success by the pupil.
He becomes an enthusiastic supporter of geometry. He tells
of the good times he had and the success he met. Years later,
as a parent, his attitude toward school and school tasks is
helpful, and as a citizen he tends to become an ardent suppor-
ter of educational activities. Today school would have more
friends if more of the former pupils had found happiness and
success in their tasks.
Thus one sees the difficulties of motivation in plane geom-
etry. It has been shown that because it is a geometry of
"Platland**
,
is abstract and symbolic in character, is taken by
a wide range of pupils today, and is approached by those pupils
with fears and antagonisms built up from past experiences of
other pupils, and embraces a different method from what has
ever been encountered by the pupil in his school world, --
because of these various factors, difficulties in its motivation
must be overcome.
5. Organizing the techniques . Having now considered some
general channels through which motivation may flow, an attempt
will now be made to organize definite techniques in the
various types of situations in which teachers of geometry find
themselves. Taking a lesson plan, it is found that there are
three situations such as the creating of a favorable mind set
toward the lesson, the continuing of that set throughout the
actual teaching and finally the attitude when the lesson is
lob'i .. xq.uq or.’" i 'To aJljjsai 3?A'jL!Jom.r'2 fj'-f? •:o'^ t.
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finished* So it may he with plane geometry* There are three
tasks: to create a proper attitude; to move the devices about
that set stage in a proper way that the pupil will make a
success; and to leave him with a feeling of satisfaction* It
is like a play; it must have adequate preparation; the actual
play must take advantage of the setting; and finally there
must be the feeling of satisfaction and interest* Nov/ the
difficulty in organizing the techniques in this way lies in
the fact that these three objectives are constantly operating
within a very small situation in addition to the larger. For
instance, the whole study of geometry has these three situations
yet almost any given lesson or even part of a lesson depends
on the three fields of activity, namely the making of a favorabl
mind set so that activity may start, the motives to continue the
activity, and finally a satisfying result so as to have a
potential value to the individual in terms of courage in






eeiilJ eiB e^&xlT .>;‘i;teiaoe3 sxitslq rfrflw o<S Ysra :tl o8 .berlainil
^uocfB eeolveb sd^ svom ;8biL;Jid^;JB 'leqo'iq b ©jBe^io o:f : Bisect
B aii'Bm Iliw Ixquq ©dcJ ctad;? "^bw 'leqc'iq b nl e^Bie :3ez ^BricJ
ctl .acicfoBlax^jBe lo ^nllee*! b rlilw inlri evBel o;J bns ;23ooojjs
IbjjcJob ericJ ;xfOl^fl‘isq6*iq odBUpebB evBii cJax/rc cvalq b e^fll si
s'ledv't jgnldJ’ss ©rl^ lo ©^BctrrBvfoB dsuai
©firf woW , baB nol^oslal ^ bs lo anil©©*! edct ©d ^tex/m
nl 8&1I aldct nl seuplmioei ed^ gnlslnBg'io nl
Snl^tBieqo ©tcb 8©vlctofc{,0o ©eidcJ '©esdl cJudd cJobI ©dj
lO'’! .‘isg'iBl ©dl od nolctxobB nx nolctBjjlla lisas b nlddlw
incictBuctla ©s'ldd eesdct aad lo Y^ii^a ©lodw ©ri^ ^©onBctsnl
sbneqeb noeeol b lo nev© *10 noaa©! nevl^ "zne deomlB :t©Y
©lEdB'iovBl B lo 3nl>»B£n ©dl sbloil o©'rd:J ©dl no
i'd^ ©nnldnoo o:J 39vl:#oai ©dd ^:t-x8:+a y^JJ Y^-^victoB :tsdd os :iea bnl.n
B ©vBd od 3B 08 dli/aert gnlYlsllaa b ^Y^-^vIjob
nl a^Bmuoa lo aainoJ nl iBjjblvlbnl ©dct ocJ ex/Isv iGlilna^toq








It was noted in the introduction that there were three
situations for motivation; namely, at the start, during the
|
I
task, and at the completion of the task. It is now the pur-
pose to consider these three situations in detail. Therefore,
;
this part of the thesis is concerned with the situation at the
I
I
start and involves the introductory units, first of which is
the orientation of the pupil in geometry.
Proceeding to the method of orientating the pupil by means
of a general talk which leads to an assignment and which by
means of the individual-interest list gives to the teacher
information on the special tasks involving problem, verbal,
art, and manual training contributions, the purpose of this
lesson is to create a favorable attitude toward geometry. The
device at work is the relation to familiar objects. One
notes that geometry is not simply a book subject, but concerns





©©*^111 ;^ j't:9W ©•>&ii;j cJariJ noi:;loxj&oi^n t er'ct ni ba^oxi ?.ew :il
srio gni^uL^D ©ricJ cJb ;xio1;}bvj; ^om 'lo't anol^nu:il!i
-luq Bfld ivon ai ;1I .AeBo ari;t lo fiolo&lqrjoo ©rlcf bnc
» st;o i©‘i8'lT .lArcteb nl «."Oi^^Bu:^Aa ©©'lilo ©aoilij’ Teb^anco oj aaoq
©ild’ i^B odd dilvi foems'jnoo ?.l s'e©.!:}- erl^ lo ^lea eirict
al rfoiriw lo c+btII ^z^tniJ '',;'ioiyjjbci:tr i or'cj .^ovlovni hap- uia^a
.\;'X^&fno ©3 rrJt liquq ©dct lo acicJ Hcfnsl'io ©d^
anBefa xd Liqsjq ©rid 3nId6dn9i;"io lo boifdsm ©rid od j^r.ibr.eooa'-i
Xd rioli-w briB dnenifi^dasB ns od Bibsel rioiriw jllsd Is-ioneg a lo
lorioiied ©rid od esvl^ dalJ daensdni -Is;ffci:vibni ©rid Ic ansscn
^Isdnev ^raelcfonq gnlvlovnl a^iesd Isioeca ©rid no noi dLimclnl
alrid lo ©aoqnnq ©rid .anoldi/cx'idnco .gninEsnd Csj^nsra bns ^das
©ri? Dnswod ebndldde ©Irisnovsl s ©dB&no od ad nosa©!
©nO .8do©i,c{o 'isdllr.isl od noidslsn ©rid ai incw ds eyxveb
anneonoo dnd ^“‘©©i.rijjB ilcori s don ai v/idsino©^ d.^^rld eedon
.jilsd Isnens^ ©ri;T ai qt'+a dx©n ©riT .su bauciB II s 3do©{,dc
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1. General Talk to Pupils*
a) , p-urposg . We are living in such an in such an interest-
ing world to-day with so many fine things that we all like to
knov’ when we take up a school subject what that subject is and
why we should study it. V/hat it is and of what use it is are
two. things we will try to ansv/er to-day,
(1)
, Meaning of word ’’Geometry” . First, geometry comes
from two Greek words which mean to measure land. The first par ;
of the word makes us think of land, geo-logy, a study of rocks
on the land, geo-graphy, a study of the form of land such as




, Scope of the study. Geometry is a study of the shape
of objects like the circle or the square. It does not matter
what the material is. It may be a circle of paper or a pie
,
or
a wheel ; it is a circle If it has a certain shape. So with the
square; it may be a baseball diamond
,
or a puzzle board
,
or a
black board ; if it has a certain shape, it is a square.
( 3 )
,
Relation to insects, minerals, buildings, gardens, and
game s
,
Anything that has a definite shape has a geometric shap((.
The cell in the honeycomb has a definite shape. How many sides
has that figure? Minerals are sometimes classified in museums
with reference to their definite shapes. Sometimes it takes the
microscope to prove that a speck of mineral has a definite shapo.
, L
. sliqjLr'I oj illcT
-:fi4S‘Ts^:tnx nu c^cus nl n-u doue nl gi.ivll l'ie e‘.v
,
'.
0^ ©>ii.I 1 le ev? ctortcJ eni‘l vna:v vac-o" bl-iow ^rrJ-
ona ?.t Joe(,dj-fe oBrij w^o^,d;;^ Icodo3 c qLf ©>{£;? .f’*r neri?i vciiJi
ly'iK al di ©31/ ji liw lo bnt ai ii :*efr/ ,;fl Ybi/da blir. lis sw 'jd[;v
.vbL-ocJ 'lewsna oct v/t:^ Iliiv ew owj
, ^'Y'lietUCsO*! b‘X0 "ic ^nlrtae!^ •(I)
"isq oC'iJ. J; e/iT .bn£l ©‘iiisaem nasiti d-olii'r eb‘-<’ 0w yiat^O cw^ cictI
s^iccT '^o ,\:30 "-OSS ^bnBl Ic :.nJ:rld zu .isi-ani biow erl;j ’io
3s x'acf 3 bnsi Ic ir/iol or£j “io \bLfC:zi e ^fonal 9x1;+ no
eiiaam riolriw f v£rl ew aliriw , . od© ,8^01 Cev ^ 3r.lH,i;it;oxr
•
.
' c.° xe'urp.aesn bnal
ecBds ed^ Jo \;bi/^3 a ai: v/x^tomc; j ,YPX>;t3 &da lo ecoo " , (S»)
*ic 30B.T! ;Jon eeof) jl ©'Tui/aa srlw no ©loni;’ &dj e^iil a.to9(;co lo
no a no lo ©lo''!© b ©d • '• -t -Caine Jem ©rf^ ucrlw
oxld rldiv^ 08 , ‘^OBde niaJneo b EBii ol II ©Jonio a ei tfl ; l£ eiCw b .
a no . fenpoef ©I.^iSijq b no
^
cno/gB io 1 1 fed© e ad b ed y^'''> ^enBjjpa
.©nsjjce B e i di ^eqaxla nladneo £ sad jl 11 ; bnaoef > cB£cf
bxiB ^arx&bna;;^j tagnlcllnd ^ aj.
t
inenlux .sd oe aru o l noldBleH » { 5
)
qsilB oIn.I©r.i09ji fi £fi£l eqsria 0dI::I't';»b b saxi .vcrld 3nIxldYnA . a ©.TiB^q
lorla vDBin '//oT
.
qB?le eJinii^o b aaci dinc^venod ©/1 ;J di Xleo oriT
ex!iU98 i-o xii boiliacBlc a©;-.!;! srcca ens elB-xoriii ;ti3 xld aarl
©rid jI asmlJeiaoa .aoqBxla ecfinx'leb niaild ocJ eansnelen xlvliw
.;qBxl3 ©cintlefo fl ssd iBnenlm lo yioeqs a Jadzi ovonc ol ©qooaonolm
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A speck of salt or aim has a particular form. Perhaps we can
I
borrow a microscope from the laboratory this week and find out
|j
what shape salt has. Snow flakes have very beautiful shapes.
Look in your book and see how beautiful they are. Did you ever
read the story of "Kay*^ written by Hans Anderson? He was taken
to the palace of the snow queen which was very beautiful with
geometric forms.
In the life around us we may see many examples of geometric
design. We can look from some tall building over a city and sec
beautiful geometric designs around public buildings, in parks,
and public gardens. The flower beds are laid out in pretty
shapes. There are beautiful bridges, also. "The National
Geographic Magazine” in the library contains pictures which havci
many geometrical designs in them. Most games have geometric
forms to them. The parches! board, the checker board, the
crlbbage board, cards, the baseball field, the football field,
and the hockey rink all have a definite shape.
(4) Geometry of the classroom . Are there any decorations or
other things in the room here which have a definite shape? The
circle is illustrated by the clock face, the bell, or a cylind-
er; the square or rectangle by the panes of glass. Sometimes
the clock has eight sides--an octagon - oct - meaning eight.
Octave in music means the eight notes of the scale.
(5) Happiness from geometry . If we can recognize these forms, ii
;
will make us happier because it will make life more interesting
to us. Every time we meet them, they will seem like old frienda,
and we can say, "How do you do, Mr. Circle, Mr. Square, or
y1
JLCO ^ ’Ol 'i&XuoJt^’tJiq a ead cojIb io iles 'to :^osca A
ctuo bni'i one >^©v. eZrj;^ %:'roctii'iod^I faonl ©qooeo'xo Jtai a #oi*iOd
.ceqpfiB ijuliJuaed v- ov ovfcil 3©A*5ll wofl2 .aei diac eoHrie drriw
•xeve jjox blC .a'ta XwlJtdi/Bed wort o©b £>aa 3iood 'iwo^ ai afooj
ffe3i«d BMW aH ynoe'xafcnA anaH '£d neq^l»iv 'io x^o^a add b 4>d*T
ridXiv Ii/'ildx/fsad y‘^®v eew ;ioJEdw naewp woce add lo aoBlsq odd od
.eni'iol ol'idoCToe.^
jXideraoag “to ealqmfixa oes '2X/ fjoroiB-Gm add nl
jse bnr. ydlo « ''.cvo ^^XblXifd Xlad ©«!Oe aodl iJcoI .lao ©v, .ri^icab
I
^GJl'iaq nX iBgaXbili/o' olldoq bni^oTs en^leab ol^de-ioe^ IxilIdifBod
Yddaiq ai dx/o biel et^ st&d tswcII odT .Friab*!*^ oiXdi/q bxi«
X«noXdiaK adT” .oels tBe^blMC lt;‘ltdjj£;^cf a^a aiadT .aeqijr'e
>VBd dairiw aduudoXq axilBdnoo ^dd rri ‘’e.iliBjB'.'r oXdq«i^c«0
ox‘id©jio©3 evflfi semeg deo?^ . arid nl enaiaab X-oiidsaioai^
add jbiBOd 'leaioario ©ad ,r.'iecd laeriodeq ©ni . -©rid od am’io'l
tfolall iX^ddool add ,blell ilBriaasd arid jabaa? ,b‘£iiCd eg/jdol'io
.eq©rle ©dlnlleb a avisii IX a d-iii >;aaiaod ©rid bnB
•IO E£toldB*ro&eb s^add a'lA , nioo^ceeBlo arid lic yidaiaoaO (A)
©dT fooBda ©dlfiilsb a a’/ed do id* o'isd moci edj nl agnidd aeddo
-bnllYO a ‘^.o ,XXoa ©dd ,aoBl liocxo add o®diiTtdni;xXil «i ©loalo
aajnldaroap. .aesl^ lo aanaq add ^d elgnedoei *io enaupa edd :*xs
. drl^io I'isaca - dpo - aogsdoo ntt--Boblo ddgi© 3 Bx1 3(ooXo add
.aXose odd lo godon ddsJte odd anfioii otnua: al ©redoO
1 acodd aslagooa’i a^o aw 1 , ndeaioog .Tont ^aanlggaH (6)
3nldee*i9dnl oioai alii aaiBOi IIlw dl aeaeoed 'lelqqBid aa ea/axn IXlw
,
bnel'i'l bio ©it! .rsac Jli.v tinedd d©©ir ©w ©S-td .bjj od




The reason the baby gets tired so quickly of looking at
one thing is that he does not have many thoughts regarding it.
He sees a ball, but it is not round to him, ^ not made up of many
circles. It is simply bright to him and he puts it in his
mouth. He thinks perhaps it is something to eat. Wlien we
learn more about each object, we do not get tired of it so
quickly.
Geometry, then^will be useful to us in making us happy, --
in knowing something about the beauty of the work, --how so
many things have a definite form like the flowers in the field
and beautiful architecture. It will be fun meeting something
you have known before. \Vhen you visit your friends or
relatives whom you have visited before, you know how nice it is
to see the same things and the same people again. So with
geometry when you meet these beautiful forms again and again.
m T *
2
. The Assignment .
a>. Bringing to class descriptions and designs of geometric
shape s . I shall expect some of the boys tomorrow to tell me
what shapes athletic fields have. You can find the names at
the beginning of the text book. The girls can also look these
up, or they may bring in some pictures of linoleum designs or
embroidery'. One daily paper, *’The Telegram”, has a design for
embroidery in it each day. See if you can find it and bring it
in. Sometimes in the advertisements in these magazines you
will find forms. Mount these geometric forms on paper and
attach to them the names of the forms.
-Si.-
uB 'Id xlylolijp 08 be‘ii:i Bcte^ iioaoei eriT
.Ji 3nib»iB36 ’i cdrisuoiict t.veri cfon aoob e.i 3 1
'3niacJ eno
vnBiix lo qu ebem cfon .mill o;J orm/ci Jon nl J1 Jud «IJ3Cf b efjoa
aid nJ. J1 3Jnq ©ft ohb piid oJ Jrl^I:nd al J1 .roXo'iId
ow {u.^rf/''r .tfB© o:t 3 ni.j'l:tOiiics eJ; ctl aqBrl'isq oil , rf^h/om
oa ’to be‘ii:;t cto^ tfcn ob ©w ^^oerdo doH© rfirocfB enoce ri'ii.©!
.
Yl^iolup
-- 81/ 3ni><Bni xiI su Ix/Tloau. ec XJrw^neri^
os worf-- ^Jfiow ©ri:^ lo vduBoc orl-? Juodfi ^nhljemoagni n?* * nl
folp.I'l orlv nl s-iowoll ©dd e:JtII /mol ©c/in-Lleo b ©vail ynom
^niride rrca gnlJeen nut ed lllw J1 , &‘iuJ ot!Jlr{o‘i£‘ X/rlx^reed bne
’TO abnelil 'i//oy i;oy nsiXW .©‘xolacf nwcro/ evsrf uox
8l Jt ©oiii wo/1 v/on 2i, oov ^oTioled bed-ielv ©vb/1 nox modw eaviX/iI©*!
dliw oS eXqosq ©raxis ©rio One eynlrlX errtBe orf^ ©©« oJ
./liBga b/iB ermcl lulX.-tiLfBod ©E&ritl :l©©!n i/OY /iodv.- x-lJoimoo^
. ctno.imalaa ;; edT . S
olidomoe.^ Ic c/^^tseb bna 3£:oX ;Jql‘'isaeb bssIo oJ BnXf.nl^xg , (
s
©m Ileci Oo Y/o'i*yofiioi ay.od orlJ lo ©moa Icoqx© Ilarle I . s ooBile
ctB sefUBH ©dct bnXl xiso wcif .©varl ablaXl .oId»IridB aeqsrte ^B/iw
©Boii^ >looI oalt' aBo eX*iis ©rlT ,^ood Jx?iJ odi to anlnnlgeo' ^dJ
'to srq^Xeeb iiwaloall lo aa'UJJoXq ©nios qX anXid Z^dJ 'lo ^qir
'lol oaicaf) s aari ^’'^T^J^3©IeT e/lT*' ^/leqaq . Y'lobXb'icfm©
,it ^ni'id ona :*1 baXl xtao uox tt &e8 dooo Jl nt viqbxc'icfic©
*
,i
nox conXsi/3Bm osodJ ni adn9Ki©EJ:iJ‘X3vbB ©dd al .ni
bna ‘loqBq xio eni'xol oXadeincoa ozodJ JmsoiA .ant'iol bnil IIXy;
.am"Ol adrf lo 8»m&n eriu in©/!;? oct dots^de
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3. The Questionnaire,
a) Fllllrig out sheet of suggested special act5.vlties In order
of preference. On the sheet I am now passing out are lists of
activities in which you are interested. Will you place after
the activity you are most interested in the figure 1, and the
thing you are next interested in the figure 2? If there are
some names on the list in which you are not interested, leave
the space after these names blank. Mark only those you like
and in the order you like them as well as you can. If you are
not sure which you like best, write down the order you think.
Note: This assignment leads to a list of geometrical terms
which may be placed on the blackboard, each member contributing
to the grov/lng lists.
.
e*j.f gfinoi d Hex/f »tiT .C*.
ni aclctiviios Iflloeq*; ,8j£6a&x;e “lo J^orie :>ro {b
“io ejtell 9‘TB ctuo 3n.t6 3sa v/on me I if* aria erl^ nO . s)onBie*ifl«£q lo
T[©cl'lfc POfiJlq vox IfiVt .bo^aa'ie;lnI ©t-?. jjov rloirlw ni BsI:llv*:to 8
©fl^ bna 4 1 ©»iugi‘i ©ri^ ni beclesrtewnX ©*11: vox t^ca ©ri;!
©IS ©'lerlct II ?2 6*ucj^^I‘i ©rl^t nl bedaeit^nl ;lxer£ ©tq jjox gnirlct
©vB©i 4 bect8 6'i©vXii doa ena vox '^oLdr/ nl dall ©rl^d no ©©raan ©mop!
©jUI vox &!^odJ ’^Inc ii*ra2J .3»a£l<d eaman eaerl^ nedls ©osqa ©rl^
o'la VQ\ II .nao vox II©w 3B i-ierfd ©jlli vox nebio ecU ni bna
.ji'n.Iiict vox vifbrLO erid nwob ©dlnv.' ^^^sd f)!!! uo-^f; rloidw ©nwa ioi
sm’ieJ Ia©/.'t:T©mo©3 lo a od ©bBftl dnairt.dgloaa alciT .•©do"'!




Photography Look at this list and find
Writing the name of the thing you
Plays think you like best and
Games put (1) after it. Then go
Reading over the list again and find
Talking the thing you like second
Drawing best and put (2) after it.
Painting etc.
Coloring
Mapping Do not mark any number after




From this list can be Integrated the class strength toward
their respective contributions during the year such as are
outlined in the unit on individual differences. In these early
lessons^ history of various geometricians and objects to illus-
trate symmetry may be brought in from time to time. Flowers
illustrate polygons; berries and grapes, spheres; starfish,
sand dollars, shells, and leaves all illustrate symmetry.
1
^ Vesta A. Richjnond, A Number of Things for Beginners in
Geometry, The Mathematics Teacher, Vol.‘''XX, (March, 1927)
pp. 142-9.
b-'il'l bAA wF.IX Js >fooJ
L'OX tid:i lo ©lOtn o.iJ
titiV ctascl ©six uov >.'xtXi{;i
nerl'’' - cti (I) ^x/q
bfii-X one nii-;^e ctQxX eri:^ ‘X©vo
bnoo3i ©>'il troY orict
:G^liB (ti) ctxxq bne ctfi©cf
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b'xewo? rlX^neiJ-a ap.sly ericf 59;tB‘i3s:tAx ©d neo daXI aldd mo^’i
e0B 2S iliixfB 'ib©y ©n'd ^oXnub anAXctucji’ictnoy ovXOAroe©^ nXerfd,
^l0>}© ©«©;{:? 0l .36ono0s*liXD Xc-0bXyiJbnX no dimr odd rtl 5©nXXdx;o
od 3d.->©(;do bne ancIoI'iJc-.'-joe^ atrcl^av to ^T:oda td ^snoe eel
>i0O’sv'cI’i .©inXd od eciXd ino^rt nX d.dfiJ^'O'id ©n '\rBfrr ^^Tdemanja ©ds^d
^riex‘t.0£ds ;890erfqii ^aocBig one £.©X-vi^d ^ano^^Ioq ©ds^deirllX





nX a'Ten/;^^©??' n.f't 8;-AiriT to ledmirK a .bnOuidoXn .A BdaoV
( ,'io‘irM) .Xct /lodoBeT aoldnicdd-'1_i^^^ t ."td©!*io©0
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!^4« Symmetry , Yesterday we ended our lesson by noting that many
objects were symmetrical, such as flowers, berries, starfish,
land leaves. Today we shall tell how to know when an object is
[symmetrical. Concluding the sample talk to the pupils, let us
now turn to the ideas as presented by various authors,
i'
a) Definition of symmetry . If a figure consists of two halves
so that if it is folded over, the left-hand part will exactly
ifit over the right or vice-versa, it is said to be synmietrical
,
Let the pupil draw a line on a sheet of paper and mark an ink
dot on the paper somewhere outside of the line. He then folds
I
[the paper over the line and another dot is obtained. The paper
l'
i
is unfolded and the two dots are Joined by a line segment. The
i
crease is the line of symmetry of the line segment,
I
1
The line of symmetry of the angle is the bisector. An
[i
lequilateral triangle has three lines of symmetry, a square has
four lines, a circle has any number,
j:
jb) Illustrations of symmetry . Connected with the human body are
[examples of symmetry in eyes, ears, hands. Clothing, gloves and
shoes afford the other examples. In the home illustrations in-
clude furniture, pictures, and vases. In nature may be found
butterflies, trees, leaves, apples, orange sections, and blossoms.
Games mentioned are the teeter board, basketball floor, checker-
1
board, and parches! board. Other objects are the balanced stage,
kite, and isosceles triangle.
We live in a world of symmetrical objects. We like to have
balance. We have the salt and pepper shaker made alike except
!for the difference in size of the holes at the top. Will you
i feriny In tomorrow five pictures of objects which are symmetriftai^
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and fold them to show that they are symmetrical?! For a
more scientific consideration of symmetry the teacher may
present special work to members of the class interested in
the following ideas: These pupils may like design work.
This work in design has the advantage of offering definite
use for the congruency of triangles and for construction
work, such as the perpendicular bisector of a line.
c). Symmetry and constructi on of concrete objects . John W.
Young2 links construction with symm.etry and with concrete
objects, such as the vase. He concludes his discussion with
"Such consideration as the above, stripped
perhaps of some of their formality, may therefore
be presented to a class very near the outset of
its study of geometry. They would indeed seem to
have their chief pedagogical value during the
introductory parts of the subject,"
1, Ernest R. Breslich, Problems in Teaching Secondary School
Mathematics
, p, 302.
2, Symmetry, The National Council 6f Teachers of Mathematics
The Fifth Yearbook, 1930. pp. 145-148.
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1 . General Rules,
After the general orientation talk, a second introductory
unit may he that concerning definitions. This topic will
embrace a wider area of the geometry text and the various ideas
are grouped together here simply for convenience, and not with
the thought that this part should be taught as a unit.
As in the approach to any new difficulty, it is well for
the teacher to remember some of the general rules. These might
be cited as:
1. Begin with the interesting facts and experiments.
2, Lead to necessary definitions and laws.
5. Unify through association with practical applications.
4. Have pupils self-active both physically and mentally,
5. Relate the various parts together into an organized whole
,
6. Repeat the principles involved in order to thoroughly
instill them in the minds of the pupils.
The order of procedure is somewhat in the nature of
analysis. That is, one goes to the conclusion and works back to
the beginning. For instance, in dealing with an abstract defi-
nition, first consider the concrete object and then go back to
the picture and through language to the symbolic expression.
As an illustration, one thinks of a triangle perhaps as a
piece of pie or a cake of chocolate or anything else which
would relate the triangle to some interesting object. It is
next J)pesented as made of wood which can be handled. After tha'
;
pictures of triangles attached to practical applications are
shown. Finally the group talks about the triangle and its
properties in verbal language and then apply to it and to its
parts the geometric symbols which represent the shorthand of
geumttiry.— - -
, .X
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To emphasize the need of understanding the language of
geometry, that is, the need for definitions, one can refer to a
local daily paper which has a cartoon each day of ’’They don’t
speak our language." This is useful to the pupils in showing
them that every activity must have a special language. Geom- I
etry is no different from any other activity. That this is
vital was brought to the writer’s attention recently when he
assigned a bright student to copy some geometric material on
i
the blackboard. The mistakes made brought out in relief the
unfamiliarity of the pupil with the language of geometry.
The teacher sometimes is impatient with the slow progress :
of the pupil in the early stages because of being unaware of the
many difficulties to be overcome simultaneously by the pupil.
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3. Firs t assignment,
a)» Bringing geometrical designs from a world familiar to
the pupil
>
After the pupil has been shown the need In general
for definitions the next step Is the assigning to the pupil of
tasks which will fiirther emphasize this need.
If the teacher refers to that which Is familiar within the
realm of experience of the pupil, the learner obtains a comfort
Ing feeling of security and the feeling of fear of the new and
strange Is avoided. Thus when he Is asked to bring In material
from current literature or to observe the classroom or build-
ings In his community he Is dealing with objects which are
familiar to him. An early assignment may consist of the
bringing In of a colored picture from a magazine. The pupil Is
then asked to describe the various forms he sees on the walls,
the linoleum or wallpaper In this picture. This difficulty of
finding names Is suggestive of help. If possible some of this
help should come from the class. On the blackboard there Is
gradually gathered a list of names and opposite them the fig-
ures to which they belong. This list grows at the suggestion
of the pupils and at the speed the pupils need. Discussion Is
held In regard to the classroom and the objects In It.
Descriptions are asked which again Involve definitions.
Geometric figures are drawn on the board, and the pupils are
asked to talk about them, comparing, contrasting, etc. This
again shows the necessity of knowing the names of the various
parts. All these drawings at first should be made as concrete
as possible by colors, and by representing them as actual
rt . 'A
r.tilll:zBli ol‘iov, e morel en^Ia^^o Icsi*! ^nl'^^nlTd ^
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-^^11 ©dd iuedd ©dleoqqo bne eeman lo dalX a beneddeg
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.Jl nl eioeldc ©rid bfiK moonasaXo ©dJ od bn£s©n nl bled
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^objects. For instance, the problem is not to have two lines T
cross, but to have two fences cross, not to describe a circle
but an uncut apple pie.
b) Finding center of a line with eompass and straight edge
.
;
The lesson to be assigned is in the nature of a challenge. It
|
ii
consists of the use of the compass and the straight edge, and
j
the pupil is asked to find the middle of the line without measuT'i-
ing it. He may use a text if he wishes, and he may find the in-'
formation in any way he will. This not only serves as an intro-iJ
:!
ductlon to construction work but presents another situation ij
l|
where he must name certain parts when he is asked to describe
what he did. In short, he is again faced with a situation whicfcl
demands definitions.
|
One writer! uses work sheets which have the new words on
them and, in order to perform the activity, the words must have
meaning. Thus a felt need is created and the teacher *s help
is solicited.
4, Applied problem . The intersection of lines should never
|
be isolated from concrete situations at the start. The writer
uses the familiar and practical in his Illustrations.
j
a) Locating a point .
(1) A Forest fire. Most of the children have been to a
local lookout fire station. The lookout man has observed a fir<i
through his telescope but, because of the distance away, cannot
locate on his direction line the exact spot. He telephones to
the nearest lookout station and asks the direction as found
1. W. R, Ramon, Geometry Measures Land, The Mathematics Teacher,
XXIII (April. 1950). p. 246. '
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from that station. This he gets, and from his maps starts his
own direction line and also that of the neighboring station,
extending them until they cross. This locates a particular
point on the map, and he is thus able to telephone the nearest
town to direct fire apparatus to fight the fire without loss of
time through failure to find the exact location.
(2)
. A fence corner . The class may be given the problem of
completing two ends of fences so that an angle may be formed.
( 3
)
, A house in the city . Discussion is then held in regard
to location of a house in a city in which it is brought out that
there iust be an intersection named in order to have definitenes
It is not enough to say Mr. Jones lives on 42nd street, but the
description must be either the exact point, number, on 42 nd
street, or if at the corner at what intersection. Emphasis
should be placed on the need of another line, another direction*
(4). A ship at sea. Discussion is also made of an applica-
tion to finding location at sea. Both latitude and longitude
must be known. These two directions are found by means of
plotting the ship’s position with the stars in conjunction v/ith
tables made up in books. The details need not be taken up here,
although a special assignment may be made for a particular
pupil to go to the science department and bring; back a clear
description of the method. In the meantime, the necessity of
obtaining two lines is again shown.
Illustrations showing these various situations follow:
« r.
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^9‘iorl q;j ne^^al co Ion br^on alial- b o.iT .a^icod nl qn obam aoldsl
•laiuoilinq a nol -bfin 90 vyr; Ino.ini'jio aa Ii.ioaqe « :^jOflli£
nBoIo B >:oed^3nind bny IntnjlnsqDo i o.ieioa s il ol 03 ol lici^c
lo Yllaaeosn cdl ^omilnso:;; edd nl .boridoRt odd lo ncidqinosob
.nvi/oda al aenil owd or.iniBddo
rv/oliol axicldBudla 3jjcin«v ©a odd gniT^oda anoidend ablll
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Lookout Station B locates fire along line RP which is 10
degrees west of north.
The two directions are plotted on a map and the exact point
of intersection is found— that is the exact location of the fir< .
The purpose of finding this exact location is to telephone








OS 8Jt enlX" anoie eT:!*! aedsool A cJiroafooJ
.ct3B9 lo ffctTon eoenaeb
01 al fioldw enll anoXe ©'tII ae;lBooI 8 noI^BoS :Jx.ro5{ooJ
.riction lo ^asw aeenasD
^nXoq ^©fix9 ©rict bao qscn b no bacJ^cIq ©ib enoXcJoe'iib owq adT
iii't ©ri:J 1o noi^BooI :ioBxe erl:} al — bncfolt e 1 noX^oea^einX lo
©rjorlqel©^ oq al nol^BooI ^obx© aldi i^ibnil lo ©aoo/xi/q ©dT




The figure here consists of the two parts of fences which
when lengthened meet at P, Two lines, two fences, intersect
at a post. Also two posts determine the direction of a fence.
riolrfw seonel lo srfiBq ow^ erict lo B^slenco s'Tsri o'lusll erfT
cto&s'ie^nl ,8©onel ow^ .eenll .o’-tT .‘I ^©era benerf^s^©! nerfw
.eon©*! B *10 nol:Jo6'ilfc ©ri^ ©n^imecteb zieoq ovi calA .cTeoq
b :J8
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The figure below shows the Intersection of curved lines
of latitude and longitude, determining the ship’s position on
the ocean.
p
This map shows longitude.
Lines on the surface of the sphere
This problem may be given to a
pupil as individual work. The
pupil is to present the idea,
eluding drawings, description,
explanation at some meeting.
This map shows lati-
tude. Angles from the
center of the earth. The
latitude tells where on the
in- long lines in figure at
and left--that is, determine
the intersection.
e©niX bev'tkfo lo noX^Joes'iiadnl eric? BworfE woled oiuail ©dT
no noiitieoq 8*qfri8 od3 3nln tima^efo j^bJU^X^noI bni^? eDu:it^Bl 'to
.nfi»oo odd
-idel ewcrfa qom elrlT
©rid mo*":']: aoXgnA .€<bifd
oriT .rtiifio odd 'io 'xedneo
dd no oTodw aXTod obi/dldfcl
d© ©*'i)J3X'i nX aonXX snoi
onifK'iodeb ,el dadd--dl9X
.aoidooB'iodnX odd
.obx/diBnoX awode qca eidT
.©'ledc© odd 'Jo eoeVura ©rid no eexiXJ
e od navis od \Bm moXdonq eidT
odT .itncw Xeirbivibnl ee Xiquq
-ni tfiabi arid dnoe ©‘iq od ai liqi/q
baB ^noti^qinoeeb .asniwonb snXbi/Xo
.snideoH! amoe de ncldeimXqxe
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, The globe. The presence of an actual globe and practise!
I
in finding points with latitude and longitude given will be
|
interesting to the pupils, and will give a clearer idea of their
meaning.
This also serves as a good introduction to the next definl-
j
tion, that of an angle. The pupil is shov/n by means of an
orange with its lunes that the longitude and latitude are deter-
mined by angles which have their vertices at the center of the
earth and that the size of the angle, that is, the longitude and
latitude depends upon the spread of the angle, rather than the
length of the sides.
(2)
. The pointer. This may be emphasized by means of a
pointer swung on a nail. The pupil is given the right angle on
the 90-degree mark. Swinging in a counterclockwise direction
brings the pointer to a straight line, two 90 *s, or 180, and a
complete revolution is four 90 ’s or 360 degrees.
^
(3)
. The compass, watch and book . Arthur Schultze^ presents
a teaching plan for angle definition. He suggests the following
"Explain an angle as a rotation, by using a material
contrivance that actually shows a rotation of a line.
A pair of compasses, or, better, several pairs of
different sizes, the hands of a toy watch, or even a
book may be used effectively to show that an angle is
generated by a rotation, and that the amount of rota-
tion, and hence the angle, does not depend upon the
length of the sides. Such illustrations will show
clearly what an angle really is, and explain the meaning
of straight angle, reflex angle, etc."
L. W. R. Ramon, op. cit. p. 246.
p. The Teaching of Mathematics in Secondary Schools. (1924) .p. 77,
i’
, f. *.
. cl.:'.nr: utlo ‘10
evl:fr>sf,o'. < i:’
oai:»o&'iQ r.nr ©00I3 r.^x/cro-' ne lo :+fja©eo‘ic f'r/" .-cc .'. e:’'.
ed nsvij ©Ewj^^^aol >n*j riJx .rioxill r.l
TeTBalo II Iv/ :;.x;'-- erlJ ol . .li^aeTsrfnl
. i.lilSBX
-.Inneu Jxen ed:) ca rolctouxx-'iari boog ii bb aeviee oeli: -:I:iT
ns lo ans^m \;cf nwcds el Ilqx.'q ©rl'l . I^nB cin lo afliiJ ,noI:J
- >-..1©o ©'t-B ©b/jlIslBl vfiB leal sexu/X 8.-jl I'JI 031'' ’-ro
cixl lo Tcac^rie-o aril 1b aeoll'iex’- ilerid ev^ri ' olrir/ aoli^nxj foenJl,':
br.B ©bull.^nox aril ,21 l£ril eril lo oi:l3 orll iGdj oaq ril'iao
aril xisril TiarioBT ^el^na aril lo bsa'iqs aril noqxf ebiiacab acK/lllsI
, 3 ©biE eril li. llgnal
s lo anaaci vcf bssIsBriqm© ©ri alriT . i'>lnloq oriT . (S)
no ol- Ifbil'i aril navfa el Xlqiiq ©riT . risn b no r^nove 'lalnloq
nolloanib M^iwTfooIo'ielnfioo s nl anlaniwa .''iBn: oO’i3a':-00 oril
a bna ^081 no ,a’0e o-^l .anil ari^ianls b ol nainioc f.ric z-y.l'ic
3 '09 ^mol ei no I li/I cvan ©leIq*TfOo
olnecanq Se^iluiloa nnr'nA . joc ri bi::B riolBw taa-oq^oo .(£)
rjniwcllol aril slsa'iSL?. ©H .nolllrlltb al.ynt-: 'lol hbIo ^nldDB^ J e
iBlnelsm e ^nian ’jri ^nolljclo-i a*- eI.:>i:B na a.UIqx:-'’'
,©nll B lo iioloalon a eworie tIIci/Iob laril eonavi'^lnoo |
lo a'itoq lB*x/vt3 ,ne.-lari ^no ^neHBxiq.TOo lo 'lisq A |
a nave no .riolav/ '^ol a lo a.-.-xi-^Ti ari:.' ^3vxl8 Inenallib
al oIuiiB na 'ljsril woric ol Y^evllr^ll© baeif 00' ^oifi >:oori
-alon'lo JiiiTOiie aril Isril bns .noilalcn © '^c b-lBne lax
aril fioqt; onaqab Ion aoob ^a.I’ix'ik: aril ? onexi Qi- t;^^noil
woria lilw ^nclifi'ileiflll don? .acblc ariT to ril’^nal
.ninaem aril nlslqxo ‘:nr ,© t qil«a'i al jn-^' nc jBriw yl'iBalo
".Oji- t
'
13x1© xallen (©1. rta .:JrxilB'xl8 lo
.ei‘ol .' .llo’Tqo j
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Applied problem ,
(1) . The radio dial . Reference Is made to the older radios
with their anall knobs on which it was difficult to locate radi<
stations. Later larger knobs were provided and finally gears
were constructed to magnify the angle rotation. The figure
is drawn as below, and the pupil is asked which the larger angle
is. He sees that it is the same angle but a larger length of
arc because the second circle is a larger circle, but the
degrees of arc remains the same. Length of the angle does not
depend upon the length of lines.
The pupil sees that the second circle, the larger, magnifies
and makes easier reading even though the angle has not increasec .
In radio language no change in wave length has been made.
From A to B is a small space and therefore, is harder to
read than from C to D.
The angle depends on spread, not on length of the sides.
Activity is given the pupil by:
a. Drawing figures on board and naming angles, with
increasing complexity of figures.
b. Using numerical exercises.
c. Practising drawing exercises.
. aelcfonq bellqqA (d
eclbB'i ‘leblo orf^ ebam at sorta'ieJeH . Jalb olbBi edT .(I)
)lbra e:fcooI oct :JIi/oll‘lib saw ciolrfw no adonjJ IIbhe 'lierfd ricJlw
s'ZBBS bsbivoiq eisw edonx' *103*131 'i©?bJ .enoidecte
orfT .noi^tndo*! arfcJ o:} be^toini.^anoo 0*i©w
>ISnB 'los'ifll ©fl:t doldn be^eB al llquq erfct bats ,woIed za nwEib al
'io rtcJgnoX *103*1^1 b dijcf aoics erfej el ctl ctarid eess eH .b 1
9ri:J ^eloilo 'isa'tfil b el elo^xlo bnooee ertct ©ei/Boed oib
don B©ob elsnfl 9rid lo ridgneJ .e/nae erid enisme*! oib “Io eee*ia©b
, a©nll “io fidsaal erf:) noqn bnoqeb
8ei‘lln3Brn 4*103*131 ©rid ^©lo'ilo bnoose srfd larfd e^ee Ilqnq eriT
)8e 08*1001 don aorf ©X^na orfd rf^j/orfd nevs ^nibB©*! *i8 lafi8 ae^sm bne
.©bBni need eori rfdanaX 9vbw nl egnado on ©afix/gnBl olbai nl
od labicri ai 48*10 ‘ie*i8rfd bna eoaqa llama b el S od A crioi'^
.a od 0 monl nerfd beon
I
•
.sebla ©rid lo ridsnel no don 4bB©*iq8 no ebnoqsb ©Igno srfT
r^d’ Xiqjjq ©rfd nevls el y^l^ldoA
ddlw ,86X308 ^nlmHn bna bneod no 89*11/31^ SnlwB'id .b
.ea'in^l'i I0 3nlee0*ionl
• eoelonox© Xfiol'ieiat/n snieU ,d
.eeelonex© gnlwenb gnleldoo*!^ .0
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I
d. Doing laboratory exercises.
e. Finding angles of hands of clock when a given time.
(Attaching to concrete and familiar)
.
f. Finding angles of compass,
g. Making the angle an angle of a pie sector.
The idea of rotation may be applied to the angles of the
triangle in showing that the sum of the three angles equals
180 degrees. This must be supplemented by paper cutting also
j to show this fact. The extension may be made to the exterior
:j
angles of a polygon, which leads to the formula for the inter-
,
ior angles. All this further strengthens the idea of rotation
as a definition of the term "angle.”
il ”m” travels a half "a" travels a complete
a revolution, revolution,
180 degrees, '360 degrees.
6, The assignment,
a). Find applied problans . The pupils are asked to bring in
applications of where the angle is used for measuring, or where;
two lines cross in a point, i
7 , The test , Ij
jj
The next period is devoted first to a five-minute test on
i|
their understanding of definition of size of an angle, and
II





, eezlo'ie'xe Y'locJsfxodBl gnlod
.
sinli nevls c nerfw >looio lo ebned io esIgnB ^nlbnl'5
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('leiliniBl fana 9^e*ionoo o;J gnldoeJ:tA)
.88Bqrnoo lo 89lgne gnlbfijf?





orii lo aslgne erlcJ o;J bellqoB eb -^aai nolctactOT lo eebi srfT 4
elsi/pe esXgnfi esTrib erfb lo mue srfb :terlct gnliroria nl signali;?
oalB isqeq bs;Jnem&Iqqu3 ©d ^8x;m alrlT .assigsb 081
aolTsdxs sdl oJ ©bam sd ’^ara noleneix© srlT .ctoal alril worfe o^
-isdni sd:J lol Blirm-iol ©dd‘ od ebasi rbiriw ^nogY-Coq b lo sslgna
noIbaaoT lo aabl sdd 8n©ricJgn©'i;Ja ‘lerfd'ml airld IIA .eelgna -loI
”,oIgnB'’ nn 0 ;i eri^t lo nolctlnilab a aa
sdslqjn'o-o a slsva-ic? "a” Had a alsvand "m"
^,noI;ti/Xov9*i ,nolduIov6i a
fasb'igeb' Ott§ ' • .aesigeb 081
.ctnsmnglaas sdT .6
nl gni'td od bsilaa e'la eilqirq eriT . ameldoiq bsllgga bal‘^ .(a
©•isriw *io tgni'ii/aasm lol beeu al signe sd:? ©'isffw lo anoldaoilqqa
.dnioq a nl esono aenll owcf
, de9J ©dT .V
no-da©^ ©dirnlxn-svil e od daqll bsdoveb si bol'ieq dxen ©dT
one ^elgna na lo ssls lo noidinlleb lo ^cilbnB:te'iQbnu Tiladd








lines as a useful part of life.
8, Discussion.
a). Pupils* contributions. Their own contributions are then
discussed and at this time, also, individual projects may be
provided for magnification without change in angle, such as
the radio dial and similar examples, and their various
illustrations of two lines intersecting.
bV Pupils' definitions. At this time also formulation of
a description of the new law will be natural and the pupils
will tell in their own language that it requires the inter-
section of two lines to make a definite point.
9. The drill.
a) Naming angles in complex situations. Figures increasing
in complexity are then put on the board, and the class is asked
to name the angles. It is well here to mention the simplicity
of notation where possible.
b) Reading angle where there is more than one angle at a
vertex. If there is one angle at the vertex, the vertex
letter is sufficient', but if there are several angles at the
vertex, the three letters must be read, the vertex letter
always coming in the center. In the triangle the order of
reading is not important but in any polygon the reading must
be continuous. Examples of this are given also in order that
the pupil may get a clear idea in his mind. In these earlier
stages, as mentioned in this unit, all pupils should obtain a
mastery since this involves fundamental definitions and ideas.
Por this reason there shcrald be some drill work and the
•
-.©liX *^0 cf'iflq Xi/leec/ e sfi eenlX
.gcl8 e;;oaXCI .8
nod'^ p'lB enoXcJgdXrtctnoo nwo gXedT .agoxdt/dlTdnoo *8lXqx/q
XBi/bXvXbxiX ^oeXfi (©cil^ Eldct da bns b686ifOBXb
za dosjz ,elanis ni esnedo :tuorld.tw noldBollXn^Bm 'tol beblvoiq
SijoIiBv ilerfd bnB ^aelqniexe 'lalirnis fanu lalb olb^^i add
.
gnlctoeaTednl zbciIL owd “io anoi^B'ideuX li
*10 noldaljJjn'io'i os la emid eldd . snoldIaX*lab >cilqu<I (d
aXXqx/q sdd bnfi LB'isJ:3an ©cf XIlw wel wen orfj lo notdqX'iosbb b
-ledxiX ©dd saaiifpe*! di dedct agsi/gnsl nwo liadX nX XIe:J liiw
.dnioq adinilab b ©jiBra od Berrll owd lo noldoaa
, IXlib ©riT .6
anXeBOionl seibgl'^ . egoXdBuJle xaJgaoo nX esI^nB ^rXrgs;; (e
be?J3B ai asBio ©ricJ bns jb-xBod ©dd no aedi ©is Y^XxelQmoD ni
*^dXoXIqaiXa edd noXinom oX e*i©d Ilev, aX dl .ssXgfiB add ©man od
.eldXasoq ©‘ledw noXiadon lo
ji .-Tg ois^nB ©flc nsfid enoin el ©^©dd ©^©dy els^g ^nXbBefl (d
xadTsv arid ,x©d*i0V ©dd ds ©13118 ©no ai ©^©dd II » XBd*i9V
©dd da sel^HB iBasvee ©'Ib ©ledd IX dnd ,‘-"neioillg8 eX ''laddeX
'leddel xodi©v ©rid 408©'! ©d deua agaddsl ©©ndd ©dd «x©d-iov
lo 'leb'io ecU ©X'qnfiX'id ©rid nl .’isda©© ©rid nX gnXnio© sYewIfi
denra 3flXbB6i ©rid nog-^ioq -^na nX dod :JnBd'ioqii!X don eX 3nXb£©'i
dBrii 'i&b^o nX oalB nsvXg ©o-B aXdd lo salcniBx? .anonnidnoo ©c
^©XX'IB& eaorfd nl .bnim aXri nX a©bl 'la©!© a d93 IXqnq sdi
a niBddo blnoria alXquq II s ,dlnu eXrid nt bonoldnara 3 b ^asgsds
.aasbl bnB snoldXnXlab lednojisbni/l e©vXovni sXrfd ©onia 'v^ne^asa
©rid bnB Tfnow IlX-ib eifloa ©d bltorfa ©Terld nosaoT aXdd
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frequent calling of the pupil's attention to the fact or idea
iintil mastery is attained by all.
Since the aim is to make certain conceptions automatic, in
|
Drder that when the pupil is engrossed on a problem which calls
for his utmost mental powers, that he may not have to be dlvertec
3y attempting to clear up cloudy ideas, every effort must be
nade that this mastery to an automatic point be accomplished in
a very real way. This means that there must be no useless and
neaningless repetitions, but rather that the variety of
approaches may be such that the pupil will have tlie definition
seep into his system with the continuation of a favorable
attitude on his part.
10 , Definition of *^lncluded” angle .
One of the early difficulties is the significance of the
rord ’’included”. As has been pointed out by some writers, part
Df the difficulty of the congruence theorems has come from a
failure to thoroughly orientate the pupils in the terms with
vhich these theorems deal. Considerable time should be spent




. Colored chalk . This may be done by means of colored
5halk, designating either the angle or side, whichever is being
jonsidered
,
b) . Descript ion
.
Stress may also be made verbally by
E
xplaining that in the included angle, the sides surround the
ngle and are the sides of the angle. In the case of the
Included side, that at the extremities of the side are the
no 3 oB'l eri^ noi:Jn©^ie e»XIquq ©riJ 'lo ^aillpo ;fnoupon
. f.lB ’^d benlB;i:te el Xldnc
cil ^o tiBiaoduB anoidqeonoo alBSnoD al inX« eril toril8
sIIko drjJtrtv/ aeldo'iq a no beeRO-i^n© si liqnq ©ri:J ned-A' jHdi ^e^^c
jectnevib ©d oct sveri don y^am eri .'tarfd ^anewoq ladaani deonidj;/ Rid 'to
©d dsjjin i'lo'l'i© v*i9v©
,
3 B©5i ^b/JoXo qt/ 'IBqIo od aniiqinsddB
ai bsrieilqinooofi ©d dnioq oidaraodus na oi ^•i9daBtTi atdd c?£rid ©bail
bna aesXeeo on ©d dejym ©'isrld derfj saaom sirfT .vaw Xboi
lo ©rid darid *X9rida*i dud , snoid Ideq©*! eeoXgninaea
noidlnileb ©rid ©vari XXiw liquq ©rid darid rioua ©d sorioaoiqqi
eidatoval a lo no idai/ni dn oo ©rid ridiw meds’je airi odnl qooi
.d^iaq eiri no ©budidd
• ^iana **bebxjIoni** lo noidin ilsq . 01
©rid lo ©onsoilinsis ©rid ai seidli/olllib -^X^bo ©rid lo ©nO
d*xaq ^eiodiiw ©oioa ^d di/o bednioq need aari a A ."beouXoni’^ b*io
a moil ©moo eari amoioarid ©onsui.^noo ©rid lo y;dIx/oilli& ©rid Ic
ridiw smied ©rid nl allquq ©rid edad ieiio -^if^^^c'^orid od oii/Xia
dnsqe ©d bluorfa ©mid ©Idaii-bianoO . Xa^b aiaeioerid ©asrid rioiri<
^'bebulonl^ darfw aXiquq ©rid XXa lo ebnim ©rid ni 31! riaildsdae n
. an see
beioXoo lo aiioem xd ©nob ©d ^am eiriT . j^Xario bsioXoQ .(a
gnied ai loverioiriw ^&bl^ 10 ©X^ns ©rid loridi© gnidanaiaeb ,>tXari
.bsiobiano
Xd ^^Iladiev ©bam ed oale aceida . noi dqiioaeC «(d
©rid bnuoiuda asbia ©rid ^©Xgna bebuloni ©rid ni darid 3nlnialqx
©rid lo ©a BO ©rid nl .©lane ©rid lo aebla ©dd ©is bna ©IsnJ
©rid ©ie ©bia ©rid lo aoidimoidxe ©rid da derid ^ebis bebuXon
'j
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angles which Include the side.
c.) Board drawings. The best way to practise on these terms
|.
is to draw figures on the board and first erase the parts of i
the triangle which do not apply, and then fill them in. In
this way the difficulty is isolated. One reason of the diffi-
culty is that at the tenth year pupils are not over careful in
their statements and fail to see the significance of not staying
with the definitions.
d). A common error . One way to cure this carelessness is
to draw two triangles which have two sides and an angle equal
but not the included angle. Purposely make one triangle much
larger than the other and then tell the pupil that since he
stated these were congruent, that you would be quite satisfied
to have the triangle of ice cream on the left, which you have
drawn much larger, while he may take the one at the right which
is much smaller. Then ask him if that is not fair since he has
just stated that that would be how to make the triangles
congruent. Amid the smiles of the class he sees the error, and
the correction is made. The word "included” now begins to take
on meaning, and he will observe it more carefully because of
his experience. This may be repeated two or three times in the
course of the week before everyone in the class is awake to the
word "included", but eventually all get the term firmly in
mind
.
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Illustrating two triangles which have two sides and an angle
equal but not the included angle. Parts equal may be in the
same color chalk. The pupil decides that he wishes he might
have the ” ice-cream’* at the left rather than the right and thus
gets an Insight into the importance of the word ’’included”.
ty The drill . The practise on definitions may consist of
picking out from the figures in the text the parts studied and
also in having drawn on the board various figures growing in
complexity in which these parts appear. If these figures are
drawn on the board ahead of the class period by some geometry
pupil, it no only gives him a chance at activity but saves the
time in class. At the end of the unit on definitions two sides
may be chosen, and either on the blackboard or on large placards
various figures may be shown and the pupil asked to describe
them in geometric language and also give the geometric symbols.
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Descriptive . A consideration of the definitions of
the various figures, such as the various quadrilaterals, may
be made interesting first throu^ observation of the various
forms in life. Landscape gardening offers a fertile field for
observation of these forms. These definitions may be made
clear by comparing and tabulating. A quadrilateral is the most
general of the four-sided figures; it included them all. The
parallelogram, with its opposite sides parallel, includes under
it the rectangle, the square, and the rhombus. All of these
are special cases, the first two having right angles, and the
last named having all sides equal. The trapezoid comes partiall
under the parallelogram, having two of its sides parallel; and




Family relationship. A little humor may be brought in
by saying that the quadrilateral is great-grandfather to the
square, grandfather to the rectangle and the rhombus, and father
to both the parallelogram and the trapezoid. Fun is derived
from further consideration of family relationships such as
uncles, aunts, nephews, nieces, and cousins. Few in the class
know that the children of first cousims are third cousins and
not second cousins. A second cousin is the relationship
between the first cousin and the child of the second cousin.
y
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Tabulated graphically they might appear as
follows
;
12 • Definition of “distance ** •
Another troublesome definition is the reading into the
word ’’Distance” ’’perpendicular distance.” This may be made
clear by asking the pupils how far you are from the side of the
room. This brings out the vagueness of the question until the
pupil decides one wishesthe shortest distance, which is a line
perpendicular to the plane of the side of the room. ”As the
crow flies” may be brought in to further establish the meaning
of the word ”distance”# and in the adolescent stage one can
quote with meaning, ’’The longest way round is the shortest way
home”, under some circumstances. A tracing of the mileage for
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To summarize the problem of having the
pupil obtain a clear Idea of definitions and symbols in plane
geometry, so that he will have a basis for successful work,
involves a study of the difficulties and a study of the various
suggestions for success and application to teaching situations.
The difficulties of the pupils may be cited somewhat as
follov^s*
a. Unattached, definitions are meaningless facts to be
memorized.
b. The pupil is unable to divorce line from qualities of
color and width and think only of length in the geome-
tric sense.
c. An angle is thought of as being controlled in size by
the length of the sides, since the pupil has considered
increased length as an actual increase in other situa-
tions. He has a mind set in that direction because of
past experiences.
d. Multiplicity of new definitions and symbols confuse the
pupil.
e. The pupil fails to extend knowledge from a particular
situation to a general; a pupil can recognize a perpendi-
cular in a simple upright figure but has difficulty when
the figure is more complex and the perpendicular line
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f. He Judges from appearance rather than logical proof.
He has a tendency to draw special cases such as isos-
celes triangles.
g. The pupil has the psychological difficulty of fear over
the confusion which results from the new language of
geometry.
h. The failure to master the idea of definitions leads to
difficulties in proving theorems,
I, The time allotted to absorb the new definitions is
inadequate.
J. Logical and meticulous definitions drive interest away.
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^), General devices . Devices for aiding in success in
teaching definitions.
1. Gradual procedure.
2. Understanding by pupil.
3. Definitions only actually needed presented.
4. Simple terms.
5. Definitions growing out of the pupil *s experience.
6. Instruments and constructions.
7. Concrete objects.
8. Concrete illustrations from the classroom and the
world outside.
9. Drawing of figures by the pupil.
10. "They don’t speak our language". Every subject has
its vocabulary to be learned.
11. Motion idea^ as in angles.
12. Avoidance of dwelling too long on the definition.
13. The new ideas presented singly and in isolation.
14. Practise on the new definitions in various situations
and applications, including construction.
15. A felt need for description created fr-om the pupil’s
project, the figure on the board, or a figure in life.
A necessity for names for the various parts of the
figure.
16. Definitions presented when there is need for them.
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C. Construct ions and Measurements.
‘ So important has seemed the method of building up defini-
tions and concepts by means of constructions and measurements
that it has appeared desirable to devote a unit to this topic.
I
1 • When taugh t
.
Among the writers there seems to be general agreement on
the wisdom of preceding work in demonstrative geometry by con-
istructions and measurements. Lide^ calls attention to the work
iat the English High School in Boston as especially noteworthy
i
land writes that "The preliminary work consists largely of
[constructions with ruler, compass, and protractor. Throughout
^these constructions opportunity is taken to build up the mathe-
1
^atlcal vocabulary of the pupil....”
2. List of constructions.
I One may first list the various constructions as noted by
lithe writers, together with the instruments used, and then cite
"the advantages and disadvantages as found,
Ij a. Bisecting a line.
b. Bisecting an angle.
*! c. Drawing a perpendicular to a point at a given point.
d. Constructing a perpendicular from a point to a line.
e. Making an angle equal to a given angle.
I'
f. Bisecting an arc of a circle.
|i g. Trisecting a right angle.
! h. Inscribing a regular hexagon in a circle.
ij i. Constructing a triangle congruent to a given triangle by
il
making certain parts equal.
j. Drawing segments of a line of specified length.
I
k. Making a circle of given radius.




!l, Edwin S. Llde, Instruction in Mathematics, Bulletin, 1952, no,
1|
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m. Constructing parallel lines,
n. Constructing rectangle, square, octagon.
o. Making scale constructions; congruence and similar-
ity.
Of these constructions, the first five have been noted as
the fundamental constructions by Breslich,!^ while BetzS names
the first four as fundamental.
3. How tau^^.
How constructions ^ould be taught is suggested by Betz as
follows •
3
"The fundamental constructions are often taught by
a purely imitative procedure. Thus, the pupil is shown
how to bisect an angle without understanding the reasons
for the various motions. The result is always an
undesirable mental uncertainty and confusion. Instead,
a thorough understanding of these constructions can be
developed organically by studying the symmetric proper-
ties of the kite, in which case even very slow seventh-
grade pupils quickly grasp the essentials of the con-
struction problems which it suggests.
’’Again, the isolated presentation of individual
constructions is misleading. They should be used in
organic- combinations. So far, no better plan has been
suggested for this purpose than the use of applied
design, or of composite figures, such as Gothic win-
dows, trefoils, quaterfoils, star polygons, and the
like> Not only are all the fundamental construction
skills introduced in natural combinations when this
method is used, but an immediate check is provided for
the degree of accuracy that should be attained at any
stage of the work.”
For those especially interested in design work in geometry^
the Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity, New York, have published, 1932, Geometry of Repeating
)esign and Geometry of Design for Hi^ Schools . A, Day Bradley.
Ernest k. Bre^rich, Problems in Teaching Secondary School
Mathematics
. pp. 247-279.
William Betz, ’’The Teaching of Intuitive Geometry". The Na-
tional Council of Teachers of Mathematics. The Eighth Year-
book, p. 135. (1930)
L William Betz, op. cit. The Eighth Yearbook, p. 151.
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The Instruments used for constructions as noted by various [
writers are compasses, and the straight edge or ruler, which is
according to the law of construction.
4.
Discussion of Measurement.
Turning to the measurements suggested, we find that the
following are listed from the writings:
William Betz writes:^
"if the new unit related to ‘measurement*, the
preliminary discussion may touch on such items
as the following;
1. Trades, industries, and professions which
depend largely on measurement*
2. Occasions for measurements in everyday life.
3. The most common measuring instruments.
4. The purposes of measurement.
5. Interesting measurement projects suggested by
the communi ty
.
6. The meaning of accuracy in measurement.
7. The historical development of the common units
of measure.
8. What it means to 'estimate* lengths."
5.
Measurement situations .
Situations in which measurements occur are as follows;
a. Finding sum of angles of a triangle—by
1. Protractor.
2. Paper tearing,
3* Rotation of pencil.
b. Developing ratio inductively by measurement of
circxjmference and diameter, and finding the ratio
a constant,
c. Proving area of a parallelogram is equal to area
of a rectangle by cutting out the triangles at the
side and fitting in on the other side.
d. Cutting out twelve sectors in a circle and fitting
in to form a rectangle,
e. Making and using a transit.
Intuitive Geometry, New York Syllabus in Junior High School
Mathematics, 1928, 1933. The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. The Eighth Yearbook , p. 135,
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f. Discovering relationship between area and its
diameter through weight comparison. Cutting out fron
a piece of cardboard a number of circles and
compare weights of the cardboard discs with the
weight of a unit of area cut from the same
material. Making a list of diameters and weights,






l. Using scale drawings.
m. Measuring irregular piece of land,
n. Copying by means of pantograph.
William Betz gives the following applications!
1
1, To show drawings.
2, To interpret blue prints,
3, To make house plans.
4. To design.
5. To apply to pattern making.
6. To survey plots,
6, Instruments used.





















I, Intuitive Geometry, New York Syllabus in J\inlor High School
Mathematics (1928), The National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, The Eighth Yearbook
,
1933. p, 136,
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Miss Eddy found the following additional ins triaments named
in text books



















^t is evident that the texts lead in
of instruments to the applied problem,
field features general suggestions following psychological laws
which have been stamped with the approval of authoritative
educational agencies, but which have fewer definite suggestions
or illustrative lessons and thus have less mention of definite
the suggestion of use




Writers mention frequently the advantages of constructions









To better grasp the theorem.
To become thoroughly acquainted with the names and meaning
of the fundamental concepts.
To acquire a vocabulary of terms with understanding.
To acquire accuracy in reading.
To develop ability to handle physical tools.
3
Louise tearbour Eddy, M. A. Thesis, ’’Motivating the Study of
Geometry", Unpublished Master’s thesis of Chicago University,
1930.
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f. To have pupils work as individuals,
g. To have pupils work with their own hands at a table,
using objective things.
h. To make work experimental in order to supply that
which is essential in sense perception and as an aid
for abstract thinking.
I i. To practise earth measurements thus giving life and
reality to the subject,
j . To note that interest centers in the concrete rather
than in the abstract.
k. To give the pupil opportunity to become familiar with
many of the topics,
l. To convince pupil of his own childish vocabulary and
make him willing to acquire the formal language of
geometric exposition,
m. To afford an opportunity for the concept of hypothe-
sis and conclusion to be Illustrated concretely.
n. To utilize the civil engineering period of boyhood.
o. To break down the prejudice against geometry.
p. To make pupil realize that mathematics is a vital
part of life rather than a series of mental gymnas-
tics,
q. To emphasize doing.
r. To be within capacity of child,
s. To make application prominent,
t . To give clear notion of space concepts,
u. To guard against slovely work which often leads to
erroneous conclusions.
V, To train pupil to draw neat and accurate figures.
w. To teach use of instr\aments
.
X. To give joy in learning how to make instruments,
8
.
Disadvantages with excessive use,
Schultz sounds a note of warning on the excessive use of
the laboratory method and notes that it is a valuable supplement
and aids in the interest in pure mathematics but must not replac s
it. He cites the following disadvantages:
a. The method is exceedingly slow,
b. It may degenerate into a kind of manual training.
c. It is based on wrong assumption that pupils cannot
comprehend and do not enjoy demonstrational mathenatics,
d. It does not give training in true mathematical thinking.
e. It makes pupil acquainted with mathematical facts but
not mathematical reasoning,
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A perusal of the above disadvantages reveals, however, that
|
they are all present only in case of too great an emphasis to
j
the exclusion of the demonstrative geometry. In the proper '
place, construction and measurement as an introduction to and ,
a supplement to the demonstrational geonetry, has no disadvan- *
tages, a fact which cannot well he dismissed.
|
Any particular method of teaching would have disadvantages
||
if overbalanced, just as any technique may be used too much. !
i;
Like golf, a single club may achieve results in the hands of a j|
r
good player but not the best results, so any single technique
may prove valuable in the hands of a good teacher but not as |
valuable as using all the available techniques in proper
sequence and with proper emphasis.
Hassler and Smith^ also sound a note of warning when they
suggest that ’*If such work is prolonged or narrowly conceived, !
the pupil is likely to have a shock when the time for disillu-
sionment comes. When the teacher conducts the work in con-
structions as a vehicle to carry along the aims that we have
set forth in these pages, ... .Always looking forward to demonstra
tion, and not as an end in itself, he will find it a convenient
and interesting approach,”
Although one must be careful not to over emphasize the
constructive geometry, yet YoungS points out that it would be a
mistake to abandon this side v/^hen demonstrative geometry is
taken up as a separate subject. Even with the course of formal
TT J. 0 . iHassler, and R. R. Smith, The Teaching of Secondary
Mathematics
, p, 324*
8. J. W. Young, The Teaching of Mathematics in the Elementary
and Secondary School, d. 263,
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demonstration in full swing, the concrete instrumentalities may
still be used to lead up to propositions, to illustrate them, to
study their bearings, properties, and consequences. The use of
models is of great value. They should be made by the pupil
himself when feasible.
9, Difficulties overcome by construction and measurement .
Various difficulties have been cited as cleared up by the
use of constructions and measurements. Breslich^ notes the
tendency of pupils to draw special triangles, such as equila-
teral, isosceles, or right-angled and then to use these facts in
the proofs, although not given in the theorem. He says to grasp
better the theorem, draw out the figure and measure. He suggests
a method for the teacher to sketch at the board and then check
each pupil at each step, and finally to apply immediately to
situations.
Hassler and Smith^ call attention to the benefit of construc-
tion in making clear to the pupil the limitation of conditions
which a line may fulfill. They state ”The requirement that the
work should actually be done with ruler and compasses is first
|aid to the situation.”
I
One error consists of placing too many conditions upon the
construction line and ass\iming that lines, given and constructed
pass through particular points. ”A pupil may say, *Blsect
the vertical angle of an isosceles triangle, so that
the line is perpendicular to the base*. It will be
obvious in the construction that both things are not
!• Ernest R. Bresllch, op. cit. pp. 247-279.
2. J. 0. Hassler and R. R. Smith, op. cit. pp. 347-348.
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"done. Either angle Is bisected or a perpendicular Is
constructed from the vertex to the base. Either rela-
tion Is the result of the other. A more abstract dis-
cussion may follow. A line is determined by two points
or a point and a direction. If a line connects two
points or passes through a point in a particular direc-
tion (as In the case when an angle is bisected or a per-
pendicular is erected to a line through a given point),
no other condition may be placed on the line."^*
a^ Placing too many conditions upon the construction line.
"In considering the theorem, 'Any two parallel chords
drawn to the extremities of a diameter are equal*,
most pupils find it very easy to *prove* this exer-
cise by drawing a line AD, assuming that it passes
through the center. When asked, *How do you know
that AD will pass through 0? * they cannot answer*
When asked, *How is AO determined? * and they answer
*by A and D, * they realize that they have no right
to assume that it passes through 0. Then they will
wish to compromise by drawing AO and OD, but will
innocently fall into the error of assuming that AOD
is a straight line* Errors of this type can be
eliminated for the time being by requiring the solu-
tion of several exercises in a series where each
exercise contains the possibility of one of these
errors. A discussion of the possible errors will
cause the pupils to be on the watch for them. The
mistake is likely to manifest itself at some later
date, however, if the matter is not frequently
touched upon."
bV Constructing a line in a complex situation. Another type
of error on the part of the teacher is exposed by construction
according to Hassler and Smith^, They state:
"The teacher will learn from this concrete work in con-
structions how small must be the gaps over which the
average intelligence of the tenth-year pupil can jump.
A pupil may be able to bisect a line or an angle, but
be at a loss when asked to bisect the sides of angles
of a triangle. Intermediate exercises have to be pre-
pared to help bridge the gap. If this is so in simple
work as construction exercises, the teacher must be
doubly on his guard when the more abstract work is begun."
[. J.A.bassler and R.R.Smith, op* cit. pp. 347-348.
2. J.O.Eassle]^ and R.R.Smith, op* cit* pp* 323-324*
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10. Construction of a transit
.
j!
T. L. Engle^ gives in detail directions for the making of
j
a transit and calls attention to the stage or development which
j,
li
most boys pass through which might be called a civil engineer-
ing period.
I
Smith-Reeve-Morse^ gives the idea of not compressing the ji
drawings into a single diagram. This is in line with the iso- ji
I
lation of the difficulty for which the author has striven in his
classes. Some of the modern texts are beginning to feature this]
idea. Instead of one finished construction appearing, there are
j
several drawings as the construction progresses.
In the unit on proportion description of a pantograph is
|
I'
given and the direction for construction. '
11. The class out-of-doors^
|
Since the subject of this unit is general in character, it
would not be particularly valuable to tie it to a particular
illustrative lesson. Anyone who has witnessed the enthusiasm
of a class on a field trip does not need to be convincedi^of its i
efficiency. The writer has taken his classes outside for
j
I
measuring heights of the flagpole in the school yard, the height
;
of the school building, and the height of various public build-
!
ings in the community. The water tanks may also be measured
j
and the distance around found and the volume computed. In
measuring heights, pupils have drawn ai-^protractor scale on oak
tag and attached it to a frame constructed in the manual tralninf;
L. Constructing a Transit as a Project in Geometry. The Mathe-
matics Teacher
,
XXIV (November, 1931) pp. 444-447.
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department. This enlarged protractor with its wooden pointer
is used to sight tops of buildings, and the base line is
measured with steel tape. Allowance is made when the tip of
the tower is over a point inside the building which makes the
problem of estimating the distance from the outside of the
building to the point beneath the peak. The class is required
to find the center of the rectangle or a square on which the
tower is built, a problem which involves finding the mid-point
of a diagonal. Various members of the class sight at different
base distances, and the computations are made and presented
to the class to demonstrate the accuracy of the method.
-.-as-
'tr^n‘oq neboon o:tl; d:ilw loaoe^ctciq bd^iijlao elrlT . Jn&ract'rsqob
al &nli ©EBd ©iid bne t^^nloliud io dqod aiigia bOHV Bi
“lo qiJ &.U nsdw obBr! el sonfit/oIlA .eqacf lead-c rfdlw b^'u^esan
8d:t dol dw' anlbl tod ©dd obleni; Jnloq a levo zl •iewo;t
orI:t Tlo eblaaxjo ©dd cnoil eoxTudeib ©ri4 s/riismt^se to maldo'iq
borLii/pei si aaeio ©riT .JJi)©q srli do Boned Onioc edvl oO :^lbliijd
sdO doliiw no ©nsope e *to ©IviBOoei ©xiO lo 'leOneo orlO bni'i oO
Onloq-Gi**? tdS .'ievlovni doiriw aieldonq f .,driud ei 'xg’aoO
Oxio-iomb Ob Odsile aaeJo edO lo ‘tsdrfie.Ti enoineV ''Bnoseib b to
beOneesiq i^Hjb ©beia ©ns anoiOBOnqmoo ©rfO onfe ,3eone03lb &8Bd
.bodOooi ©do 'io ^^ofi’rtroos ©ri? ©OBiOenomeb od aealo odd oO
D , Creating a felt need for geometric demons traMon
•
1 . It lusl ons
,
a). Introduc tion . In one's experience as a teacher one
finds that boolcs of psychology are of great use in their illus-
trations to show optical illusions. Many of these are brought
to class and charts are drawn of them. Newspaper items of these
illusions are presented. Recitals of mistakes people have made
in what they thought they saw or heard are enumerated. Puoils
are encouraged to tell of their experiences in the dark when
going along a road or passing a deserted house, or when ill.
A written assignment will bring interesting anecdotes. It was
Stevenson's imagination when he was ill which led to many of his
exciting adventures. The bear turns out to be a rock in the
distant pasture; the calling of one’s name with no one around,
and the feeling of the hand on one ' g shoulder v/hich is really
not there, are illusions. The way one’s mind fills in on cer-
tain situations according to the mental set, or the way one makefe
the situation or the v;ord take on meaning, are ail witnesses to
the mistakes which the sensory organs and even intellects make,
rom Instances similar to these many superstitions have been bon|^
he after image of the eye until understood was m;vstlcal. An
jthese show the necessity of proof. A second way of showing need
f the demonstration comes from the life situations.
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?no 'redojE?? b 3B Bondl^Bqxd a'ano nl . ocl
j
oni)oi^cl .(b
- etrlli n.f eaw lo O'IB '^^cIodOY^c? lo B:jicccf JBdiJ 3>.ci1
o d-s.ifC'X'l eiB ad&dJ to vnB?* .Bnc^BoIIi ::B::iJqo vfaiQ oJ anoi^JB^i
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aoBc! DV'>'il dI(joB<i fta^lBJcJtn to alBC^ioaH .fiD^/iasaiQ o'lc
. baJBi Sini/na bib o'tBBd 'ic v.T.a YSd^ JdQucrii Jarir* nl
nari'" ado ni as otiai'iaqxa 'iXariJ 'lo XI aJ o^ i)asa'ii;oone 9 '‘£B,
I .III iiariw *10 , 3fl5»ori bsJ'jaaob b 3»xiaa^y 'lo I)Bi*'i s gnolfl 3
r.l03
'»BW tl .aaJoo'jBxiB 3iii^aeTaonX %uincf IXi^ Jaanin^ifiaB naJJiiw a
2iri to Yrr^P oJ bal riol.'w Hi aav uri nadw noi:?«ni3Bnii q
’
c: ar* 9VB,-»i.
3d J ni doo‘i Bri .oJ i//o emirJ sriT - bSTtuinavos
?».ni^Jtox9
,rini.oiB ano on dJiw omnn a’ano to s/tillB-- ;B^u:a^q
^necfeix)
vl lB3^ ai doidw T;0bHoriB B£to no bned eriJ to aniXs&t
BriJ bn£
- ido no ni aXXit bnifi' s' ©no ad'I' .anoiBb'XIi aie
^on
ajJBin ano yBw DriJ -o ...tse IbJhbx adJ o;l aniMcoon anoH^nJia
nisi
0^ aesaenJiTf 1X3 ortB ,.ninBDiii no aaaJ Mo-'
ad^ noiJnrHe ariJ
.©-iBin B^o&II^ini nevD inB ans^'io rtoenaa edi doid'//
eejJoJaira 3riJ
tod nDtxi &VBri enoiJiJ 3^1 aqifs YnBci saariJ oi
'xsliciia aeinBieni moiti
Xji .laoiJ B&vr boo^ a^iBbriv XiiJnn av© ad^
a^AJui .eJtB scU,
baan aa^'^cda to ^nocae - .tcoiq to
yHaaaoan ariJ woda oaad^






Would one believe this Individual? The salesmen as
the prestidigitator who tries to keep one's mind on the
movements he wishes one to notice and not to make a complete
inventory of the situation is like the magician who makes
one's eye follow the right hand while the "magic" is being
performed by the left hand. T^e necessity of having author-
itative information on the sub.lect, of unbiased information,
and not .lust accepting the thing because some one says it,
or some book states it, should be shown. This reveals the
need of complete proof. And this method of analysis and
evaluation is surely cfC use in all situations in life
involving choice, and decisions, among a collection of
influences and facts.
Having thus oriented the beginning student into the need
of plane geometry through the methods above described in the
attempt to open the channel by favorable attitudes, one nay
next consider other guide posts along the footpath to succes j.
86 n»-:!2 el6e sdT uirii ava.tiDd &no M;.'oW
no Dfilin a' 9X10 qas2/ oJ criv\r ^o^ 6^i3 ,:i}JCcfDoqq ©riiT
0^&Iqi3oo i' 92/Bm joh bciQ dottoii qJ 9nc asifsiw Sri aJasnavom
C)
362^661 oriw rj6iol36in 3rj^ s^iil noivJajjJ/a si^iJ Ic y/iojridvnl
3n/&d ai ‘'oX^Bci" arii sliriw iinart 9d^ WGilot 0 v;b e'sno
-icriit U6 3rfiv6ri lo yctiaaeoen Sr»'I‘ .f)n6rf srii riecnol'tsq
Gmolni beaeidm/ Ic ^ctosf.di/a sriJ no yviJaJi
ayes eno snoe sri/bo act snirict srict ^ni^q^ooB dauf. Jon ^na
ariJ alSBvs'x aXd'^ .ir-voria acf bljjcria ,J/ sa^aJa ioori sr.oB 'xo
one elaylBiis bo riJBci alriJ i)nA . 1:0 0*10 s^i eXqwoo lo £)&sn
slil ni anc f- J sjjJ .t a XI^. ni Ben Yo ylsiua ai nclJ6i;l6VB
Yc noiJooiloo 6 3nojc:8 ,anoiQ f oab bns .soiorio .vnivicvni
. aJoaY 5x16 aaonaoIYni
baan sxJJ o«ni Ja&bi/Ja 3nJnni30d sriJ baJHaino. ax/riJ snXvaH
i-riJ ni nsdinoeab svods abcriJsxn eriJ risxxc'iriJ YnJaiuoas anBlq Yo
v.6ra snc .aabuJiJJa dld^iov.-Y yd isnnfirio ariJ irego oJ Jafl:&JJ6








b). Influence of the mind 36t . Immediately preceding ith(|
beginning of demonstrational geometry there will need to come l
I
a consideration of the necessity for proof. Local material
]
I
will be of greatest Interest. The writer has introduced the '
subject somewhat as follows.
For several days in the daily newspapers there had been
j
attention called to a coming hlKh spot in a murder trial in
which a nine “year old child was to testify that on a certain
morning four months previously when she called to her father,
he answered her. To too many of the public this is good
evidence, but to one who considers the age of the child, the
time elapsed since the act, and the fact that this was a re-
peated process each morning, this type of evidence will.be less
substantial, no matter how honest the child may be within her-
self. Nurses who have cared for sick: people over a long perioc
of time Continue to hear them call after they are gone* So
strong is the mind set under similar conditions that actual
absence of the stimulus will often make no difference in the
mind of the individual. Examples of this are in typewriting
where when one word or a part of a word is started the mind
automatically puts down what is customary. For Instance, in
this paragraph in the second line is the word ‘'high". The writ-
er immediately typed the word "school" after it even though
"spot" was the word to be typed. This was because so many times
previously the word "high" had been followediby the word "school'
•flJj 8nff»&o0*iq balr: erL? _1q_ &Qae)j>:IlnI .(d
ojaoo £»e3f! III?/ OTadiJ Ir.nol lo snlfini^ed
lEf iBtfBfli Ifiootl .loo*iq ncTt vJIaaso&n ariJ nciite'iBl)! -noo e
9d;^ oBd 'leilTW arfT .tfsei©^*;! ^saJjas'is lo ed illw
.avrollol 8E JExlwBfiiOB
n&8d d'-d. aTSriJ sTQqBqswen sybI) ln'i&VbB
ni ‘tafjiufli B ni loqa d7\id s^lcco b Ov daXXao
xfiB^'iao B no bXXrif' Mo ^sBY"^nln fi doXdw
,'T9ri^B'l nari oi LeJXao aria nariw adv^non nuol gnimom
&003 dl Gid^ oildijq ariJ 'ic ynaa ocj oT .'i&d Jb9‘i-‘'wanB 9ri
adJ .Mldo adJ l:o agfi ariJ aiablenoo od’ ado ittfd ,aonebiv9
-BT B BBW 8id^ JBd? ^osl Bdl dfiB , 5 oe ^dxJ aonXB Saeq^Xa dcia
BEBl 9d XX.tw aonaMva aqY^ 8-^*'^^ ^gnlniooi riosa aeaooiq deJaaq
-tod Md^iv/ ad Y^ I^Xirio adJ Jaanod wod tBcf^aa cn ,lBlJnB?edi/a
)Qrt9q gnoX s-tavo aXqodq sioia tol ietBO avfid oriw aaati^ .llaa
ca .©nog 9tB Y®rf^ te^lB llBO niadrf tssd BUtilinoo bsnli
Xojl'Job 5eriJ Bnoi'Jii>fioo tBlItTia tel>fli; Jea bnlm ad^ si gnotJe
add nl eonataltxf) on ajJBia nailc XXlw aijluiuida add lo aonaadB
gnidXtTraqY^ aaXqcjBxS .iBublvlbnl add br.la
bnln add badtjsda aX Mow b I0 dtcq b to btcw ano nadw
atadw
nx ,9on£danX to'i .Yi^JOdBuo el dndw nwob ednq
-dlt7/ BdT .' rfglri” Mow arid al anil bnoooa add nl
dq^tg^taq aldd
dguodd nova it todlB "X-odoe”- Mow arid ba^Y^ y^
aamld Yd^m ob Bai/Boad esw al^T .baqvd ad od
Mow add bbw ‘’doqe"
IcodoB*' MOV. add Y<1 bawollol naad i>Bd "dgid"
Mo?^ odd YlanoXvotq
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Our sensory impressions must receive careful checking*
This error of the senses has been a great factor in
trials, Felix Frankfurter brought out in "The Atlantic Monthly”
that at the distance away from the auto which the witness said
he was and at the speed the auto was going, it was practically
impossible for any eye to identify the occupants of the automo-
bile, but the witness in spite of these obvious facts did
identify the occupants.
McDilH calls attention to this mind-set indirectly when he
says: "The average text book in assuming that principles should
be reasoned out rather than taken by intuition, gives one or tw<J
optical illusions, shovving that mistakes are mads in intuition,
but never hints that any one could make a mistake in formal
reasoning."
How the mind reads into the situation is well exemplified b;j'
the terrors of the small child lost at night. Every shadow is
a fearful shape which in daylight fades away. The writer has h^d
many experiences of mistaking various objects at dusk. A
rabbit became an inanimate clump of moss, while a gnarled tree
trunk became a distant bear on his hind legs^ At this stage, t|Le
pupil can be encouraged to give, in writing usually, his own
experiences in this direction and thus the feeling of familiar-
ity and contact with the subject may be made. In fact, this
may well be the original point of contact of the discussion,
and then the enlarging may be in the direction of the court cas0s
etc.
1 . R.K.McDlll, "Laboratory Work in Geometry for the Ninth Year”
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r The abOTe examples are^^llustrate mind- set errors and the
Isrrors from siirrounding circumstances. Other errors creep in
IjDecause of the structure of the eye which like other organs of
ji
the body is subject to fatigue and to muscle development.
i'
I
Another interesting procedure is to look at a partial
jjpicture of an Individual, If you gase steadily at the picture




Something ?{ew and J^ovel
••LINDBERGH”
Instructions—Take card In both hands, look
steadily at small diamond shaped speck on nose
try not to blink and count to 50 slow, then
follow any of the instructions listed.
Look up at the sky day or night or on a light
wall and photograph will appear greatly en-
larged. Keep looking at one spot for 15 seconds.
Result—Ihe actual photograph will appear
and disappear several times.
There’s no mystery to good picture
taking »for the hest in photography
patronize
GEER’S STAR PHOTO SHOP




c) • Influence of surrounding circumstances* Reading into
the situation may be illustrated by the following drawing.
When attention is first called the pupils see nothing. When it
is explained that it is a bayonet end and that a soldier has
just entered with his dog, the situation is clear. They see
that the dog has a curly tail.
s>
Prominent men are continually having the thing they say taken
out of its setting and put in another setting. Perhaps Kipling
in his poem *’lf" best expresses this when he says:
”lf you can bear to hear the truth you*ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools."
Similarly an experiment was made with a college class which
showed the errors possible in sensory recordings. This
happened as follows; Without warning one day the door of the
classroom burst open and certain people entered, did certain
things, and hastily departed. The class were asked to record
o^nl . -soO'ifc Jaaitjuilo ^nIbn;. o^;^3 lo eoa9i;r‘Iji.L
. i,o
.
:n2v/:,‘io xd b&Ot^'iiaullL ed xam :ioid nuJiz edd
31 aoii-V
.
^nJulJon eea eliquo ed^ bsliuo cts-ii't 31 '7clirte.l tB nerl'/'
s/d ‘loiblos B cJBdd briB one cJ‘j>noY^cf e ei -?I beni-^Iqx© 3I
eos .'iBoIo 32 noictBjj^ls edct .30^ aid rf^2-.v bs'i-.ctne 3zsji
,ilB 3 ^I-ojo anri 30b orict 2 add
.
nei/Bct -^^8 verf^ ^nio’j y;! I -?nnJ: 2noo ©ne nsfa Jneninicn'T
jHllqlli sqaifneS; , 'i.1;^e^ ^ieri;?onjcf n2 i^l'c bni. ;jnI33r}a a /i ‘tc 3jiro
tsv.iis ijii neilw a-', q af';ae‘iqx9 ;^89d .neoc aid nl
noiloqe ov ’x/oy; ddu-u edj iBGd oc> -iBeo nfio uoy *21*'
'.sloo'i TO'i a o;^ asvBnji bectaiv.'T
doldw 32t;Io esslloy ^ ddxv. abam. sby,' dnouil^iuqxs ns Yl'iBX2n22
a2:2T . .31: r.VI00 01 vioanes ni sIcfXaaoq sno*Tne ba-'-ode
erid 'lo 'i.oob'eriX enc anln'ixv/ dirorfrtXv. rawcIXol aa beneqqKd I
nxBdnoo b2b ,be-i9dn8 slqooq nledneo bnt neqc ^e-iud moonsgolo
;>ai:Io eirj .oednaqab vllj ;B£l bn^ ,a3n2ddbnoo0-i od oc: 2^5
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what happened. Many and varied, were the reports. Practically
no one agreed on any one item. Even the number of people
who entered the room was in doubt. The general impression
was that someone had fired a revolver because the flash was
seen and the report was heard. This was later verified as
consisting only of a paper bag which had been blown up and
suddenly smashed which accounted for the ’’report", A yellow
banana waved in the air was the "red flare". And so the story
wentl Briefly, even a large class of Intelligent individuals
|
with average sensory capacities found it impossible to i
record accurately their sensations, partly because of the
stimuli and partly because of the clever leadings away from
what really happened as shown by the explosion of the paper
bag.
This shows the necessity of thinking carefully and slowly
about a situation and not rushing to conclusions from appearan-
ces. One remembers the college professor who said that he
never bought a book until he had. thought about it over night.
Life is full of situations where the other individual presses
you to make an immediate decision on the surface facts which
look good from the sensory approach.
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The diagrams attached on this page again show the
influence of surrounding lines
The figure^ below shows the Influence of an inscribed
quadrilateral on the circumference of the circle as it appears
to the eye*
Charles M. Myers, op. cit., p. 290.
W. B. Pillsbury, op. cit. p. 196.
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still another illusion attendant upon surrounding lines is I
given in the illustration below, 1 Here the horizontal lines
^
seem bent in each instance because of these surrounding lines, j
e
B
Variety of viewpoints are illustrated by stairs shown on
the follov/ing .page,® The question comes whether there is a
solid block starting from the lower left-hand corner, or
whether the stairs are suspended in mid-air something like the
folds in an accordian, or again whether they are not stairs at
all, but simply indentations of a solid block cut from the
upper right-hand corner.
In the case of the squares^ one may see the central square
as the rear end of a fimnel, indented, or it may protrude to
the front part of the picture.
Angell4 says of these figures:
’’while a portion of what we perceive is always
supplied from without, another portion, and
often the dominant portion, is supplied from
within ourselves.”
1, feary W, Calkins, A First Book in Psychology
, p. 72.
2, J, R. Angell, Psychology
,
p. 164,
3, Ibid, p. 164,
4, Ibid, p. 163,
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This is what 1 has been spoken'
_
of as the mind set* The
writer had an experience only recently when his wife saw seven
squares in the diagram while he could see only six* Neither one
could sKow the other what had been seen* It was some few
minutes before it was possible to see the situation as the othei
had seen it* This is extremely significant in its relation to
not forcing a child to see something which he cannot* Time must
be given, and force will not do*
Three ways to see the above
figure: a solid block in the
lower left-hand corner; a
solid block in the upper right;
and the steps suspended in
mid-air.
The smaller square protrudq
or is in the background*
Figure 2 shows again the effect of surrounding lines* In
the upper flgijre the line in the middle looks longer*
Figure 2.
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IEveryone is familiar with the optical illusion of the
Ibroken oar in water. This may he illustrated before the class
with something smaller, and then the simple explanation may he
given which calls in the interrelationship of physics. The ray i
of light travelling from the oar end to the eye is bent as it
j
I
Leaves the water because of the difference of speed of light
j
I
when entering a different density medium, such as water and air.
|
The picture may be made somewhat as follows to Illustrate this.
V
It will be noted that as the wave leaves the water at the
jurface that the right hand end "x** strikes the air first, and
jecause of the less dense medium, bends first, while the "y” end
does not emerge from the water until later, so that it bends
;oward the right and gives the appearance of a broken oar.
There is an unlimited opportunity here for pupils to bring
|n experiences they have had, or that their families may have had.
ModJ lo aoXcLflik I«oiiqo ttdi ditw ai enorid'T?
3BisIo vd:i OToled od slflT nt •xao noilo'id
5^ s'
.
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or readings they have made, in regard to their topics. Mirages
would come under this topic. The advantage of all this is that
there is a linking with the familiar, sometimes with the actual
families, a clearing away of superstitions, a realization of the
necessity for proof. When this ground work is properly laid,
there will be less chance that later in geometry pupils will be
looking at a figure and telling the teacher that it does not
need proof because they ban see by the figure that it is that waj^
When one views an electric light on the street through a
screen, there appears with it a cross of light. Until one knows
the scientific explanation of this, the situation is weird.
Here is another case of where the eyes are fooled.
The next procedure is to expose a large amount of illustra-
tive material to the class, passing around the various items,
starting a paper in each row,
Reevei calls attention to the value of optical Illusions and
gives four cases shown on the next page. His first illusion;
is based on the idea that the eye moves more easily and therefor
more quickly sidev/ays than up and down, and since the speed is
slower looking up and down, to the eye the lines look higher
rather than wider, although the measurements are the same in
each case. It is for this reason that tall ladies do not wear
dresses with lines running lengthwise; nor do stout ladies wear
dresses with lines running horizontally. In each case these
lines would accentuate the tallness or stoutness as the case may
be.
1, W.D. Reeve, ''Demonstrative Geometry for the Ninth Grade*’. The
Mathematics Teacher. (March, 1958). p. 55.
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Is b longer or shorter than h?
Which is larger x or y? j
Are the parallel lines straight or curved?
{
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As before stated, since these are visual, curiosity
arousing, and suitable for the puzzle-age of the tenth year
pupil, they are excellent approaches not only to the need of
proof in demonstrative geometry, but for the broader applica-
tions to situations in life. Not only will the pupil get the
idea of being careful to observe the setting, but in his own
work he will consider the setting as of importance*
Both borders in this
^ sketch are parallel but
I I they appear to diverge,




at angles due to the
cross marks
.
All cross lines in sketch
are parallel in spite of
effect of squares.
Which is the larger of
the two center dots, the
one below or the one
above? As a matter of
fact, they are exactly
the same size.
Literary Digest, April 1930, ”How Eyes Tell Lies" p. 28.
from Popular Science. Ken. Murray.
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d). Effect of looking at different parts of a picture*
Another bit of fun which may be had in driving home the idea of
the need of demonstrating and not merely accepting the sensory
results comes from the picture attached below. The method is
!
1
to show one half of the class the picture, carefully keeping the
finger over the extreme right hand side so that it will show as
a duck, and then to show the other half of the class the picture,
keeping the finger over the extreme left which makes the picture
a rabbit. The question is asked whether it is possible out in
life to see things from different angles and yet be perfectly
honest. Should one be tolerant of other viewpoints then one * ^wn^
What is the best way to get at the best decision? It is seen
that one cannot jump to conclusions or study only partially the
situation if one is to make the wisest decision. Thus these
visual presentations are linked up with life’s activities.
W, B. Pillsbury, The Essentials of Psychology , p, 176
,i ^
^—
> e^aj:loiq g lo ctneTelllb inI>ooX Ic ;toelir
.
( lb
lo faoM erfct -nor! ^pJtvlTb riJ; bad ecf ^ein fioldw curl lo Jld ledctonA
X'iO^Cl9^ edd ;^nl:tq© jye ^Xetem Jon 5nfi JenJanora^b lo boBn ©rlj
aX borfJem erf? . oleb bocfofiJJe e'UfJoXq edi mo'll esmco aJXx/eoT
f.rUi ynXqt'ejl ^Ilulento sflJ saelo lo Tlfirl ©no v.orfe oj
SB viode lilw cri oe eble bnari Jr^i'i ©raenr^xe ©rfJ *18 vo Te^nil
,
^"cxrJolq edJ eealo ©rlJ lo ll«d 'lerfjo edd v>ode oJ nodJ bna b
^TiTJolq 8 'U esjfAm riolifw Jlel emenJxe edJ levo 'XQ^nll ©xfJ 3nlG©e2l
nX Ji/o eltfXaaoq eX JX ‘leriJorfw bei'Efi aX aclJeeup edT .JXrfcfBn c
YiJo©l*iQq ed J©^ bns Bel^na JnenallXb mo*xl egnXrfJ ees oJ ©IXI
?nwcj|p *«ao nsrfJ eJnXoqweXv neriJo lo Jn^ioIoJ od ano bloorfS .Jcenori
nsoe eX vJI ?noXeXo6b Jasd ©riJ Ja J©3 oJ Jaed ©dJ eX JarDW
oflJ '^ilalJnsq -^Ino ‘io sncXejjIonoo oJ qoi/f Jonnao ©no JarfJ
eeeriJ audT .noXaXoeb JeeeX^. ©dJ eiLani oj aX ©no IX noiJajjJXe
.eeXJXvXJoB e'elJI dbXw qi; be^inXI enoX Ja^bneee'iq IbuqIv
-
dVI
.q •g- olodovaq lo eJeXJneeea edT .fi .W
e) • The after Image In the eye » The writer remembers an
elderly relative who told of going up stairways and seeing In
the bedroom, sitting In a chair, the lady she had just left
downstairs. She returned downstairs, and there was the lady
just as she had left her. This was a matter of much supersti-
tion but probably explainable by the after Images In the eye.
Thus superstitious fears are driven av/ay by knowledge.
’’The Literary Digest" quotes from "Popular Mechanics"
(Chicago) Ken Murray for the follov/lng stories
"According to ancient folklore, a peasant was
once sitting by his cottage door, when he chanced to
notice a white horse with rider dressed In black
passing along a distant road.
"The peasant watched the rider and horse for
some minutes until they passed behind a small group
of trees.
"when they emerged Into view again, he was
startled to see a black horse and the rider dressed
In white. To the peasant it was a spiritual token;
represented the angel of death,"
Mr, Murray then goes on to explain hov/ you can take a
black cross and look at it intently and then see a white cross.
This Is similar to the experiment with the red cross I described
below# He gives a popular explanation of these effects and
relates the story of the artist who had the pov/er to keep in
his mind exactly the picture, but who finally had hullucina-
tions of people sitting in chairs when they were not there.
f ) • Complementary colors . The writer has for some time
collected material from books on psychology and from other
sources to illustrate optical illusions. Since this Is visual
1 . The Literary Digest, (April 26
,
1930 ) . p. 28 . from
Popular Science7 Ken Murray.
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materlal and often colored, it is highly interesting to the
geometry class and causes them to he quite excited. In this
connection also the complementary colors are considered. The
writer has a fairly large red cross which was obtained from the;
Red Cross. This is on a white background. The pupils are told
to look steadily at this for a short time. It is then removed,
and the pupils look at a blank white cardboard of fair size.
Each one is then asked to write down on paper what he sees wlth<»
out telling his neighbor or the teacher. The papers are then
collected, and, of course, the result is a green cross. It
is then explained why this happens.
g) , Other sensory illusions . Although this unit has |
focussed on optical Illusions, there are illusions of all the i
senses. Extreme heat and extreme cold are not distinguished byj
the tactile sense. Dry ice against the hand has the feeling of:
burning. Initiation societies are fond of drawing a piece of
ordinary ice over a part of the body which leaves a dribble of
water and informing the blindfolded candidate that blood is
j
pouring from a bad cut. I
In the airplane, illusions play a vital part. Aviators
have difficulty in Judging by their own senses whether they are
flying right side up or the reverse when in a cloud. Just
recently an aviator flew for three hours upside down.
Another instance is the feeling of motion when one is
seated at the station in a motionless train beside another tral
in actual motion. When the train next to you disappears from
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dl .22010 neais ^ cJii/esi ©rio ,98iuoo lOjfane ^fas^toaXIoo
.ansqqsfl el rid ycfw benlBlqxe ne.id el
serl ctixijj airfd d^^jjori^lA . enolsnlli yioefias laridO .(3
ecid XI^ lo enoleulll aie ©lodJ ^enoiauXXl Xaoldqo no beeeuoo'l
yd faerie iognld 8 ifa don ©le faloo einsidxs fane deed emeidxT .seenae
lo snilael ©.id aeri fansrl ©id d3nl33B ©oi yiQ .©8 nee ©XX do ad aid
lo ©o©Xq e snXwBifa lo bnol aie aeXdaiooe noldeXdXnl .anXniui
lo ©XiiXifa B sevssX rioXriw yboi ©id lo diaq b levo ©oX yiantbio
eX faoold dcrtd ©dafaXfanfio faefaiolbnXXd ©id sniraiolnX fane isdaw
.
di/o faeo B moil snXii/oq
aiodeXvA .dieq XadXv a yeXq enoleulll .aaBXqiXB ©id nl
©IB raid leidei.v seense nwo iXerid yd 3nX3iut ydlx/oXllXfa ©vert
danL .fajJoXo b nX nerii^ aaievsi ©id io qn ebXa digii sniyXl
.nwofa ©faieqn smori ©©lid lol v.©Xl lOdaXvB ne yXdnsoei
aX eno neiw noXdora lo ^nlX©©! ©id ei eonadanX le.idonA
X Bid leidons ©faXesi nXsid 8e©XnoXdoni e nl noXdede ©id da faedsaa
raoil aiBsqqBaXb ocy od dxen nXeid ©id neiVY .noXdora Isndoe nX
'
.Doieddafls eX noXetrXIi ©id ,di3 l 8
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The writer was told recently of the passengers on the boat
who were fearful that the boat could not pass beneath the bridge
Passengers in automobiles on the far side from the wheel mis-
judge the position of the auto on the road, placing it nearer
the middle of the road than it really is. Everyone has heard
of "backseat" driving. Much of the difficulty is caused by the
mis judgment of the eye due to position.
2, Proof necessary in geometry to avoid sensory illusions.
I
The aim of the preceding demonstration is to show the need
of careful attention to a situation before judgment is formed.
It has been shovm that the senses can be fooled. Aviation has
told this when the flyer does not know whether he is upside
down or not. When lost in the woods, one goes around in circles
One must rely on other guides than the senses.
Here the compass corrects the false impression of direction.
At sea, also, this instrimient is used. The aviator does blind
flying by the use of instruments. The thermometer tells the
correct room temperature when the senses are in error. The
watch tells the time of day regardless of when darkness comes
on, as in the various seasons of the year. The speedometer
tells how fast one is going when one*s own senses fail. This
is shown in the start of an auto trip. At first one seems to
be going faster than the speedometer reads, but after riding
awhile, the senses record a slower apeed than that shown by the
speedometer.
In life situations only the habit of careful thinking and
complete- thinking will rescue one from the maze of false ideas.
o>oc< adct lie a.-q erij lo vJ bicj -locflr:. eilT
fj cilct nd-i:eneo' Bf-i.q sc--', ../i.'co :ikio6 e-I.'t I;.'l'i.-o'i e-^^ .v orfw
-eim IciJiivv rii.d" c-^l eula •/-•‘i ^.-uj ric eeiioomc Ju^ ri: 3 ‘‘iv.;^ncc-:eT
oi
.
nio^-Iq ,r;£5 o-j: orlj no ocJue sri? lo nciqxao'-' O-iij ©^L'x/r,
t'lfcjori ci.'xi. 6-:c V ‘lov:* ,il xiln-c-i oi '.o'! yilJ lo sl^blrr orf?
on: -^c oi Qjnio o^ vi^-I-UO-clllb erii lo ilojj'I . jr-lvli:: ”0 oobj^oeo''* Ic
.iiox^Iecq od Q^!l ex^ e'id lo 0 i u
. 0 iic i 0 jj .L ^ I YX- an0 8 QIC V -. 0 " noo.M nl V -.^ c. oeoen 1 oo«t’-' ,2
byyn Oilo v.oi.'a cJ uOij/.odaiio no 3;rlGto&nci e.ivi lo .ale or IT
.ooiu'iol &1 ctTi&n:3 .'jui, S'xoloa ncl.ltjila i_- od rreidneddh: ijj'io’ieo lo
o; fI ncionivA .oolocl ac fii-o orlo k, oAa n: od aerl dl
ooiaqj'j ai orl •I'.rfJofiv', \von> den 2000 •xeY,-*^^ nouv axAio xjlod
celoiio i'-i bnjjC‘'ie eoo^. 6110 uov nlj r.l JeoJ xieri.' .don tc n^von
.eoens’E orid nerid aooin^^ •^.ofido no vien donn! onO
.noi;doe*iI.D lo noiaaonqinl eaiel arid h oo-iiol >. Eeq.iico end e'xeH
bnlib seob Tcodexvfi erlT ,b(.i3U 3I x/'idanl axnd ^08Ie
,
:©e d>
er.d allod •iodtM-;io.r.-iedd cj'iT . .’dfierfiu-'::'ar:i lo oau exld
srlT .nc ine nl e-iy aoanoo tu ixedw s-xr.n" i --loa.Tied mcorr doso-roo
Eoaioo EconA-ii;ij neavi lo ael o-i.-ye-i oii'.id odd alloa ,:odef.-
'xodoi'.icoa&c a eriT . -•8^ erL’ io nrfost^ei- Euci'iev odd nl se ^ao
al;IT .xitl EounoE nwo 2 ’ r^no n©ri»v -311103 si ono dae i vvorl eIIgI
cd s-.‘<ec>e one da'-ll dA .ql'id cdne ne lo d-n-dc ed-l nl nuoiia sx
jnioln •'lidle dxrd «-.. an ‘i8domo0;;8q2 arid nnrid ‘ledad 3x1.03 oc
c.l. VO r.v.-oda J nid aeilJ baoce -ay c i t. .^ncoo-i yoonr--’ old
. o ' denicboeqa
oxa-j jnijinlad lo dlded oiid v. ’.fio snoljextdlg e'lll ".I
^cr•.<..ol oo-Ul lo tnei'x and ^nonl eno enoeo-i fJ.lv. ..^alM-.ldd edeIq.:ioo
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false emphases, and incomplete situations presented. In plane
geometry the habit of logical demonstrations will build the
habits, so that one may the more carefully think on every
situation.
The visual presentations in the pages preceding have warned
against taking any apparent equality or inequality for granted.
The eyes may not be trusted to measure accurately, when supple-
mentary data which distracts, is present. When one looks at
a figure in plane geometry, one may not say, "Such and such is
so because I can see it with my eyes."
Nevertheless, in spite of the necessity of proving things
by demonstrations which depend on other aids than that of the
senses, each is grateful for the ears which hear, the eyes
v/hich see, and the other sense organs which convey impression.
It is only that one must not trust these alone to select the
correct from the maze of incorrectness.
Demonstrations in geometry which are about to be considered
will help to judge accurately and completely, and not let the
senses be fooled by illusions or the reasoning be inaccurate
because of incomplete information.
anBlq .1 .bt.ctxieee'iq anolctox/ctia sJsIqr.^oonl hns ^898^dq^^9 ozIb'I
eriJ biiocT III»v anoicts'i^enomeb lo ;)lderi erij '^ndewoes
xneVQ ao \bo eian ©rid ^JBin etto dfirld oa ^edIc;£^i
, -ol;i bu:31^i
beii'tiiw evBti ;inIb6 O 0'iq aogxiq odd ni anoidird^n^ao'rq lauzlv sdT
I
.bsdr.B'ijj 'lol IXai/penl no vcfJtlfii/ps inenBqqp derifiSB
-siqqjja noilw ,’^X6CB*ujoo6 eut/BBoai od faectcund sd Jon ^b.h ss-^e trlT
dB aiiooX one nsriW .^noaonq 3l lioXriw BdBb ^nBdnaar
zl riojja oxib liojj?” don ^bji eno ^’'indojaceg enalq nX enn^Xl b
’'.88’^e ^ja rl^lw dl ate nso X aRUSOt'd C 2
a^nXrid ^nXvonq 'lo rdxaoaoan arid lo adXca nX ^eaaXeiidnavaM
axid lo dBdd nBdd bdXb nariJo no uXiOqab doXrlift anoXdjbndanomeo "^d
I ee-^s add ^lBod rioXdw s'XBe add no'i Ii;ladBn3 al do ,aaanf>a
.noloaanqrai ^evnoo 'ioldvf aaa^'io eanye nerldo f.-dd briB ,:>^e doldw
odd dat^Xoe od anola eaedd danid den deuia etno dBrid tXno aX dl
.^eendoannoonX lo a^em wdd monl doanoo
bonabXcnoo ad od di/oda sna dold*^ ^xdc!.;oa3 nX anoXdBndenomaa
arid del cOn bna ^^ladelquioo bna ^ladani/ooB ejbi/r;, od qled iXXw
adBni/oosnX ad ^nlnoaBan and no anoXenllX baXool go aaana.a






E. How to Distinguish the Hypothesis from the
Conclusion In Plane Geometry •
With the pupil having the memory of the unit on illusions
lingering in his consciousness, he is now in a receptive mood
for the consideration of the problem of the demonstration in
geometry. Thomas, ^ Parker, 2 and Wilson-Kyte-Lull^ all have
valuable hints to offer on the problem situation. One is not
concerned in the thesis, however, with the solution of problems
in general, so will proceed to a particular situation.
The first step, after making the problem a real and
interesting task to the learner, is to segregate the known and
the unknown. It is this second step that is being considered
here, the segregating of the hypothesis and conclusion. The
writer proceeds somewhat as follows:
1.
Difficulty from the declarative sentence .
Since the declarative sentence is used more largely now in
the plane geometry theorems, and since pupils during their
previous school years have accepted declarative sentences in
texts as true, there is not only the difficulty of an unknown
field to be overcome, but this grammatical difficulty. In other
words, there is a real difficulty in making the pupil see that
there is a problem to be solved and another difficulty in
1. Frank W. Thomas, Principles and Techniques of Teaching,
pp, 227-240.
2. Samuel C. Parker, Methods of Teaching in High Schools,
pp. 169-229.





Interestlng him in the solution. The latter difficulty is
largely overcome by the lesson on optical illusions which has
preceded this; reference is made to the pupils to that lesson.
To create for the pupil a realness to the problem and
produce a felt need, the problem at hand is related to the
pupil’s experience.
2* The hypothesis and conclusion related to the
activity of the pupil#
To form a link, with the pupil’s own experience, the
teacher should make the initial contact by asking what Is
necessary to take in going fishing. This brings out the fact
that certain materials are needed, such as fish hooks, line,
stopper, pole, and bait. These are all for a certain purpose,
to catch fish. For the girls, the picnic idea is developed,
lou have to start with something, take account of stock, collect
it, know how to use it, recognize it, keep it in good order if
you are to reach the goal of catching fish or having everything
on hand at the picnic.
3. The relation to plane geometry.
It is the same way with geometry. You have to collect
70ur material, which is the hypothesis, in order to achieve your
purpose, which is the conclusion. You have to know the material
irell enough to recognize it; have to put it in order; keep it
jright and shiny by frequent use; pay attention to it. If you
ire friendly with it, it will be friendly to you. When you pick
ip such a tool as "Mr. Transversal with his friends, the two
jarallel lines", if you have smiled on him in the past and given
at OiC .ncot^aloe nt xntd antcfaeiectnl
ar^/t rloiii'J^r anoistrlli lBoI:Jqo no noaaal orfd- y-- omoo'ievo ^los'isl
.xxoeeeX altqjjcf exi:! oct ef)Biu el oonencl©'! ; atrfi Jbe&ooe-jq
bOB moXcfo'iq ©ilcJ- oi aeoxilBOi a Itqnq -lol actaorco oT
ocf be^ala-i el Jbnail Sb maldoiq orli ^^aan ilel b eoirboTcq
. 0one i
i
oqxo a * 1 1 qc'q
end- o:t beci-Blo^ ac.tgnlonoo bna ataarl.loqYfl oiH: .2
.It qxrq arid- lo ‘^^rj-XvIdOB
orid^ ^©onotnoqxo rivxo s^llqjj'q exld" rld’-vx 2lntX b imol oT
e1‘ i^Bcivi ^ntiitaB ctoBdrioo X.BtdXxix arid 8>rx;fli ^Xi/orfp. •lerioBed
ioB*t rrid ctiro c'^nl^^o' ciffX nt asiad od ^'Lecaeoan
.sxiXX ^EiiJoori ilcl't 8B xfoi/s ,iJObooAi ©';£ alaX'iadaw nladieo dadd
^aeoq'iijq nlad'ieo a 'lo*! XXa aia aao*.^*. ../lad bxia ^©loq ^laqqoda
.beqcXaveb at Eebt otnoXq exid ,sX‘iia arid *10*5 ,dal?. rioduo od
doaXXoo 4^>^oods Jo dxiiioooa OiLad ^^aXridotixoa xidtw d'lade od ovari xxoY
ii ^obio boo5 al dX qoe^ ^dl ©slxigoo©'- ./i oau od wori woxii ,dX
Sntri.lT'i^y® gnlvari "lo riaXI snixfodao Jc Ibo^ arid rioas*! od o'^b uox
• o.tnotq oxld da bfiari no
<, ^*td 9moo3 oiiaXg od' fiCldaX©*! oriT
doafXoo od ovari jjoY ,T£*id©iiiods ridiw '^aw ohwb arid ol dl
^'JOX ovaXrioB od nabno xil ,aiB©ridoq^ri arid at riolriw ^Xsi/iadaxn
*xx;o^
Xalrcedan arid worDi od avail jjoY ,notenXorioo arid at riotxlw ^oaoqixjc
dl qo9:4 jiob'xo nt dt dixq cd evari jdl oLlrr%ooo^ od ifexrono Ila^
aoY II ,dt od fiotdxxadda vaq ;oen dnaapeil
dilst'rc
iiolq isox naxiV; .trot od
vibnal'i'l oii
owd arid ^e5xiot*xT: stxl ridtw laaiovana'iT ,'iM" aa Xood a none
qi
nevls bna daaq arid nt lalxl no baXlra avari vox
/'aentX XaXXa-rac
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him a hearty handshake, he will gladly give ,ona the contents of i
his pocket hook- -namely, corresponding angles are equal, i
Reference is made to geometry facts as tools because so many
boys take manual training where the tools have to be in order
and are kept sharp and clean.
The above procedure alms to make the pupil recognize the
difficulty at hand and experience a definite need for guidance
in order to proceed toward the solution. The problem has now
become a problem to all. The teacher's place here was to
relate the abstract to the concrete within the pupil's
capacity and within his realm of e3q>erience. The discussion
has been a group discussion rather than a teacher dissertation.
The teacher has contrived the situation.
It is well at this point to call attention to the fact that
one has been accepting declarative statements in text books
without question, and that, therefore, it is harder to realize
that the declarative atateraents in geometry books when given as
theorems are for one to prove. It is noted that this difficulty
is somewhat enhanced by the removal of the ”if” clause from the
newer texts. It is difficult to wedge the pupil away from the
acceptance of the declarative sentence because of the long
years during which he has accepted it.
4. The hypothesis as the subject of the sentence;
the conclusion as the predicate.
Several theoRemt are now examined, and the line-up of
hypothesis and conclusion made by the text is noted. The
theorem is examined to see what words gave the hypothesis and
'lo ©rfv 'evil's IIIw od ^ejiBdcjb;''«d
.Xsjt/p© e'lB t-el^fina scICitfloqc&iioo -i^ood dsiooq aid
Xitiioi Od ©a«rfioecf aicod rjb ’j'lda/aodg orf eta: al ©one'rf.lofl
‘letio iti ©d od ©Vfid aXood edd eiorlw ^niala^d IjBi;rtA;:a ©alfid c\;od
.neeio bfia qiada dqe3( e»xa bna
otii esln^ooea lioi/q ©rfd eiam od amia eoubeoc^q ©vode ©rlT
©anatxus ':ol teen cdinXlet a eoirelteqxe ona. tnad da
woo aan rualdO’iq eriT .noi^i^Ioe dd.X bq.BT Od aoc'xq od 'lob^o ni
od oniad eoalc e»i©rioa©d odT .I.Ce cd "RoIcJciq a omooed
a ’ XlcjLfq ©dd aXrldlv ©de*ionoo edd od doa'idada erid edaloa
£icl&QjJOQtb ©dT . eoiieliocpco Ic ula©*! nirL dldSlw boa -^dloaqac
.noiXad sEBib ‘ledoaed a iiaild 'teXXa*! noicBx/oaXb ci/oos a doed eari
.fioIdajydJte odd bevXidflOo esd ledoaed odT
doal edd od noXdnedda Xiao od dflloq eiiid da Hew ei dl
aic'Od dxsd ci edoainadeds evldB'iaXoeb goidceooa deed ead ©no
od ‘leb'iacl al dX ,e'xo^©ierld ,dadd ona ,ncldc©iyp dnoridlw
ae jCi vl‘^ I'eriv. 83<oocf
-X'lo qc©^ .oi adp©T.©di>d2 ©ridadaloofa ©rid dadd
'd.'x;oxllIb eirfd dartd foedon el dl .©vo'iq od ©no rrol: ?>x€ ajia'icedd
edd . oq'i eexyaXo “'11^ add “io XavoaioT: ^dd beoncrioe daxiwenoa ai
srid co'i’i esbow od dJjjoX't'iXb k 1 d.T .adxed 'lewen
Sr.cX ©xld lo ©Biraoacl ©orttd.qea evldaiaiosb odd lo vonBdqecoa
. dl badqeooB E&ri od dolrfw ^nluub a’laex
:©Gaodng>K
.
arid lo dset^^^ ^
.
^d ea Rlftoddoqx^
lo qx.'-©uil £»£fd boa jber.lnfj^e won ©fia evnri<.sioedd laqeveB
©dT .bedon el dxed orfd ebBic ncleoXoaco baa laoddoqxil
boa .elBorfdoqxri erid ©vajj eb*iow Jodw sea cd oonl/tiaxo cl iao'joerfd
.V
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what words gave the conclusion. A vertical line is then drawn
after the last word in the hypothesis in the theorem writing on
the board; this process is repeated for several theorems, A
hint may here be given by asking the class if this were a lessoii
in grammar, what part of the sentence would this be, pointing to
the first part, and then to the second part. Some of the group
I
i
will see that the first part is the subject of the sentence, and
the second part is the predicate. To verify whether this just ]l
happened, a number of theorems from the text book are now |
examined, and it is found that the subject contains the hypothe**
sis, what is given, while the predicate contains the conclusion,
what is to be proved.
To relate and give meaning to the word ’’hypothesis”, i
contact is nov/ made with the previous experiences in the recog-
nition of the problem by means of drawings on the board of the
materials for the fishing situation which one labels ’’Hypothe-
sis", while at the end of the line the fish is labeled "Conclu-
j
slon” * It is here noted that if the hypothesis, the line, bait
i
etc. were not present, there could be no fish or no ’’ conclusionf!
The same procedure is written up for the girls by presenting a
j
girl in the picnic situation.
j
The parallel procedure is continued for the assembling of
the materials, putting proper value on them, putting them in
proper place, on the one hand, the fishing procedure and, on
the other hand, the facts in the hypothesis. This may be made
graphic by means of blocks labeled in the proper manner, each
block representing a fact. The visual work may be done by a
nw£‘i;D nefla i-i- c’ncl iftoicJ’iJ-v . rio-Lnalonoo eri;? ©vnj ao'iow cfBdw
r.o me'iooaj add ni a.! B&ricSoc’^i.i sd^ nl t)TOw ^bbI od:t
. ‘i!'na*^:oedd' Ifi'^t.voa "iC'l fj 9 :fB 9 c.o’x q 1 asBoC'iq siriq •bTBOc edcf
i;osaeI b c'lew aldct ‘II uealo ericJ \fi nevl^ ac e-ied ctnirf
cq jni.'^nloq »5?g eldJ Mi/ow ©onedHoa oxld lo d-ipq ifcdv. ^‘izivm£n- ni
quo'i:j lo erao/. inooea er'i oq xitiicJ '-Hb ^d'laq ianl'l edi
nz ,-^one:fnse ed:^ ‘lo aosldus aiicJ al dieq :*paU't odi iBdi sac iXIw
cJpjLf*. 2 xi!X T:.-dXor{w oT . eiBolbe-iq edd el Iicq bnoosa odx
won eas j'.ood Xxad sn'X ao^'i ams'iosrfd lo b ^baneqqcrl
addOqrri adX eniBjnoo vO€\Cjj2 erlX Xsdd bniro'i el Ji bne ^osnimexs
nolaulDnoo arid aalfiqnoo ojBcIas'iq sdj sJldw al JBfiw ,2x2
.bevoTiq ad Oo as. c+biIw
,
"eiasdXoqvxl" L-io^v add od , <nInBarn evi;^ bna ac^fils'i cl
-jooai e-dd nx 8 aonei‘ioqxB e.ucivo'iq odd ddiw obBm won el jczonco
add lo arid no s^nivvx'ib lo enBarn xd meldonq arid lo noxdxn
-axidoqvH*' aledsl eno rfclriv/ noidBi/dia ^nXrlexl odd -lol aXal-iad^ni
loncO" belacfxl ax dci.1 end enll arid Ic baa arid de eSidvr ,”3x3
died ^BnxI arid , j laoridocvd arid 11 dBrid bedon anerl el dl . "ncla
noxBoIonoo*' on 'lo iisll on od bluoo O'^er ^dnssaiq den aaov « odo
c "^nl dna 3 9*^x0 ^o ax’ix^ arid ‘lol q.u ntddl'iv. al a‘x.ubaoo‘'iq OiiiBa ariX
.ncidaudia olnoiq arid nl Inis
lo ^nlldnaaaB arid nol bennidnoo el enubeoonq lellBZBq ariT
ni morid i^nxddj/q ^i!;efld no anlav naqonq ;^nldduq .alxlnadfim arid
no ^bn.B am 0 000*^1 q seilrio 11 orid ano i'dd no . .obIc *1 cenq
abBxi ad vBm alriT . alaoridoo’^ri arid nl adoBl arid ^bnBri nari:.;o arid
rioB: ^•.ea^c^n ‘xaco-xq arid nl x'ciodBl e>loclo' lo anx'axn 'V'd ’ olnqfi‘i3
B qd anob ac 7;^— now Iv.L'alv ariT .doBl b gnldneaeaqaa iiooxd
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group of pupils Interested in drawing and may be in colors*
This cares for Individual differences, and besides presenting
the matter more vividly to the group, gets the art pupil friend-
ly and Interested in the work*
5* Meaning of the word "hypothesis.
"
Finally, the meaning of ^hypothesis” may be explained*
The prefix ”hypo” means under* ”Hypo-dermic” * under the skin;
”hyp-notic”, under the Influence of another; "^q-thesls",
under the writing. That is, it is the platform on which you
build,— it is under the building*
6* Drill
Verification of the determining of the hypothesis and
conclusion will consist of actual practise in picking these out.
The following are illustrative of possible methods of procedure:
a* Play devices by means of oak tag, on which may be
printed some hypotheses and some conclusions. These
are identified by the class while being presented
by a member of the class.
b. Another method is to have pupils write theorems on
the board and have the group decide the hypothesis
and the conclusion.
The aim is to make the procedure somewhat automatic.
7 . Test
.
Application may consist of a test somewhat as follows:
A* Why is it difficult to pick out the hypothesis and
conclusion from a declarative sentence?
B. Does the knowledge of grammar help you? Explain*
.".Toloo al aa nl f?‘3.1a9'it)da^ e.Ciqrjq xo qur.'zr
Sniinsae-iq 395129(5 bne roa&*i9 -‘lib fBf/5j yJIbnl' ^rol aoiBO alriT
licfuq ctTs arfJ s.ld'y. 9ff5 vI5i ’v a-iom ie55ani ori:;
^'TO’v ad5 rut baiee'io.'h'il bna
^
• a/a orfctoq^-I^* f>*tov> ^ii:: to . 3
• o©a.i:3lqx8 od ”Ris8rf5oq‘tx£'‘ ^nlnaaifl ©rid- ,v'llj6nl.’i
odd *1:050;/ /’oI:.i‘:G5-pqT^” .'tobiiiJ siuaoei " o red” xl^&'iq od'I
./’’.isodd-oc^^” ;*ioridooB lo oooer/I'^iii odd *i95fir’ ,”oldoo-q^d”
uox xioiflw 00 lii'io'idjBlq odd ed i; , 3 .' dariT .said?*!?? add *xo5o*/
^goIblluJ odd •lobriir zl d.*--tDllrrd‘
XIt*rJ ,3
5fL3 BiaGildoqjrf arid “io j^ncXnxi^'iodOD arid 'io ooIdBoi*} i*i©V
|
.duo osGdd snI:rf.o5q al a^ddoB'iq laodoa 'io daXsooo IIlw noleoloooo
:e-iij5aGO-iq lo abo/ldonr oIdJtesoq "to avida'idaxrXXi e*iB ryniwollo*! odT
ad doXrf-w no ^asd :(iio lo aosem aeolvob ‘^.bX'I .b
oaaci-T .snoIaoXonoo aicos bnr saaoddoqYd Siuoa bedoinq
bodooBonq goiod aXXriw oaeXo ©rid T;d bal'^Xdnobl a-is
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c. What is the general meaning of the prefix hypo
?
What is the meaning of "thesis"?
^ q^yq an experience you have had which illustrstes
the necessity of having the hypothesis and con-
clusion clearly in mind.
e. In the following statements indicate by a vertic^
line the termination of the hypothesis.
I
(1)












The sum of the interior angles of a poly-
gon is equal to (n-2) straight angles.
(5)
. The line joining the mid-points of two
sides of a triangle is parallel to the
third side and equal to one”haif the thirli
side




"To teach students to think, we should in the
early stages remove as far as possible ail
external difficulties. Students who can rea
on logically sometimes forget the hypothesis
or forget preceding parts of the proof, and
hence are unable to continue. Tq make such
forgetfulness almost impossible graphic meth
ods may be employed. The hypothesis may be
indicated by colors, equal colors represent-
ing equal lines or equal angles, arrows denot-
ing parallel lines, a small colored square
indicating a right angle.
K - Abthur Schultze, The Ta aching of Mathematics in Spcnndarv
SohoOla, nn. 110-112
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'*Thus, in the annexed diagram the two blue lines indicate the
ilequality, of AB and DE, the two red arcs indicate the equality of
iangles A and D, the two colored arrows represent the parallelism
Ipf AB and DE, and the two small squares show that angles F and C
jpre right angles.
”Por the results obtained in the proof we use white crayon,
equality of lines being Indicated by equal cross marks, equality
|
3f angles by equal number of arcs, parallelism by arrows, etc.
Thus the marks in the annexed diagram, which are supposed to be
drawn in white crayon, indicate that we have proved: AP«CD, BPs
3E, ^A= /D, /BPEr ZeCB, BFMCE,
,
”lf lines overlap, we use braces. Thus the marks of the
annexed diagram represent the equality of AC and BC, and the
lequality of AE and BD.
’*If colored crayons are not available, white cross marks,
Arthur Schuitze, The Teaching of Mathematics in Secondary
SchoolsT pp. I10-I12,
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etc., may also be used to indicate the hypothesis, but for the
beginner a distinction between hypothesis and proof is very
helpful
•
”To point out certain triangles or polygons to the student
either shade them or mark their perimeters by heavy lines, as
AEB and KAC in the annexed diagram. Thus, if we transform one
figure into another, it is advisable to mark the perimeter of
the given area heavy, and to shade the resulting area, as
indicated in the annexed diagrams.
”ln other constructions given lines may be drawn thin,
lines of construction dotted, and resulting lines heavy. In
complex constructions various colors may be used to distinguish
among different lines.”
^rinur scniutze, loc. cit.
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A. The Teaching of Congruency In Plane Geometry .
i
With the stage preptiped for logical demonstration by the ^
various introductory units as previously written, one nay
assume that the pupil is in a favorable attitude for the actual
beginnings of proofs, and that he has the ability to comprehend
such work, this latter being helped by the unit on selecting
the hypothesis and conclusion.
Much has been written in regard to the propositions on
congruence, but it is not the purpose of this thesis to evaluate
the various ideas, although at the end of the unit there have
been placed various ideas from the writers.
1. The applied problem . How can you find the distance
across the river? The current is such that you cannot estimate
the distance from tine consumed by a boat. The same objection
is applicable to swimming. The river is too wide to permit any
rope that you have reaching across and making direct measure-
ment. No bridge is present, so that direct measure cannot be
made. No surveying instruments are available which might give
it directly. The solution must come from congruent triangles.
The method and drawing are somewhat as follov/s:^
"One boy drove a stake at B. John then placed
a carpenter *s square on stake B, in such a position
that as he looked along one edge he could see a
knot-hole in the trunk of tree A, on the opposite
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bank, By looking along the other edge, he was able
to direct the boys in locating stakes C and D, so
that points B, C, and D were in a straight line, and
distances DC and BC were equal,
"Then they placed the square on a stake at D. They
located E so that ACDE was a right angle and points
A, C, and E were in a straight line. They measured
the distance DE and concluded that the distance AB
was equal to it. Was that conclusion correct? Why?"l
It will be remembered that in our introduction we could not
trust our eyesight but must rely on proof. Therefore, we will
have to devise some means of proving this proposition. The
distances AB and DE would be equal if the triangles were con-
gruent. They have a right angle and a vertical angle in each
triangle and a side constructed equal. Do two angles and a side
equal in each triangle make the two triangles congruent? It is
noted that if we have two angles equal in each triangle, we
always have the third because by paper cutting we can prove that
the three angles make 180 degrees, so subtracting the sum of the
two from 180 in each triangle, the third angle must be the same.
So if we need an included angle, we have it.
Elizabeth B. Cowley, loc, cit.
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The challenge is to prove that this conclusion is correct
why?
This creates the natural setting of a problem suggested by
the teacher, but which the class has accepted. Prom this point
on the task will be to prove that triangles are congruent,
providing they have the equalities which exist in the case of
these two triangles.
2. Drill on ” included" angle . A short drill from figures
on the blackboard may now be conducted in connection with the
word ” included”, which is a somewhat bothersome word whether
used in connection with the word ^angle” or the word "side”.
3. Assignment.
The assignment will consist of making triangles from paper
cardboard, or wood, which will fulfill the condition of two
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In each case the triangle is placed over the second triangle.
I
Bring in at least five examples of these and your report on
whether the triangles fit over each other.
4. Test . On the succeeding day a short test is given on
whether the word included” is understood. This is by means of
selecting from triangles the included angle or included side.
Then the examples of triangles are exhibited, and the
class bring in their decision that by measurement triangles
which have two angles and an included side equal respectively
to two angles and the Included side in the other triangle are
congruent
.
5. Wooden triangles . Two wooden models of triangles are
exhibited in class, and the triangles are superimposed.
Drawings are made on the board which show that, given the same
slope, the sides of the hill must meet at the same peak; in each
triangle
.
6. Two lines intersecting in one point . A little bit of
humor is introduced by having two bugs crawl up the hill.
In the case of the writer, since most of the children have
been to the lookout station and seen the maps, this becomes a
vital method of approach to the fact that tv/o lines can cross ir.
only one point. The diagram is on page ^3 .
Figures are drawn on the board, one with yellow lines for
sides and one white. The yellow figure is then pictured as
being lifted and placed over the white figure, and the yellow
line is drawn over the white to strengthen the impression of
congruity.
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7, Congruence a special ca se of similarity. Later it will
be noted that congruence is a special case of similarity; that >
I
congruent triangles are similar triangles but a particular ji
rather than a general case. j
It is expressed, but not emphasized, that in the beginning ij
li
theorems have to use congruence for proof. Thus, in areas wher^
the start is from the rectangle which assumes that the area is '!
the base by the height by method of dividing into units, we i
I
assume the congruence of the identical imits. And again in the!




Drill on the actual superposition or the technical points
j:
r
should not be permitted. The chief aim is to link congruence j:





8. Individual assignments . The next assignment will be
j
li
varied and individual. To a group of pupils interested in graph
work and algebraic work Sv:'enson*s^ development will be given.
jj
l|
It will be their task to v/ork out this idea, so that one of
j
their members inay give a short talk on it, and another member b^l
1
;
responsible for putting the graph on the board, ready for the
\
next day. Too much class time may not be taken with this. The
j;
I
aim will be to present an audience situation for this smaller
j
group and to acquaint the others in the class with the existence!
of such work, rather than a mastery of it. The group, however,
|
^John A. Swenson, Graphic Methods of Teaching Congruence in
Geometry, 1930, ppT 96-97, 99-100. The National Council of
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which Is studying it will be held to the mastery of the idea
through individual written lessons, A second group Interested
|
in manual training will be asked to make wooden models for
i
oongruente. Those interested in art will be asked to draw i
congruent designs of their own choosing. Still others in the
1
class will contribute by bringing in congruent things such as
milk bottles, lasts, etc. The literary group will be asked to
I
study the matter of congruence as it refers to life and v/rite
compositions on what phases of life it affects,
i
The succeeding assignments on this topic will involve
pupil activity as abbve suggested with the teacher in the back-
ground as a rather silent chairman,
j
!
The final written lesson on this topic will involve
questions similar to the following:
1, Of what use is the knowledge of how to get congruency?
Give a practical use in life.
2, Why do we not accept measurement as a proof of
congruency?
3, How do you prove congruency? !
4, Give four examples of congruency in life.
5, Would machines be useful if we were not interested in
congruent things in life?
9. Use of congruence . The powerfulness of the proposi-
tions on congruence should be called to the attention of the
pupils by showing that if figures are congruent, the correspond-
ing parts are equal. Drill should be on this. Thus one has but
to get one side in one triangle to get the corresponding side in
the other as in the stream problem and the same thing is true of
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Schlauch^ gives an interesting application of the congruenc<
Some pupil may he made to achieve better his ego by being given
this matter, so that before the class he may place the chart on i
the board and have the matter well enough in mind to given an
application to the class.
In the accompanying chart it will be observed that as
triangles OAB and DAC swing up and down through A, so that the
end lines are always one space wide, that the sum of the number*
at the two extremeties of each line is the same, and that the
triangles are congruent. Thus we have automatic addition.
The same author writes of a chart for multiplication and
for extra hours involved.
^
10. Application to wage chart . The chief purpose here is
to show the pupils that arithmetic links with geometry, so that
processes become automatic readings for results.
r. W. S. i^chlauch, “Mathematics as an Interpreter of Lif e” • The
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Third Ye^r-
book . 1928, p. 28.
2* W. S. Schlauch, loc. cit.
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j! The pupil will be told to prove the two triangles involved
las congruent, a process which is done by means of two angles
j'and a side, the side being the distance between the division
ii
Ijlines, and the angles being made equal by the parallel lines
!and also the vertical angles.
|l
1 Schultzel urges the concept of equality of triangles by
M
jimeans of concrete illustrations. He would avoid frequent
I
irepetition of proof. Rather he would pass over the topic
hastily. He suggests one polygon in color, so that when the
figure is superimposed, the color may show up over the white.
NyebergS feels careful Instructional work should be done
jialong the line of getting clear in the pupil’s mind the idea
I!
lof equality of angles and lines.
I Reeve^ suggests tracing on paper, cutting and placing overi*
}Young4 advises the use of models which the pupil would make for !;
. He also suggests dissecting of cardboard and use of
paper. Hassler and Smith^ agree with Nyeberg in regard
to the careful instruction on definitions of lines and angles.
[They suggest experiment and drawing. They call attention to the
I
!|fallure of pupils to get the meaning of two sices and an
I




[|1. Arthur Schultze, loc. cit.
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3. William D. Reeve, "Demonstrative Geometry for the Ninth Grade?
The M a thematics Teacher, XXVI, (March, 1933). p. 158.
|
4. J.W.fi. Young, The Teaching of Mathematics in the Elementary i
and Secondary~'5fcR'0bl; fi.' 2i33, "2847 '
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angle and adjacent angles, etc. Orleansl suggests cutting out
paper or cardboard. Miss Allen^ has the children bring in
congruent things from the world, a wide assortment, such as
quart milk bottles, linoleum patterns, etc. Swenson^ uses a
graphic method of showing how the angle and side vary when the
conditions are not for rigidity; he uses the idea of showing
what takes place when the conditions for rigidity are not given.
His graphic method is of value because it links up with algebra,
Beatley4 would leave "equal” undefined* BetzS urges the :
use of very simple original exercises. He agrees with Miss
Allen in the use of bringing in figures from the world to show
congruence; they are the products of our machine age. Re-
prints, lasts for shoes, castings, all involve congruence.
1* Joseph B. Orleans, "A Unit of Demonstrative Geometry for the
Ninth Year", The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
The Fifth Yearbook
. (1930), p* 45*
2. Gertrude E* Allen, "An Experiment in Redistribution of
Material for High School Geometry." The National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, The Fifth Yearbook. (1930) p. 73.
3. John A. Swenson, op. cit. pp. 99-100.
4. Ralph Beatley, "Coherence and Diversity in Secondary Mathema
tics". The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The
Eighth Yearbook
, (1933). p. 198.
5. William Betz, "The Teaching of Intuitive Geometry", The
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Eighth
yearbook, (1933). p. 155.
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B. The Base Angles of an Isosceles Triangle are Equal
Continuing the work on formal demonstrations, the next step is
from congruence to the isosceles triangle which again furnishes
a fertile field for various proofs which will be noted briefly
at the end of the unit. For the present, the greatest concern
is the motivation of the task, and again one turns to the
applied problem for fi felt need.
1. The applied problem . You are building a house and have
decided that the peak angle shall be 80 degrees. You have a
timber that you wish to use for a brace and wish to know at
what angle you must saw this timber in order to have it fit
snxigly against the roof. That is, you wish to find angle 2,
figure 1 . Angle 2 could be found if angle 1, figure 1 could
be found, because 2 and 1 are supplementary, their sum equaling
180 degrees. You could find angle 1 if you knew the relation-
ship between 1 and 3, since angle 4 has been decided as 80
degrees, and you have found by paper cutting in a triangle that
the three angles always equal a straight line, 100 degrees. The
task is to find angle 1. The Information you have is that the
triangle has equal sides down the slope of the roof and you
know the vertex, or peak angle.
a) , The brace. Keep in mind the task that you cannot saw
the brace haphazardly and still have a snug fitting joint, but
you must saw it at a certain angle. This angle is determined
from the fact that base angles of an isosceles triangle are
equal.
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The brace on the roof can be extended to any brace, such
as under a shelf. In addition, the size of the angle on the
brace will vary. In putting the roof of a garage together, the
workman must know at what angle the beams will be cut, because,
as in a lamp shade, four pieces come together to form the peak.
A knowledge of plane geometry aids in accurate cutting and close
fitting.
2. Graphic analysis . One may now attack the task of find-
ing each of the base angles of the triangle by proving the base
angles equal. Since the goal is "Base angles are equal" and
the start is an isosceles triangle which gives t’wo sides equal,
the task is to discover the intervening peaks. Discussion brings
I,
out these peaks, and they are presented here in graphic form and
;i
held constantly before the class during the entire procedure.
j
This aids in keeping the problem definitely in mind and also in'
avoiding confusion and insuring easy surveys of progress, and
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and organizing of material,
a ) , The mountain . The mountain peak graph may be endowed
with life by referring to the progress of the proposition as
the climbers ascending the Alps, Like the actual climbers there
must be ropes by which the party ascends to the various resting
places or peaks where account of stock is taken and plans for
the further climb is made. All must have success. All must
reach the top.
Provision may be made for those interested in drawing by
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Schultze^ discusses the analytic method, but does not !'
j]
connect it with the graphic method.
;
3. Class discussion. The class secretary imder the tute- j
ll
lage of the class constructs an isosceles triangle which involve^
constructing two sides equal, an exercise in making line segmentj*
1;
equal. 1'
Discussion is then held as to what methods may be used to
get the angles equal. The theorems preceding will vary accord-
ing to the text. In the Cowley^ text the three methods of
j
congruence of triangles have been accepted without formal proof
and parallels have been studied. The material here would be
quite complete. In the Strader and Rhoads^ text which is being
used here, the only two methods available are the two sides and
included angle method, and the two angles and included side
method.
a). The construction line. Since we have only one triangle
at present, it is necessary to make it into two so that one of
bhe base angles is in each triangle. The suggestion is made by
the pupil to draw a line dividing the two triangles.
(l), A common error. A common error at this point is in th<
bhinking of the pupil. Often they attempt to prove the proposi-
tion by drawing a line to bisect the vertex angle and also to
jisect the base. I tell them that they cannot eat their cake an<
lave it too.
.. Arthur Schultze, The Teaching of Mathematics in Secondary
Schools, pp,
^
1 , Elizabeth B.. Cowley, Plane Geometry, pp. 30, 45, 79,
5, V/illlam W. Strader and Lawrence D. Fdioads, Plane Geometry,
pp. 42, 46, 52.
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(2). Correction of the error by construction . Instead of
reviewing with them the fact that a line Is determined hy two
points (the position which it takes Is so determined), the
suggestion Is made to draw a good sized scalene triangle in whiclk
the sides differ considerably in size. The pupil who made the
suggestion to draw a line bisecting the vertex angle in the
isosceles triangle and bisecting the base is called to the board
and asked to construct a bisector of the vertex angle. Upon
completion of this he is then asked if it bisects the base.
Then he is asked to bisect the base and the question then comes
as to whether that line bisects the vertex angle. Finally,
attention is called by means of a pencil touching the end of a
finger and the end of an eraser, that the position of the pencil
Is determined by two points, the finger end and the eraser point,
jrhe question is raised as to whether there were two points
[involved in each of the constructions. Suggestions from the
'class point to the vertex of the triangle always being one point
and the second point is determined in bisecting the angle, or in
case of the line bisection, the point of bisection of the line.
Thus the pupil by his own activity, by graphic representation,
and finally by linking up to a known fact and the discovery of
that fact in the drawings, is made to acquire the important
notion of the limitation in drawing lines. In a conclusion it
is noted that while a line may look to bisect both the angle and
the opposite side in isosceles triangle, yet in general trianglefij
It is not true and cannot be assumed as true in this triangle.
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For the bisectors, colored
chalk.
Showing B D as bisector of B
Showing B D as bisector of opposite side.
Self-discovery of error by construction.
In the preceding figures, the scalene triangles are all
of the same size and the method is to draw the two construction
lines in the different figures in order to make clear to the
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flgure to show that they are not the same line* This compre-
hension of the construction line Is one of the most difficult
points for the pupil; to a ttaln* One reason Is that the
proposition comes rather early In the text before the pupil Is
well grounded In geometric Ideas, and he falls an easy prey to
fallacies from special figures* His eye tells him It Is true
from the visual standpoint and he does not yet readily grasp the
Idea of general figures* The method already outlined of drawing
a scalene triangle will give opportunity for the realization of
the mistake In reasoning*
Further exercise by the various pupils In the class with
general triangles drawing bisectors of vertex angles, altitudes,
and medians, will fix the Idea In mind. They may be told that
construction of lines Is like the boy In the story to whom the
fairies gave three wishes, that only one wish could be had at a
time. Another illustration would be of King Midas who could
have his gold but not his daughter alive.
Colored chalk may help to differentiate the various lines
when drawn in the same figure. Make sure that the pupil
understands that the Isosceles and equilateral triangles are
special cases.
If the constructions are made automatic, and if the idea
that a construction line can f\ilflll only two conditions is
thoroughly instilled, the pupils will have an easier time in
proving the propositions*
This is an excellent stopping place also for a discussion
of the necessity of selection in life in general* If we have
) <
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(3)* The right road to the "Land of Congruent Triangles” .
The next question ls--*’Which construction line shall we choose?”
It is noted that there is the possibility of the perpendicular in
addition to two lines just discussed, the median and the blsecto]*
of the vertex angle. This third line was not introduced in the
previous section because it was desired to make the difficulty
j
at hand as simple as possible by drawing a line only to two con-
ditions.
The highway from the "Land of the Isosceles Triangle" to
the "Land of Congruent Triangles" branches in three directions
with the signs "Altitude-Perpendicular", "Median-Bisector of
Opposite Side", and "Bisector of Vertex Angle".
Each road is traversed by the class until some sign tells
them that they are on the wrong road. If the first road they
choose is the correct one, they are then asked whether one of
the other roads would bring them out to the right place, and it
is accordingly traversed. In this particular proposition, the
only correct method in a certain arrangement of propositions in
the text is the "Bisector of the Vertex Angle", but often there
are two or three methods by which a proposition may be solved.
*The word "included" comes in for attention at this time
because one of the roads leads to two sides but not the included
angle* It is wise to begin to emphasize also that whenever two
CU
angles of triangle have been proved equal to two other angles,
you never have to worry as to whether the two angles involve the
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included angle, because the third angle is equal by a proposi-
tion to be proved shortly. That is, two angles equal to two
other angles in two triangles always mean that the three angles
in each triangle are equal, respectively, but not so when two
sides are equal. The sides may not be extended to three equal
sides without additional equalities.
The above diagram is built by the pupil at the board as
the discussion progresses. Colored chalk, red, yellow, white,
may be used for the three branches.
It will be noted that this idea savors of Bunyan’s Pilgrim
Progress, where abstract ideas were made clear by relating to
concrete. Bunyan*s sin was a load carried on his back. Here a
construction line becomes a road.
There are enough points of similarity along each of the
roads to give the careless pupils difficulty. For instance.
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taking the ’’Altitude” road will be sure to bring forth from
some pupil that that is the correct road for it makes two sides
and an angle* The "^paragraph on the second page back takes care
of this situation. The next construction, the ’’Median” road
brings from some pupil the remark that it is the ri^t road
because it makes two sides and the included angle at the base.
This, of course, is an example of not keeping the problem in
mind, and assuming that the base angles are equal. This fallacy
of reasoning comes from the complexity of the situation. The
pupil has been thinking of other geometric facts and thus has
neglected the idea that the base angles are to be proved equal.
In each case, other pupils in the class will discover this error
and the function of the teacher is to be sure that all pupils
understand why it cannot be accepted.
4, Suggestions from writers . Up to this point one has:
a)
. Made angles BDA and BDC right angles. BD equals BD
and AB equals BC (Hyp.) BUT Two sides and no included angle,
b) . Made AD equal DC. AB equals BC (Hyp,). BD equals BD
(Id.). Three sides but no angle. In Cowley^ text this would
be acceptable according to that sequence of propositions
,
A third possible construction of BD is to bisect the vertex
angle. This is done and it is found that AB and BD surround the
angle 1 and BD and BC surround angle 2, so that triangles 1 and
II are congruent because tv-o sides and the included angle are
respectively equal,
1, Elizabeth B, Cowley, Plane Geometry, loc, cit.
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Below is the figure,^
6
Since the triangles I and II are congruent, angle A and
angle C are equal, because they are corresponding angles of
congruent triangles; these are the base angles. Therefore, the
base angles are equal, Q, E. D.
Self-discovery of error by construction, "in the
prevailing arrangement of propositions, the only
method that leads to two triangles, the equality of
which oan be proved by the student at this stage, is
based upon the bisection of the vertex angle. As the
student, however, cannot foresee this result, it
would be advisable to let him try to obtain two equal
triangles by means of the median or the altitude, in
order that he may discover for himself why the bisec-
tor alone can be used, ”2
Proof of proposition by turning a congruent triangle
through space . --Superimposing , To avoid drawing the bisector.
William W. Strader and Lawrence D. Rhoads, loc, clt,
Arthur Schultze, op, clt. p, 152,
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ffyeberg^ suggests drawing two congruent triangles, and turning
one through space, superimpose it on the other, since it has an
included angle and two sides equal respectively to the included
angle and two sides of the other triangle. This makes the base
angles fit in reverse order and thus proves that they are
Interchangeable, and are therefore equal. That is, base angles
are equal* In the figure outlined belov/, turning Triangle ABC
through space so that angle C falls on and angle B on C*,
since angle A coincides with angle A* and side AC with AB' and





Joseph A. Nyeberg, "Proving the Equality of the Base Angles
of the Isosceles Triangle". The Mathenatlcs Teacher
, XXII,
(October, 1929), p. 318.
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c) # Perpendiculars drawn from base angles to the opposite
sides . Another method of proving that the base angles of an
Isosceles triangle Is suggested by Christoffersonl, who calls
attention to the fact that this proposition Is based on proving
the construction of the bisector of an angle, which in turn
rests on the congruency of two triangles by means of three
sides, and that the latter proposition again rests on the proof
that base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal. In other
words the proof is faulty, unless one assuraesjone or the other of
the propositions. He avblds drawing the bisector of the vertex
angle, and draws a line instead from the two base angles per-
pendicular to the equal sides. He then proves the two over-
lapping triangles with the common angle at the original vertex
equal, and with the sides proved equal from this work goes to
the overlapping lower triangles, and proves them equal, thus
proving the base angles of the isosceles triangle equal.
IT H, C, Chrirtofferson, ”A Fallacy in Geometric Reasoning”
The Mathematics Teacher, XXIII (January, 1930) pp, 19-22
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C • Proportion and Similarity
!
1. Introduction,
a). Importance . As suggested in the introduction to the
thesis, the topic of proportion as involved with similarity is
of great importance, not only in geometry but in all phases of
human activity. It overshadows the congruence unit in that the
latter is a special case of similarity where the ratio is a 1;1
ratio. Writers seem to agree that the topic of proportion and
similarity is one of the main threads which runs through
geometry. Orleans^ names it as one of three main threads that
run throughout the plane geometry of the tenth year.
This unit will begin with general suggestions in regard to
the teaching of proportion. Various ways of introducing the
subject are noted which include the appllea problem, and hand
work such as manual training work in constructing a pantograph
and drawing, and for more verbal-minded, a discussion.
The topic is further motivated by postponing the algebraic
processes \mtil close contact with the geometric need is made.
The importance of the topic is shown through its relationship
with trigonometry, physics, and chemistry.
Clarity is tried for by graphical work, drill on important
facts, pre-work on definitions, and the attachment to the school
subjects as noted above,
b). General suggestions . Let us note first the general
suggestions
.
1 . Joseph B. Or] cans, ’’A Unit of Demonstrative Geometry for the
Ninth Year”, The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
The Fifth Yearbook. (1930), pp. 51-52.
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Drlll on unit of finding corresponding parts in similar
figures*
Teach by meaningful situations; illustrations; the concrete
practical problems, rather than through verbal statements or
algebraic symbols*
Teach proportion in connection with beauty.
Teach with applications to physics and other subjects*
Connect with study of congruent triangles.
Study proportion of the human body as made by artists*
Make a gradual Introduction. Teach ratio first.
Connect with numerical measure.
Give a new method of proving lines equal; if three quanti-
ties in each proportion the same the fourth must be.
/
Group the various book propositions together to show that
they come \mder the fundamental propositions for similar
triangles *
Show mode of notation in diagramming similar parts.
Describe two methods of copying pictures:
a* Squared paper*
b. Pantograph.
Provide for Individual differences:
a* Construction of models,
b. History of art*
c* Artistry*
d* Verbal delivery; must be in proportion*
e. Difficult problems on proportion,
f* Relation to physics and chemistry.
Illustration and talk on*
c) * Introductory discussion*
(1) * Applications to life activities* In discussing
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work in changing the form of the proportion, or remembering
definitions, the aim is to develop an interest and realization
of the importance of proportion. This is done by showing the
practical applications proportion has to life. It will be the
chief purpose of this unit to suggest connections v’ith other
subjects in school and in life in general. As the pupil sees
the importance, and directly v/ith the need involved, the neces-
sary algebraic manipulations may be taught readily.
(a)
. All calculations based upon it . In shov/ing the
interrelation with life, it is noted that all true samples
involve proportion. As the quality of the sample so the qual-
ity of the whole, if it be an honest sample. As the price, or
amoxint of the unit, so we can figure the price or amount of the
whole. All calculations come under proportion. The amount of
paint for 6 building, or the cost may be figured from a unit
surface, or unit cost. The same is true with lumber which
involves volumes,
(b) . Industry uses it . Industry makes all its estimates on
it, does all its buying on it. To illustrate a little more in
detail, in the human body there exist certain relations
between measurements well known to dressmakers. Every purchase
made on sample involves the implication that as the quality is
in this sample so the quality will be in all samples. Every
piece of work involving estimates of material used over a
common denominator of space involves proportion. As so much
paint to such a unit area, then so much paint for the total
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nitric acid, then so much sulphuric acid for the new amount.
(c) . Good photography considers it.^. In good photograph J
the following proportion holds:
Size of picture head
_
Size of picture foot.
Size of real head “ Size of real foot.
One of the errors of life, however, is to take a small
sample of human conduct and .ludge the entire conduct of the
individual by it. Of course one knows that human beings in
their conduct toward one individual may be entirely different
from their conduct toward another human being. This is one
place where proportion has other complications.
(d) . Literature recognizes it. And in its larger aspect i
every presentation whether delivered orally or in written form
before an audience is based on proportion. T^e balance is
what is continually wished for. Not an outline of a debate
or a thesis may be written down without regard to proportion.
As the emphasis on this particular portion is to the whole,
so in another situation emphasis must play the same relation
to the whole. The mind has accepted the Golden Ratio not only
to the rectangle but in fiffalrs of life.
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d) • Early assignments ,
(!) Enlarging plctitres * Engle^ suggests an approach to
the study of proportion which involves the activity of all the
pupils in a simple drawing situation within reach of the entire
class, which is attached to a concrete situation, involves
material easily obtainable, and which finally has an audience
situation* His procedure is as follows:
"Young artists in' copying masterpieces use the
following method: Across the photograph of the
original painting small squares are drawn* Then on
a canvas which is to contain the reproduction larger
j
squares are drawn in faint charcoal lines* Later
these lines can be easily erased. By locating points
on the canvas in squares corresponding to squares on
the photograph the main outline of the pictures are
obtained in correct proportion.
"Two or three weeks in advance of the formal
work on proportion I tell about the method in the art
gallery, and make an assignment requiring each pupil
to secure some picture and reproduce it by the method*
"For class work the Sunday comic supplements and
dally comic strips make excellent masterpieces and add
a little fun to the subject* Small line drawings are
best *
"Squares for example of 1/4 ineh are made on the
original picture and then pencil squares say of 1/2
inch, are drawn on a sheet of drawing paper* Lines
of the original drawings are reproduced in the corres-
ponding squares*
"Colors may be added.
"Post some of the pictures on the bulletin board,
where the other high school pupils can see them thus
making mathematics popular* Enlargement has been
found easiest, although of course pictures may be
reduced or copied the same size*
"Art drawings from magazines are good* Bring in
the idea of proportion in photography."
(2)
*
Making a pantograph * It is a good plan also to have
some pupil interested in manual training make a simple panto-
graph which Involves a more scientific method in copying certalz.
1* B* T. Engle, Proportion, Schoo 1 Science and Mathematics
,
(March, 1932), pp. 268-271*
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types of drawings which requires the tracing of lines^ or
making a map to any desired scale. A description of this
instrument is given by Cowley as follows;!
pantograph is an instrument used for making
enlarged or reduced pictures* The four bars,
parallel in pairs, are jointed at points A, B, C,
and D. The lengths of the sides of parallelogram
ABCD can be adjusted at points A and C, but points
E, B, and F must be in a straight line* The in-
strument is fastened to the drawing board at E*
While a dull point at B traces the original figure,
the pencil point at F draws a similar figure*
"if pencil" point F draws line segment PG





"m adjusting the pantograph at points A and 0,
what would be the ratio of EA to ED if you wished
each line segment in the enlargement to be three
times its original line segment? Why?
1* Elizabeth 6* Cowley, Plane Geometry
, pp. 283-284
t;o ^ '.dri.i ‘10 ori.i rlol-lw >?«•!{; 'i.c aeq'^ct
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e) • Humor from lack of proportion * Following the hand
activity of the pupils In making copies of pictures may come
activity in observation of proportion in life. This can be
emphasized by showing what happens when objects are out of
proportion.
(1)
. Big feet in the photograph . The photograph of the in-
dividual sitting down with the foot too near the camera is a
good example of lack of proportion.
(2)
. The fish you caught . Humor is introduced also by
showing a picture of the fish you caught which seems to be as
large as the man holding It because the picture is out of focus
Stilts . Men on stilts with big advertising signs




Masks . Masks make features out of proportion. In
short, proportion may be emphasized first by the presentation
of lacl^ of it.
(5)
.
The fly . Dr. Wilson recalls the humorous situation
analogous to the fish near the camera by calling attention to
a fly as on the window across the street directly in line of
vision with a window pane immediately in front of the observer
on which the fly really is. Caught unawares, the onlooker
thinks of the fly as across the street until the absurdity of
the supposition dawns on him.
f ) • Indlvid\xal assignments .
(1) • Sketching pictures of the human body . The idea of
:n:-idd I wcl AO':? » <iC.!;^‘Tono ‘to a.'o^I mc-^1 lotvjjh * v<*‘
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!
beauty and proportion being linked together has been suggested
by Wolff *1 He says:
*The theory of proportion affords a very good
example of practical use according to the methodi-
cal principles of "concentration”, as proportions
were used by artists for drawings of men and women
in the days of the Renaissance when man was regarded
as the measure of all, and when the chief aim of
artists was to model the human body in an ideal form*
We know that Leonardo da Vinci (1452«*1619) diligently
studied proportion in order to create beautiful
bodies. These proportions of the human body were
analyzed in the time of the ancients. Great tables
were drawn up showing the relations of all parts to
one another and especially of all parts to the whole.
Such a table was called a "canon",
"one sketch by Leonardo represents a head. In
it one can see that the part above the forehead is
equal to the breadth of eyes and to the distance
from nose to mouth. Likewise we find the same
distance from eye to point of nose and from mouth to
chin. Moreover, we see that the shorter distance is
contained twice in the space from mouth to chin and




Bringing to class drawings, pictures, models, and
photographs. At this stage some of the pupils especially
Interested in drawing may wish to bring in drawings showing
proportion. Collections of pictures, models, photographs, etc,
may also be made,
(3), Reading ; (4). Photographlng ; (5). Presenting hlstorica:
findings , Individual assignments may involve reading, drawing,
photography and oral presentation of historical findings.
(6), Choosing widths of tucks and hems . For the girls, th(
problem becomes one such as choosing widths of tucks and hems
and distances between them.
r. George Woii'f, *Phe Mathematical Collection, The National
Oouneil of Teachers of Mathematics, The Fifth Yearbook,
(1930), p. 229.
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,
Learning the golden ratio » The algebraic method of
discovering the so-called "Divine Proportion" or golden section
may be tau^t at this time.
When this introductory work has been accomplished in
proportion one may next move on to actual work with proportion.
2. The Demonstration .
a) • The approach to work on demonstrations .
(1) Defining "corresponding" sides. Before considering
complex figures in proportion propositions it is well to have
the pupil get clearly in mind the meaning of the word "corres-
ponding”. Schnell^ advises putting in an entire unit in finding;
correspondlmg parts of geometrical figiires so that that particu-
lar part of the work will not bother in the solution of the
various problems.
These parts may be located by noting the sides opposite
equal angles as corresponding sides. Instead of lines simply
being placed in ratio at first the ratio may read somewhat as
follows;
Longer leg Tri. 1 - Shorter leg Tri. 1 . hyp. Tri. 1
Longer leg Tri* 2 * Shorter leg Tri. 2 “ hyp. Tri. 2
In the case of a right triangle, while in the case of a general
triangle, the ratios may read;
Longest side Tri. 1 - Shortest side Tri. 1 ; Med, side Tri
Longest side 'Tri. * Shortest side "Jr!. 2 "Med. side Tri.
Considerable activity may be engaged in picking these various
It heroy fi. ^ehhell, "An Attempt to Apply the Principles of
Progressive Education to the Teaching of Geometry." The
Mathematics Teacher
, XXVI, (March, 1933) pp. 163-175.
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[parts out from simple to Imcreasingly complete figures.
(2)
.
Study of ratio by numerical quantities measured by
pupils
.
Emphasis should he on the gradual approach through a
jistudy of ratio by means of numerical quantities measured by the
Jpuplls. Relation to the concrete activity of the pupil with
Ijfamlllar numerical quantities will help to fix the Idea In mind.
I'
I
( 3 ) Close linking of algebraic manipulation with geometric
i!
j
jneeds . The various exercises which are required of proportions
ishould be performed only In close connection with the geometry
j|lnvolved. Thus, In proving the law of Inversion algebraically,
|
’I
jthe pupil should -be shown the figure In geometry where It Is
|i !




kept side by side. The same Is true In establishing the proper- !
itlon between the sides of a polygon and the perimeter. When the
algebraic proof Is given that the sum of the antecedents Is to l|
jthe sum of the consequents as any antecedent Is to any consequent
the geometric flg\ire should be Immediately drawn, and the plctur^
land use of the proof should be shown at the same time. Thus the
|
[pupil sees the reason for the abstract algebraic process.
|i
• Congruence as a special case of similarity . Meaning i
Jaay also be obtained by showing relationship to other parts of
|
[geometry. Thus, as mentioned heretofore, congruence Is a
]
special case of similarity where the ratio Is a 1:1 ratio.
|
Contrast equal corresponding sides of congruent triangles and j
;l
proportional corresponding sides of similar triangles. Relate
}
this work to the solution of the right triangle in trigonometry.
1
ii
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i
Schulta©^ devotes considerable space in showing- the relationship
between the various propositions on similarity. It may be noted !
i
I
[that when the words “mean proportional" are used that there is !
eimilarlty involved. Also in the case where the product of two ;
line segments equal the product of two other line segments,




lanother method by which lines may be proved equal,
I




I (1). A method of proving lines equal . In case three
!
I
IQuantities of a proportion are equal to three quantities in
j
'I I
(another proportion, the fourth must be equal. Thus, if a;x as
|
“btc and a;x as d;c, "b" and "d" must be equal. Constant
ii
I
reference to arithmetical quantities and to the fact that a
ratio is a fraction brings the pupil back to the familiar. Give
i
leach letter a value and write in the numerical values in case of
; i




Trigonometry built on it
.
Relation to trigonometric '
tables may be mad© by the fact that these are written in terms i
I
df decimals, but the decimals really have a denominator of one
'i
I
and are therefore fractions. They are fractions, the ratio of
I
the two sides involved being called a function such as sine or
cosine. Whole numbers are also fractions with the number one as
the denominator. Thus weights and heights take on meanings as
I
ratio. To say that a person weighs 125 lbs, means that he is
|l25 times a one-pound unit of weight; the same idea holds in
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— . .Urj ^fta ii/iiii .'r) .. ^t railqh tj
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lengths,
(3) • Time-saver In measurements . The use of proportion may
I
i
Igain added emphasis when shown that It may save much time In
jmeasurements. Areas of two similar figures are in equal ratio
Ito the squares of any two corresponding lines, and their volumes
are in the same ratio to the cubes of any two corresponding
sides or altitudes* When it is shown that the area or the
volume of the smaller of the two objects may be found, together
jwith a certain line in the smaller and the corresponding line in
Ithe larger figure, which will thus give the area or volume of
^he larger object, the pupil is instantly interested in the
jlabor saving involved. In fact, constant reference to the
Shorthand of various subjects is always interesting. Notation
blade simpler always proves not only interesting but a valuable
|aid to clarity. For instance, instead of triangle ABC being
jBimilar to triangle DEF^^I II* In the same way a single
letter for a line in the triangle instead of two letters aids
in simplicity. Reference to volume leads, of course, into solid
jgeometry which has a beneficial effect in showing the interrela-
jtionship of the subjects,
! c) , Proportion theorems ,
(1), Hints for procedure * Motivation is always obtained
bilso by a clear idea of the goal, the blrda**eye viewpoint. This
:pay be not only stated in verbal language but may be expressed
graphically perhaps as follows;
I
In order to cross the stream you have to use certain stones
,3dJ^nel
nclct'ioqo'iq 'to et u eriT , rt qn«.‘ng* V'gtfeai nl rtf a>^pp -e/ulT .(5)
nl em.tJ noL'r: evB^j y,jpai dl jlerid x:v.'0;ia noflw elu/jdnime bebt B nlaJ
iBupSi nl eifl -u.'. f imlB ow;t' ‘lo ei^.e-iA , srfnonie'iifeB&nj
Rec-i/Iov 'lifcflct bjciB ,fconj.I ^nJtbiioqat'i'toi) lo Rs-^i'up?. ©ii^
QiilbnoqE© y*xuo owct ^ris eer.Do ©:W ©IuBb erftf nl 9‘IB
eftcJ ‘lO Be'ifi ed<l ctari^ nwO(iK eI d’l aori'ff « e.5>t)i/ctld‘lB ‘to Beble
ladcJeaocJ ^bru.'o'l ed e;? oof. do ow^ edj lo ‘iftllBflis sdcJ 'io etcirlov
nl enll snlbxioqBo'iioo oxict tna neilBrna eiiJ nl onil nliiJiBo b rUlvs
lo crct/Iov t:c boib erf;^ ovlg aiirld- IIlw riolriw joaur^l't. 'ia3'iiil ojU
ffiJ i-l belae-ioarii ^linBctenl p. 1 Clciiq ©di ofW
©rivt oq ©onj'ie^ei .Jofii nl .b-jvlrrnl :^nlsrBPt loc/**!
noId-BctoX , jnlJaei'.'itnl aiovflo p.l aJoc:t,cfx/e gwol'rxjv ':o tnarU'zoda
BidBvlBv B ctud sxilctse‘'6r+nl ^Xno qon gt'Vonq e^BwIs ‘lelqiclR obcn
3fii©cf OS/i ©I^nBl*xi 1o bne^znl ^©onBJ'. nl ‘lo'i .":j1'IcIo od blfi
ei^iXiis B •^ew &£QBe ©dcf ril *11 »-r«N o:t ‘iBliroia
,
abia a^eJ:^©I owq lo bsy.l^enl eX3nBl'£cl arlj nl ©nlX b ^lot. laJcff i
nlIo« ocJni ^eeiLfOo lo ^«db©X ©iiul/Iov ©ona'ielaJ^ .^X.* nX IqrrXa nl
‘-cXsTL'ieqnl ©rid grrlworie nl doei'ta XaXoIi'^-cfacf b aari rfoliiw \r‘^v oi.iooj
, «do©?;rii.'« erid lo qirfnfTold[
. ams‘.‘O ftrid nolvlnoqons . {o
bbnlBddo al noIdavXdoM «eni/5fiOcaq nol adglr .(I)
elriT .dnlccw'olv oriJ , iaog erid “ic aelil naclo b i{d
bo^-ce'xqxt od ^£ 2: dtio ejBu^jfiBX It-dnov nX fcodada \i;Xno don ©cf
.•BWoXXot aft aqiirinoq ^XlBoXtiqfJnJ
aancda cladne'' otts oX evari jjc^ iiBB'/dB ori-x i. aonj od n- bno nl |
* i
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as steps. Given: Your starting point.To prove four lines
[proportional. Step 1. Try to find a pair of triangles each
t
having two of these lines as sides. Mark these lines.
Step 2. Prove the triangles similar.
I
a. Angles equal.
h. Two sides in proportion and the
i Included angle equal.
Step 3. If necessary^ transform the proportion
by the various algebraic procedures of alternation,
inversion, etc. For Instance, take the proposition:
The product of the segments of one of two intersecting
chords equals the product of the segments of the other.
In the figure below:
Product is true if (AO) (OB): (CO) (OD)
.
Proportion is true if AO - OP
OC " OB
Triangles are similar if.. .AI ^11 ^ s




Graphic representation . The graphic representation ma^
i




Circle Proper Similar- Proportion Product
and Triangles ity from from
Intersecting con- Proved Similarity Proportion
chords sidered
Qccili '.isf o'! ovo iq o1.dr.ioq :^ni:t'iKde tocY .sq^-dR ft*
rfo«t3 CO ^I^q s Jbnil od vt:T .1 qodf: I/iiicIdTcnc-ic
* .‘jail .u. blE; ae cerll oeotld Jo owd iicrived
.*ibII:iiJ!.r st;.fp,npX'xd orfd ovci''; , qodo
.iBjLfpe etl^iiA .3
©lid bitB no idioqo'iq .il r. oXs owT .cf
CBirpo 8li>n3 bebx;Ion.1
iioid-ioqono ©rfd imclftciii-'id \;*i 3eDt.o<>n 1 X ,3 q©d <3
,
icIdfen-xeJlB lu ReiirbE.oo'iq oiBnciojiIa ei'-oXiov oild
:nc Xdieopo'iq orfd »5iBd ,enned£ixi: -loT .ode ,noia'iovnl
Qnldoeenedni owd lo oiio xo sdriffn^jaa ©rid lo doxrLonc ©flT
.lorido urid Jo edi'.'ofn^oft arid ‘io dojifbcnq ©rid eXri/p© abnorio
wcXeri ©lifsl 1 erid nl
Jl ©L"id ftX dojobonq
.li ojond ei roid'ioqo'iq

















, Indentation of steps . The mountain graph idea may be
used or the index idea, thus:
Triangles similar if sides in proportion; since
Angles are equal by hypothesis, then the
Task is to prove the sides proportional.
Since angles equal, product of sides in proportior
Reduce the product to a single side.
(4)
* Cure for a common error # Sonner or later in the class!
someone will give the reason for congruency as equal angles in
sach triangle. The cure may be made by the following drawing
St the board representing ice cream portions in which you toll
the pupil that ho may have the left-hand one and must not
grumble since the angles in it are equal to the angles in the
right-hand one. Smiles come from the class.
Pupil says triangles with angles





€>d ^dT , eq<!!>JG *10 nc.l:tfi;tnebnl
:and^t .aobt xebnl sricJ rto beax.
eonia ?noi;^T:oco*iq nl c&bla 'll ifiXIffliB
edl neciJ ,3Xeof;,;^oq^d Tjcf lBx;p6 ©-t® a^Igcc/
' vl-e-nol^aocoac aebXc o-rf.? evo*xq uJ al ilaaT
icict'ioqo-iq al eottg Jo icuhoiq ,XBUpo sslgna ooxiIC
.©blc elgflis a c;l doudon:q oiii ©oo'beri
aafilo flfiit ni *to it^xifloS ,1011© nommoo e 'zoJ emO ,(>)
ni salons Ibjl/p© zb ’4 oxieif'.'^noo •w% i.osjBe't ©fW ©vlg Xliw ©nootao*
3itlT6 0lIol;!©rf3 ebBH! ©Tx^o »fiT . sXgiiiBXi.X doe^
IleJ /ro^ n'oldw nl cnci^'ioq cifis'i© eol vnlijnyBeTiqea o'laod ©rid jtj
;Joii dai;m bn£ vao add ©\ad xBm ed dsfid Xlquq erfd
edl ill uel'^rtB odd od Xax/ps »*ib dl nl aalsn© ©dd ©onXa olcfiiiw-ij
, p.alo edj Hon'l sraco afflXia^ .sue bniarf~d/l3Xi
8el3i':B iidlw eal-^nui'id avoa Xiquq














d) • The test *
(1), Significant questions. Both orally and by written world
;he important points to be kept in mind may be stressed. This
lay be over a number of periods, obeying the law of distributed
and diminishing repetitions. A completion test takes but a
short time and serves as an extra repetition and supplies a
notlve for keeping in mind the necessary facts. Part., of the
period is now left for the inductive developments of the new
proposition. A frequent review of anchor points helps.
Thus in developing the proposition that:
"Triangles are similar if they are equiangular", the
following questions may be asked:
1. What are the conditions for similarity?
2. What condition is given? What condition to prove?
3. How can the condition to be proved be met, if sides
ire in proportion?
4. What do we know about proportion if the angles are
jqual? Triangles are in same ratio as product of sides Including
the angle.
5. How near is this ratio to the one desired? How can you
get there?
On board draw graph of stream. Hint that algebra is used.
Someone discovers the process to change division to
iDUltipllcation.
The important thing is to get the pupil to know where he
|Ls going, then the details fill in quite easily.
/ cw vd rna ^IXb'ic ii.-toS , T^-cIvia tirOf jr / ^ . ,1)
«iii: .. 'eB^-Tja 9cf -^Fia /»r<.i5i nl hC od 3?nxoq v.nFLKoqn'i ©a •
,
edx/dl'icJei.JE) Ic w->I ou’;J snl-^^^do , -*boI’icq !Lo n--^ c.-mn t *ii/vo tcl
a d/;d dfcsd nclvtalqs.or.' . . enoidi.J'eqo't ^^nlrtglnf-cjll-) bni
3 a<‘Ii‘:.fCTJt;8 one nciiyiJeco*! 3'inro na e« yev'^a-i eiyilit J'l'orlf
©list io .e^oel sr^&oon t-d^ L>nX:;; ni ^nlg^e^i 'lol cvljoa
wQ/i 6fi3 Ic cdnstaqole srefj c:’vi.do/L/bni ©ild ‘lo'i won aX boLiec
.rc’-i iil sdnioq 'lodfjne 'to ©'ll /- .ncldiaoqo'it
td^exld noi.li.soqo'iq atU nJt «3udT
oiiJ
,
'‘iFli^snelape eni^ ':t>d3 '11 'iBllmt^ o'la afUsneinT”
:b©3iae ©f' vbj? ^;ctoideeirp j^nlwollo"
‘lol saolllbnoo ed;t ©'la dsri^.' £
Vevo'iq od ncldlfenoo JeriW Vnovl^ «1 nol^ibnoo
c- tl« “11 ecf £)©vo‘ic ©d od nolit^aoo 6dl np-o woH
.‘f^oi^Tcqo'iQ ol jy'ii
©TS ealgne ©d:J 11 aold'ioqo-iq duoda wor:7 ©w ob JerfA
3 nlftjLfI'’nl noble Io c^jjwbc'rq r s y.riOE ni ©nB eelaafcliT
.eigne ode
x/ov neo woH She'll© ob ©no ©rW oe? olefti ^Irfi el let^n r/oE
t©?
.‘^©air ril cfBdd dnlH . er,*.:J 2 Io flo_B'ig we'xb brreoc ciO
nolRlvXb od ^:sooo^iq oii^ enovooeio ©nooofo’J
. old o^Iqllib*
oci o'iedw won^ drf liqsjq eriet dog od ol gn’idd dnednoomi orlT •
.Yileee ©llnp nl flil sliRdob odd nod:* s-
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3* The applied problem.
a) • Applications of proportion; similar triangles*
(!)• Expansion of rod In physics; two kinds of apparatus
»
The general Idea may be presented that all magnification and
reducing involves the idea of proportion. Interest may be
increased by borrowing the microscope from the biological
department and the telescope from the astronomical department,
and showing magnification. From this Idea It Is an easy step to
the reading of the expansion of a rod in the heat experiment in
physics, based on similar triangles, or In another type of
apparatus, based on an enlarged reading from the circular
measure. The figures for each of these applications appear on
the following page. It pays to take time to explain them to the
pupils.
In the apparatus below for magnifying the expansion of a
rod by heat, as the vertical rod "a” moves back through distance
"e" because of the expansion of rod, the pointer moves through a
distance of ”m. e." The triangles I and II are similar, having
an acute angle In each equal, and having right angles. Angle
"x” in each triangle Is equal as sides are perpendicular each to
each. The sides opposite angle "x” are the actual, and magni-
fied expansion, a" and b" are measxared and the^proportion read
f- PXT m.e*
”a", "b” and "m.e.” are









OttfJ ol .f)0*f lo ..clwrtc.'>. ^ . 'i>
i^ai' noi .tiiC'.M;':i'^3e»n 'a£s r.;..: ^.'T
ti
OJ vr.m ic:-£<r,o'iq lo «©fcJ, aff:J sov Lo'>/r- f. i* 'i
j.t olpoSol'Cf oifi 'I cny. ,‘iCO‘iDij^ ©ilJ -5. ;Xv.'o . 'ICO
•v';d ontt>o'j.rjiil
r.'..TJ‘;x>qe;£3 lr.-.oifrK'fiO'':cfif.i-’ e Jio-. f i S'.'t odJ' vr::. ••' roixs:? . --c v. .,
Co ^ qv.t o ittu el I t ivcbi. alxi;? cuori'*: , -'/k' jb^I j lii^L'n .t iiworic .ji^o
nX Jjtic.Tij ;t rx.8 ,K():i od^ iio'i f. “io nclBiubcxo cd^^ ic rtdJ
'zo oqyJ ‘xorizfoi ii irt no < ;:r, -lijlij. .* ?=>, xtc ^ rvn'..,
•ici.Li)-'!.!?:) adcf u.'0-i1; nhp^nr.f.nr* ne .xo -..o', .t' , e;/ji ^.:^qqi
no 'icoqqti snotvi uoXXqqt -. et-dct 'lo >1 ed'. .- knaa©ir:




A) 'ID noiadBoxo cdj ‘i.o'X voi©d : eoqc et.j nX
oonc.TiiXfc) 'b^^ifoniid xojcd 8fc.v'-r.i '’c’’ bon Ijeoi;-*!-:*'/ '3xio ';.- ,dBed '‘^d bo-i
t 'i;u;o*i.i\X fcc vofi! *iooni;oq orfX ,^ 01 lo noXrsnEqxd cfld Xo oax* b*; ’'s»"
jiiilvju.: ^'1- !'X2.X8 O'lB II I sjv*' Xo f^'ou-jatb
el, ,11: , od^I*! gnXv .i{- 2 -nc , ’-ijjji o I'nc? nl t lA.riE sdnofi rx-
od do!?o -"x :i/nt jnaq-xoq ^v.ic' eeb tiX
-xnAO:" caw ,1;.;./;;^^ f:d;t sae ''';'’












LCXrp: T'C cXgn:Jt:;j .jr-JSiS X^i
r j.-B fc'Jieoqqo •^©i.'xa .-'Xac
A




. bs> !uo/AOo “«’ biiB be‘.arsi&ert:
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la the circular expansion apparatus, as the rod rolls over the
small rod holding’ the needle, each revolution of the small rod
is shown by the needle rotation, and the dial to which it points
The proportion reads:
I circum* of rod • *i actual expansion
j. circum, descrfbed hy * 3 magnified expansion
needle on dial, on dial.
This practical application to physics shows the need and impor-






Pressure on the inclined plane * The applied problem
jwill suggest the value of the interrelationship with other
subjects within the school curriculum and also with life outside
ithe school* Here is where the teacher who has a wide experience !
I
I
and an adequate knowledge of physics and other fields of interest
Is at an advantage. For instance, in considering press\ire on an
Inclined plane, use is made of similar triangles based on
triangles which are equiangular, having two right angles, and
ori^ 'tftvo 3iio*i bO'i ©ri;t be tBurfa'icqcfi noienEqx© 'ifilL'O'jio *^11^ nj
boi IIa;ue oLii 'lo noictirlov©*! rioao ^el£>n»n ©di ‘jjiTlbXod don Ilawe
BcJnxOq ;it dolilw laib edrt btiB ^aoi^avton olbeon ©d^ nwodc el
rebecn noIiJncoonq ©rf'I
noiexiauxo Ibu^ob « bon to .'ruonlo
noIonE^xs”"^ " xd bticff^ioieb * \jj6^o ^
.laid no .XeXl) no elbeon
Xd ba'inaa©?)'. .1 // T. fei
.'is^itemonoim 'r
bQ^i’cr-co er)ni:\3e'lQ
‘io -loc+enElb rnonl ' r* ^
.i«xb y y
,lEXb '(lonX dbbH .?) y y’
I
* ; ^^ monl boXirqaor. . '••/ A/
.C. fcna
-noqinl bna been odd iswcde sole-^dq od noldBoJtlqqa iBoidoanq eldl
lo adoe{,<^i/a noddo ridXw noldslennodnl edl bca noldncqonq ‘to ©onad
.cmljc/oXnrLuo odd
raoldonq beiiqqa edT . enalc ben.tIofli odd no oniraaenq . {£)
n&rldo ddiw qlrienoI^lBlo'inednX odd lo onlav odd deo§3jje XI2f
obXadJJO olXI ddlw orIb tan aoj isjol^iisjo loodoa odd nldaXw adoftf,dJ^^
oofiolnoqxo obXv; a 8Ed oriw nodosed odd onorfw el ©noH *Ioodo8 od3
Jesnodnl lo cL'I©!! neddo bna aole^dq 'to agbelwonjl edaxrpeba na bn^
riB no onyB-joiq 3nl'iv*Menoo nl ^eonfid«nl no'i .©*«j3dnaY5E na da sJ
no boeacf aol3nalnd nallojlc 'to nusa el ©au , 0ftalq ?>©ntlonJ
bna
,
;9l3nE dil^ln owd ^nlvwd ^naln^nalnpo ena rioldw « 6l3 iTfi.t t:
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two acute angles equal* The acute angles are equal because the
sides are perpendiciilar each to each* The problem of pressure
on an inclined plane is solved by a measure of the length of the
actual plane and by the weight of the body Involved. This
always gives three quantities of the proportion, and the unknown
which is difficult to meas\are, is calculated by a simple alge-
braic process. The same principle is used in solving for
heights with the base line of a triangle known. The principle
is that of comparison, where the trigonometric tables give the
ratio reduced to a decimal point, which is equivalent to making
the denominator one. This has the effect of giving two sides
of a triangle, with the base line of the triangle known, so that
either side of the latter triangle may be found by the same
simple algebraic process.
Preceding this paragraph is the drawing of the Included
plane with the block, with the triangle represented by a line
drawn to length as per the unit of lengths for a specified
number of pounds, perhaps ten pounds to an inch or whatever
'»
K4
oat/iiioaci e't^ eoI^xiB S'iuoB erlT , ^ajupe f»ijj03 ow.t
©‘ttryijc<‘iq 'lu tneixfotq ©r(T .rto^© oct riout. ©tb
dJ to xlctgnel ©di lo oTweB.'^m b v.rj hevloa el snslq osnlloxil ns /to
claT *b©vIovnl '^bod ©drf 1o drl^lew ©dd fcas ©nelq Iexj:?©,;
[wom^ojL/ erfi . ra ^ aol XTaqaaq odd to coldldnctrp ©e*x (J .levi'o iit^a^-Xe
-oiijXjB ©Xq^filv, e vcf bedElifoIr.o si ^ onj:/3F.oJci od dlx/oIlXlb .2 I doldw
•10 1 ^nlvXoe nl b©iiJJ al olqlonl'iq ©MB**, f>riT ,3a©oor[q O-'-wnri
©Xqlofll'iq ©dT .nworcl ©Iji/rul'id b to enll ©ead odd ddlv; 3d;l^l©fi
©dd ©via soldsd 0 1'T.cteflioaoalid odd ©'tsdir ,nci2l‘caqajoo to .todd al
nl3iam od dnoXsvljjp© al doldw ^dnloq ii.^xjlo 'b « od beortbon oldp*i
coble owd to doello o/id tail aldT .©no todBcincaob odd
dd 03 jHift'ord olajpfcl'id odd ‘lo ©nil ©sad odd ddiw tolaiisl'id a “to
oinse odd •\;d bxiuol od xacj oXanel^vd leddsX ©dd *10 able ‘loddlo
p.L'.ooo'xq oltadoalB eXqmxa
boJxrloal odd 'io axix-?fB'ib oxld si dqsnaaieq eldd- anlboof^'iH
0f2 -iX a "^d Dodnoconq©*! el^asl^io add ddlw ,3iiOoXd odd ddlyf onaJq
ool'lloeqs o 'lol sddanel 'io alxKx odd ‘toq ea dtaxioX od xiwr,nb
‘tevodoi-lw ‘lo donl ao od sbxiL^oq ned eqadnoq ^ubruroq to ‘lodcnun
fsuitable scale might he chosen. The "1", ”c[”, and "h” of the
triangle can he measured, the "w” can he weighed and the "p”
can he solved from the simple algebraic equation l;w;:d:p.
These are corresponding sides of similar triangles, and the
triangles are proved similar by observing that which is
equal to x (corresponding angles of parallel lines) is the
complement of ”y" and that ”x^” is the complement of "y^”,
and since complements of equal angles are equal, "y” and "y^"
are equal, which makes an acute angle in each right triangle
equal, thus making the respective triangles similar. The
writer has found that it has increased the interest to develop
this idea in the geometry class. It gives meaning to similar-
ity in triangles,
(3), Chemical calculations. The subject of proportion is
closely allied to all elementary problems in chemistry. Since
the advent of quantity measurements which made chemistry
scientific, and the law of definite proportions, one may
prophecy by means of proportion the amount of one element to
use in connection with another in making a compound. For
instance in making hydrochloric acid, HCl, in which the
proportion by weight would be in ratio to 1;35, keeping in
mind the law of definite proportions one can^-tell^how much
j
chlorine would be required to make a ton of the acid, the ratio
of hydrogen to chlorine used wtill being lj35. The proportion
would read:
Wt, of chlorine in
Amount of chlorine in a molecule of HCl a ton of HCl
fbe molecule of bci ton of Hcl
9di lo bfi«» ^ ,^1'’ f^riT :oif> ecT Jdgijfi aieoe fcldr.dJx/a
”q” eiicf bne beitJ.ie’w ecf noo '^w” edd ,f)t)Tjt/8fi80i ed nro ^IJJrrs^•l:t
.
:?/:X aol;^iJi7p» ci*'t'XCfOj^Xe elqrciXe 8iii ikc^I Device scf .iec
ed;.* oiifi <8$Xan&X’id ‘laLlm.tT: io eebla jjnibfioqso'i'^oo eis seodT
aX doliiw ”-^x" sterfd 3/1 Xvice do ^cf jev^O'iq s'ls a.- rgnBi^ict
edd aX (aenXI IeXXj«‘i.‘^q lo ael^nr ^iilbrtoqae'noo) x od Xaxrpe
^”X^« dfiscneXqfnoo ©rfd cl deri:; baB "y” ctneracIqfDroo
Dnfc tXejL/p© erte asXsjftB Xfixip© lo actneraalq.crioo eonla bna
oXattci'id Xd3X‘t rfos© itX oi^na ©:fjuos ne eealam rfcXd*- ^iftcrpc tj-xr.
eriT .-ralimiB aalsnaX^id ©vldosaed-x ©dx ^nXsiBta tiet/p©
qoleveo oj ©rid beaee'ionX earf dX larid cm/ol serf nedliw
-‘Xi^XXfL'Xa od gnixiaetti aevXg dl .asalo ^'id©raoe,\ ^cld nX aebi bXrid
. t v: i^.inaX'id ru x
sX xioXd'iOQOiq lo dosj^rii/a erlT . aiXoXdJeXjL^cXf o I aoXfuedp . .6)
onuiS
.
^'idalnerio nX ajcelrio-iq '4'i£dfr©ra©i© lia od baXIis ^loaolo
v*idr:Xaiodr> ©bam riaXriw Kdxicaia'ti/axxem -^didnfcuxp “lo dnevbs odd
YBffi ©no . Rnoid'ioqt>iq odinXloo to wsC ©rid bna ^aX'tXdaoXoe
od dnemela ©iio lo drxjjoaiB ©rid noXdaoqo'tq to enscra ^o^dqo'iq
‘lO'f .Lxix.!oq:aoo e ^nXiJx'm nX *iedJonis ridXw jcioXdooirnoo iiX ©sx;
orid rioXriw nX ^lOH ^0X0^ oX'ioIiloO'tb'^rf snXiisra nX eonadanX
nX ^niqcsai ^55:X od oXdfi»i nX ©d bJjjow drigXcn' ^cf noXdnoqo»iq
rfoxfffl worl 'XX&d ' nsa :=)nc anoXd'ioqo'iq ©dXnilob to wei ©rid bnXn:!
oldiJ'i ©rid *f3XoB ©rid 'lo nod & ei^lfcac od Jbe-xXjjpe'i ©o' nlwow ©aX'toXri©
noX tTLcqaTiq ©xlT .riojX ^nXecf Xllda' b©ai; eaiiolrio od n830*ibA:ri 'to
:bjB©n biwoTf
nX enX'ioilrio to *dW





Thls can also be illustrated graphically by means of diagrams
somewhat as follows:
Amount hydrogen in molecule of HCl « in a ton of HCl
taolecule of HCl " ^on of HCl
The important thing is to show the pupils the usefulness of
proportion in chemistry and where it links up with that subject*
To be sure, some of the applications in physics and chem-
istry of proportion are more algebraic than geometric in nat\are,
yet it does no harm and enhances the value of this unit in the
mind of the pupil if attention is called to both the geometric
and the algebraic applications*
(4)
*
Mixing medicines in hospital training * Girls who
enter hospital training report that the study of proportion is
one of the most important of all their high school mathematics
as they are called upon to dilute certain medicines at times
which involves a knowledge of proportion.
i y
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(5) Trade school '* Trade schools, also, report that the
similarity and proportion, as applied to triangles, has direct
practical application in various trades. Of course all molding
involves similarity.
(6)* Graduating a violin. Of interest to those familiar
with musical Instruments is the "graduating" of a violin, the
thinning of the wood so that the tone will be Improved. Since
this is a very delicate job, there must be some instrument to
magnify the thickness of the violin top# This is done throu^
a very simple device involving similar triangles. The drawing
appears below.
Between the ends of the small line "x" is the wood to be thinned
this measurement is magnified at "x". The magnification is in
ratio of "r" to "s".
r. X
*8* X
The three quantities r, s and X may be measured, and thus x
computed. The two triangles involved are similar because they
are equiangular; the two end lines being parallel.
(V)
•
The teeter board . The teeter board may be given as
a good example of the similar triangle situation. As the
firfct Brief ^'loqe'x ^aXoorioB ©dB'iT . ' Jtooriqg
ctoe'i.tri '^tfri ,-^8X30*11:# o.t boXXqqa aa ^noii'ioqoiq bna v't i^a rXfnli:
^nXblcm Ila eensjco 'iO .eGbaj'xd’ p.jjoX'ibv nl noXctaoilqga Isoltoc-tq
.^^I'laXXffiXa « 8YXovnI
rcAillnia'i ©aorieJ .^ae'iod'xtX 10 .nX Xoiiv a ^frlef nubauO .( 3 )
eci^i ^alloXv a lo ’^nlctM.t/bo'xs'* eri;J gx s^nami/'ietanl iaoXeuffl rictiiw
yrxilo .bevo'xqrn.f scJ Xil# ©no^ ©rio rfsri:t oa doow ©ri;J lo ^nXiini''?;?
oct ©^''loa ©ri efauin ©‘lerii ,o'oi. e^Rotlhb ^'lev a aX aX i-f
riSJXO‘iric)' siiob 3i sXriT .qoef nXXolv eril lo saexrWririi 9ri^ rlhi^aa
^aXweib erii’ .aaX.^naX'X^ *iallniia ^nXvXoviiI ©oXvefc dXq.-'.Tle -^lav a
.woX&cf aiaeqqa
beanXii^ od od boew ©rid ax ”x” onXX IXams ©rief lo efon© ©rid naewdofi
al 3l fioldBollXn^aoi ©rlT ."’X” da beXlin^asa c.X dnaraeiuaaam alrid]




X crj'id bna ^bonx/axeoi sd ^am X bna « ,t: eeididnaup ©©‘xxid ©rill
^©rid 3aJXB09 Ci 'laiX'niB ©ie bevXovni; ssXjjnai'id owd ©riT .boduq^noa
.XaXlBTBG .^l©d sonXI bn© o,vd erid ; -laXugfiatjjp© o'XJtl
<iB nevig ©ri yitim b*isod 'tsdnod ©riT . o't Bod lede’&d ©ilT * (V)
arid a A .rioxd eirdla ©IgnaXid lalxmle ©rid lo ©Iqcaaxo boo^ fi
/
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smaller child sits nearer the fulcrnm, thus making a side of the
triangle smaller, the larger child describes a larger arc,
sitting farther away from the fulcrum. In the diagram below,
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Even though the subject has its difficulties, there is
probably no more interesting a unit in geometry than that of the
study of the loci. Here, and here along, geometry is truly in
motion and dynamic. One might well recall Bert Green* s cartoons
in the moving pictures as one receives the idea of a moving
point making a line on a surface, although Green obeys the laws
of humor, whereas in geometry, geometrical laws must be followed.
One wonders about the future possibilities of this unit on
the moving pictuj’e screen in the class room with, a Bert-Green-
talented artist as designer. Properly motivated and carefully
developed, the unit contains great possibilities of interesting




Of prime importance will be the order of teaching. First
will come the conception of the locus, next the discovery, and
finally the proof. First consider then, the development of the
conception of the locus
,
1
1, Conception. Hassler and Smith^ call attention to the !
above three parts in the teaching of the locus, and adds that
much of the difficulty with this topic can be attributed to an
impatient desire to get to the third part before the first tw'o
parts are thoroughly considered,
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J. Slbll^ shows that there is real difficulty in teaching the
locus by noting that the questions on loci, which have not been
especially hard, have caused the college' entrance candidates
more worry than any other questions, and have been treated more
\insuc ce s sful1y •
a) • General discussion *
(1), Neighborhood examples . Since loci problems and acti-
vities are constantly in the life of the pupil, it is not
difficult to get familiar examples to illustrate the same. The
Introduction to the subject might well be to discuss the
neighborhood loci situations: the dog on the line; the cow
gracing in the field; all machinery in motion; or levers. There
are Innumerable situations, which will vary according to the
locality in which the children live, to illustrate loci
applications.
Interest may also be aroused by attention to the fly wheel
in the local pumping station. What is the path of a particular
point on the wheel at various places? What is the speed of each
particular spot at the center, and at the extreme outer edge?
This may Involve the reason for the fly wheel and lead a little
away from discussion of loci, but will be none the less valuable
by linking to familiar and moving things. Which tleing is more
advantageous for the dog? At the end of a rope attached to an
iron bar, or at the end of a rope attached to a line around
which the rope is looped, so that the dog may run from one end
to the other end of the line? What is the locus in each case?
1. Recent developments in the Teaching of Geometry
, p. 223.
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(2), Tracing , Another place for the tactile approach is the
learning of the locus exercises through finger tracing. With
classroom material such as pen, pencil, eraser, pointer, the
door, string and chalk, the paths of moving points may he
illustrated. For example with pencil and string, or with chalk
and string, the path of a point always at a given distance from
the center, the end of the pencil held stationary, is a circle.
Similarly the bottom point of a door describes a circle as it
opens. Finger tracing may also be used to make real to the
pupil the congruency of angles and triangles. Wooden models
may be shown the class and the pupil may superimpose one
triangle over the other and trace with his fingers the lines
and angles which are equal. The point to bear in mind is that,
in the locus picture, certain parts are to be still, and others
moving.
All these exercises offer the additional sensory channels
for learning, thus giving the pupil a greater chance of success,
not only because of the addition of a sensory approach but
because the tactile sensory approach may be the approach which
is best for the pupil. The importance of learning through the
hands has long been recognized. Maria Montessori^ noted it in
her book in teaching the children to write; it is one of her
teaching activities which is generally accepted by educators
as being a real contribution.
1, The Montessori Method, p. 276.
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(3)
. Classroom objects . The writer has used the' swinging
door, the opening book, and the disc eraser revolving around a
fixed line as concrete examples in the classroom,
(4)
. Loci and the movies . One writer^ notes a likeness to
taking pictures for the movies; there must be many pictures a
short time apart and some of the objects in each picture are in
action and others are still. Thus, in the movies the houses
are still, and the hero active.
(5)
. Loci and the algebraic graph . In geometry the line
may be still, and the path or locus of points at a certain
distance from the line will be moving. The teacher can dot
these points. as they are determined. These may be linked up to
the graph in algebra which is really a locus of answers as the
conditions vary according to the horizontal and vertical axes.
(6)
* Loci and solid geometry . Mary C. Wilt^ notes that
this conception of loci can also be strengthened by entering the
realm of solid geometry in the finger tracings of the locus in
room problems. Thus, the problem of finding the path of a point
equidistant from two parallel lines becomes, in solid geometry.
1. Hassler and Smith, loc . cit.
2. Teaching Plane and Solid Geometry Simultaneously, The
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Fifth
Yearbook, 1932, p. 66.
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the problem of finding the path of a point equidistant from two
parallel planes. Similarly, the bisector of the angle becomes,
in solid geometry, the plane which bisects the dihedral angle.
All the introduction in this loci unit may be concrete not
only in the classroom constructions, discussions, and demonstra-
tions, but also in the assignments which may consist of con-
structing loci, with no attempt at proof,
b) , Assignment , Urging the pupils to bring in their own
loci problems, with constructions, helps to get interest. In
the teeter board, both riders follow the path of an arc of a
circle either descending or ascending. All weight pans follow
a similar path. The lever with the weight and force again both
follow circular motions. Draw all these suggestions out on the
board at the order of the class. The teacher suggests the
situation, and the pupils direct the solution,
(1) Objects and materials along lines of individual
interests , Here is a chance for individual interests. The boy
Interested in aviation may bring in examples and make drawings,
illustrating the locus of points traced by the end of the
airplane propeller, both when the airplane is at rest, or in
motion in a straight line. The boy interested in mechanics may
bring in loci examples in connection with wheels of automobiles
and trains. Any example suitable to the interest, up-to-date,
and familiar, will be worth while.
Here, as in other places in geometry, an orderly setting
down of the work will go far toward making success. The imit is
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a fascinating one, especially for those interested in art work*
Designs in colors may be encouraged and hung up on the bulletin
board or placed on exhibition. The pupil’s originality and
|
ingenuity may have free play. For those who are book-minded,
more difficult special problems may be fo\juid, and this group may
present these problems to the class as their contribution to the!
unit
,
(2), Loci and mechanical devices . Manual training boys mayi
rig up and bring in apparatus which will illustrate the locus,
such as the lever, balance, wheel, etc. The physics laboratory
will generally have a model engine with an eccentric which may
j
be brought down and studied. Automobile gears, milk separators,
almost any apparatus which may be put in motion, may be contrl-
!
buted to the class. Thus, the subject of loci may become a live^j
understandable, and liked topic.
2. Discovery ,
|
a) , Loci and design work. Provision for individual
jdlfferences may be in the providing of more complicated loci
I
I
drawings involving an increasing number of conditions to satisfy,
Fhus, the requirements may be, to be a certain distance from two
parallel lines and to lie on the perpendicular bisector of
i
another line (equidistant from two points) and to be a certain
ai stance from another line. Teach the pupils to think about
I
only one difficulty at a time in construction,
b) . Loci and chemistry . Linking to the sciences may be
accomplished through analogy by noting the various tests, lodin^
rl fc)©^«e ' cciril loi '\^il«io&q8© ^eno giUvfin.'oBftl
ni^^eCXijd eriJ ito qjj Fjhb bo^^t^'iiroone eci rcm artolor* ni siiglee-i
biU: Y^2ifcfliijX‘‘ic B’liqi'q eril . nulcflclrbce no ovoalq "lo i^iwoo
<>3 et>i:t£'^“>lcod orifi o.uv &«ori:t ‘id ,r^lq ©vari m ’\rctijjiio3Xii
o^sjQ'i^ -•’-lifcj ;;ni3 4 biii;^o'l ed emelcionq IcXosqs vlx'dlllb ©*100:
loda oq fioiXjuc X'lijjnoo ilerfX es sckIo ©iU o;J cinelflO'tu ©todct ;^Kee:^1q
Yi:rn x.nlnis'i^ Isun^M r©oXv£»b lBolnari;?©m ioOu> ,{2)
I
.
tr'.ol srict ©ctanXexflll ..I2w rioXiv*; Ex/cFa'icqqfi nX .vrUid :jnii qjj i-jlr!
Y^oqi»'iO0Bl eniEYrfq erlT .oae ^^oaalkid edJ ae done
nci-dw ol'une. o© ne d;JiA ©nlgae lebOT a svad qlla'xenea III?!
Js’liia . ©Ildomodij'A .beibi/^e Ijhe rnvob id^tio-xc^ ©c
-1‘idAOo ed \Bm nx ctifc od y"’® dnliir: awrtft'isqqfc deoinli-
jBVil E i-jacoed xnisi .tool 'io iottcfira odd , 2x;rj.T * 2 BfiIo odd od Jboduv'
.aiqod Jbna ,elcisbnede‘i9bfxi.
* . 2
lajjDlvIbnjfc Tiol noic tvo'r^ bna looj , (s
iool bodaoIlGfiico oioiu lo ^^nlolvo'iq odd nl od Eeon9*X9'i'lI‘:
.Yl-’Iday od Rnoidxr-noo lo -todr'i/a jjnisEenon.? na ’^nlvlovnx e.q^'JXwa'ir;
owd fdoil eonxdalJD nUd-ioo a ecf od ,od edxisaco'ilxrpo'i odd »E;/ri1
lo ‘lodot-r.-td ixluolpneq'ioq edd no oil od fona Eonll IoIIb'ihc
I
nlad'ioo B ©d od bna (adnloq ovjd mo*!*! diiacfslblnp©) ©fill leriJon^
djjoda ^{dxdd cd Rllqjxq o ld doaeT .onll loddona icoiTi ©onadai;
.:toxdo.'nid=uioo nj. tmt*- & da Y^Ii^oXl'ixb oao Y^nt
©d eoonc loa edd od , ^;‘T[deIigedo brta loci, , {d
'jalbol ..r.deed «troI-iav odd vnldon y^' mcS^i^n’ d^xro^dd Podellqnoooi
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is a test for starch used in biology or chemistry. All starches
react to iodine; all points are good points. No other substance
except starches react to give a purple with iodine; no other
point is a good point. Various tests may be cited and related
to give as illustrations.
1
I
c). Significant questions on applied loci . William Betzl
suggests the following questions:
|
"where are all the houses that are located one mile
from your school building?
What is the path described by the door knob as you
open the door? By one corner of the cover of your
book as you open it?
When you open the drawer of a desk, what is the
path of one of its moving corners? Of its edges?
When a street car travels along the tracks, what
is the path of the center of one of the wheels?"
Arthur Schultze suggests
"What is the locus of one end of a stretched string,
if the other end is fixed, and both ends are on the
surface of a table? If only the moving end is on
the table?"
Hassler and Smith® suggest:
"what is the path of the tip of a revolving airplane
propeller; engine going; plane stationary; plane
going forward in a straight line?
What is the path of the spoke of a car wheel moving
along a straight level track?
What is the surface over which a cow grazes?"
William Betz4;
"a study of machinery in action can be made to suggest
1. The Teaching of Intuitive Geometry, The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, The Eighth Yearbook (1933). p. 114*
2. The Teaching’ of ,Mathematic a in Secondary Schools , pp. 218-224
3. Hassler and. Smith, loc cit#
4. William Betz, loc, cit.
.s
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**3functional ideas to any pupil of average intelligence.
For more ambitious minds, it is perfectly possible to
include a few of the higher plane curves. Thus, as a
wheel travels along the ground, what is the path
described by a point on its rim?....*'l
3. The proof .
a). Hand work precedes the abstract . Teach the pupil to
think of only one difficulty at a time In the locus proof.
Separate the problem into the various parts as suggested hereto-
fore, making the pupils aware that this separation can bo made.
A practice and discussion on these parts are helpful. Pupils
will vary in their power to visualize, but all will be helped
by the constructions.
Needless to say the formal definitions and the abstract I
part should follow the concrete and hand work. Learning through
muscular movement, through finger tracing, through eye stimuli
vivified by colors, or various dotted lines, should all precede
the proof of loci.
Perhaps the more practical applications may come, from the
discovery by the pupil, that graphs may be traced by obeying the
rules, and that various figures such as circles, parabolas,
hyperbolas, and ellipses are derived from paths of moving points,
which represent loci problems. The aim is to make the subject
landerstandable, interesting, and of practical use to the pupil.
Newspapers sometimes in the Sunday supplements have dots to be
joined together to make pictures. These may be suggested to
the pupils.
1. William fiefcz, 1^, cit.
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b). Organization of work important * The problem of teaching
loci is not a problem of appro£.ch, but rather a problem of
disentangling, and making clear the various skeins bound up in
the locus statement, Schultze^ calls attention to this when he
lines up the work as follows:
1. Theorem, II. Converse,
Every/ pdlnt in the Every point that is
line is equidistant, equidistant lies in the
line.
III. Opposite, IV. Converse of Opposite,
Every point without Every point unequally
is unequally distant, distant is without the
line,
A clear idea by the teacher of the many pieces of work to
be done by the pupil in proving the locus will make it possible
to show the pupil the task ahead. The writer agrees, however,
that the proof should not come at the start.
Phrasing the statements in language which is readily under-
standable is also of value. The follov/ing is used by the
writer:
Every point is a good point.
Every point satisfies the
given condition.
No other point is a good
point
.
No other point outside
satisfies the condition.
Thus there are three gradations
clarity. The effort ts to make
Every coin in the pocket is
a penny.
No other coin outside is a
penny,
statement in an effort to get
points objective, make them
pennies; make them petals of flowers strewn along the path; make
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them anything which is interesting to the pupil and understand-
able to him*
4* General sxiggestions. Following is a topical list of
suggestions by the various writers:
Conception, An early beginning is necessary in study of loci.
a. Definition in algebra,
1 b. Graphs as loci.
2 c. Begin early in geometry and keep it up all
5 through*
d. Reverse order of proofs to conform with
Construction. the algebraic treatment of graphs ,1
4




Pupil should first get the conception of a locus
as the path of a moving point, thus focussing
on the path rather than the point,
^
First have pupil familiar with the language
exercises and theorems through manipulation
with rulers and compasses and with accompany-
ing discussions. Final procedure is the
proof ,4
First plot the locus point by point, until a wise
guess of the path can be made. Refer to
moving pictures where many pictures show
slight changes. In locus problems many points
have only slight distance between. In each
situation are certain fixed things: in moving
pict\ires certain houses and trees are station-
ery; in loci problems, certain direction lines
and points are stationery. The fixed things
should appear first ,5
George H. Selleck, Loco phobla--Its causes and cure* The
Mathematics Teacher* (November. 1929). po. 382-384.
~TXXII)
2* Hassler and Smith, op. cit. p, 360.
3. Hassler and Smith, loc cit*
4* Hassler and Smith, op. cit* p* 362.
5, Hassler and Smith, loo* cit.
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.
Use constructions with concrete objects to aid
in visualizing,
a. Path of circumference of disc eraser whose
center fpllows a rectangular box lid.
b. Path of a pencil attached to a stick, the





ference of a circle,
c. Path of the vertex of the carpenter’s square, ^
point of one side remaining stationary, and
the square revolving about it,l
Proof, Require definitions only when .actually needed.^
E.
.
6, Distinguish the various loci by means of colored
7, chalk or dotted lines,
^
8 ,
Connect with solid geometry.
4
DO not ask for too many things at a time. Have
pupil prove only the predicate. Give the subject
with modifiers.^
The one-way proof is generally sufficient.^
The proving of a locus involves four theorems.
7
Use numerous original exercises,®.
1, E. B. Woodford, Teaching Locus Concept in Plane Geometry,
The Mathematics Teacher . XXVI, (February, 1933)
.
pp. 105-106,
2, Hassler and Smith, op, cit, p. 360,
3, Arthur Schultze, op. cit. p, 225,
4, Arthur Schultze, loc cit,
5, Hassler and Smith, op. cit. p. 361-362.
6, George Selleck, op. cit. 382-384.
7, Arthur Schultze, op. cit. p. 219,
8 , Arthur Schultze, loc. cit.

Prom the preceding, it will be seen that the same fundamen-
tal principles are at work for successful teaching of loci as
for any other unit. There must be the correct auditory and
visual image--the conception; correct practice, the construc-
tion; and the difficulty taught in isolation as exampled in
Schultze’s lineup of four tasks which must be separately
considered. A correct conception means a favorable altitude
toward learning; construction work means learning through the
eye, ear and hand; while the careful separation of the difficul
ties call for nicety of organization. With these principles
working in proper order, success should come.
'I
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A. Organization and Continuity .
1, Importance of Grouping. That writers have sensed the
importance of the teacher calling attention to grouping of
propositions is evident from the quotations given below:
a)
.
Viewpoints of writers .
"This article does oppose memorization and produc-
tion of single detached proposition proofs. Should we
discard these, we can spend more time in trying to
give the pupil some idea of what geometry is and in
treating his understanding of the relationships among
the propositions.... 1
"if the great basal theorems are selected and
effectively organized into a logical system, consid-
erable reduction can be made in the number of
theorems given.... "2
"After the selection of appropriate material, the
next problem in redistribution is its effective or-
ganization and control. The essential points to be
considered are sequence, grouping, generalizing, and
method of development ... .It is important to group
the material in units on the basis of a key proposi-
tion or a fundamental concept ... ."^
"Regardless of the text, it is essential that
the teacher emphasize the worth and importance of
the significant and group related theorems, and
generalize closely the related groups in practice. "4
1. Aaron Horn, Book Propositions in Teaching Geometry, The
Mathem.atics Teacher
,
(XXV), February, 1932, pp. 76-73*
2, The Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary Education, A
Report of the National Committee on Mathematical Require-
ments. 1923, p. 34 under the auspices of the Mathematical
Association of America, Inc. The Mathematical Association
of America, Inc.
Gertrude E.Allen, An Experiment in Redistribution of
Material for High School Geometry, The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, The Fifth Yearbook
,
(1930). p. 81.
Gertrude E.Allen, Reorganization of Course of Study for
Senior High School Mathematics, The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, The Second Yearbook ,
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Walter H. Blaisdell^ notes that the function of the mathe-
matics teacher is to unify and correlate the material of the i
I
past, present and future. There is danger of the student con-
I
!
icentrating on the particular lesson that he will not practise
j
on the relationships between the parts. ji
Thus have these writers called attention to the importance
I
of organizing around certain principles, giving the concepts
certain associations. This attempt involves getting a richer
and more varied setting for the central school subjects, and for|
r
grouping with the world contacts.
jl
The Committee on Geometry with Professor Ralph BeatleyS, as [i
[i
chairman notes the non-existence of grouping of propositions in
j
text books as follows* "Some text books reveal the logical
!'
structure of individual theorems by means of analyses preceding !i




It seems to the author to be of extreme importance to show "
the pupils how one proposition is necessary to another. The
[
class should knov/ the reason and should be reminded of the




b) . Advantages . Not only does the pupil retain the proposi-
i
tlons in mind better because of their relationship when they arei
organized, but the work is also more interesting because the
pupil can see the significance of the particular step as it
1, Dally Testing"! The Mathematics Teacher, (April, 1933) XXVI,
pp. 227-234.
2, Second Report of the Committee of Geometry, Presented to the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, at its Annual
meeting in Minneapolis on February 24, 1933. The Mathematics
Teacher, XAVI, (October, 1933). pp . 2Bb-271.
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builds into the finished whole* All learning is easier if it
is properly phrased together. Music has its phrases. Pupils
are encouraged to write these groupings in their note books.
2, Illustrations
.
It is the purpose of this unit to cite
an example of grouping in relation to the area of the quadril-
ateral and to note an applied problem, A family of quadrilater-
als is noted on pages 53 and 54 of the thesis. Further examples
involve groupings through double identities.
Following this, the kindred topic of Continuity is
considered. Here is noted the opportunities for the use of the
principle of continuity together with graphic work shov/ing an
illustration of one of these principles at work,
a) , The Area of Quadrilaterals . Below is a suggested order
of steps to be taken in the consideration of areas. The initial
premise, the start, must rest on definition of experiment in
measuring. The task is to go from the xnown to the unknown,
from the familiar to the unfamiliar. This is accomplished by
making that which is unfamiliar familiar. The nev/ case links
up under the old. The procedure is from the rectangle to two
right triangles. From two right triangles are niade two general
triangles, and from these latter are made either the parallel-
ogram or the trapezoid, according as the triangles are congru-
ent or not. The tabulation and diagrams follow*
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Area of right triangle
UNKT^OWN
Area of right triangle
equals known area, by
making the right trian-
gle one -ha If of the
rectangle, the known.
Area of any triangle may
be figured, because any
triangle may be divided
into two right triangles,
the known.
Area of two equal
triangles. Special
case of the following.




may be computed because




Area of trapezoid may be
found by noting that the
trapezoid consists of
two triangles not neces-
sarily equal, known.
A third method of representing the relationship between
areas may be graphically as follows:
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(2)* The applied problem # Finally the applied problem will
serve to retain the Interest and link with practical procedure.
How would you find the area of the baseball field, the hay
field, the tennis court, or the common?






The method would be to divide the various areas Into the
above figures.
The work preceding was to help you In finding the areas of
these figures and to show you how to get from one flg\ire to
another without memorizing the area of the new figure.
the various parts together. The triangles may be measured for
base and altitude, thus getting the area. The trapezoid may be
)lll'if nre.CcfO'iq beIXqqe erl^ . /lelooTcq botlqgp edT
. (4)
G'Tt/booo'tq rictXv. ilrrll bnjs gee'iecJni ©rig nlsgor: og ©visa
Y^Bfi erig ^olail llucfasBd ©rig lo boib ©rig bnXl jjot^ blucw 7toH
fnoaaico erig -lo tri-ugoo sinxreg ©rig <b£sll
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measured for its bases and altitude, thus getting the area. It I
is further shown that any straight line area may be divided, so
j
that these figures will appear, and by adding the various areas,
|
the total area may be found. This is of practical advantage I
in field surveys where the field is an odd shape. In other
words, any straight line area may now be found. It does not
j
hurt to tell a little in regard to calculus and show that with
curved figures the method is to make the triangles so small i
that any tiny part of a curved outline approaches a straight
line
,
b) , Double identities.
Altitudes may be made perpendicular bisectors of another
triangle. Therefore, if the perpendicular bisectors are con-
current, so are the altitudes.
Medians may be made diagonals of a parallelogram. If the
diagonals intersect, so do the medians.
Isosceles triangles are special cases of equiangular tri-
angles, Therefore everything true of the isosceles triangle
|
from the equality standpoint is true of the equiangular
triangle
,
3, The Principle of Continuity ,
a) • Opportunities , J, Shibli calls attention to texts
which have begun to Illustrate this principle of continuity,!
”ln the study of geometry it is some times possible
to consider a group of related theorems as special cases,
and to formulate a general statement which includes them
all. For example, after studying the various cases of
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congruence the pupil is led to discover the general prin-
ciple that any triangle is uniquely determined if three
independent parts are given, except the ambiguous case
where the determination is not unique, but double, since
two triangles are possible. The Pythagorean Theorem may
be regarded as a special case of the general principle
concerning the relations of the squares on the sides of
a triangle. The square on the side of a triangle is less
than, equal to, or greater than the sum of the squares
on the other two sides of the triangle, according as the
angle opposite the first side is acute, right, or obtuse.
If two sides of a triangle are held constant, but the
included angle is made to vary continuously from near
zero degree to a right angle and then up to 180 degrees,
the square on the opposite side will vary continuously
without any abrupt changes* Because of this continuous
change the principle under consideration has been called
the Principle of Continuity .^ Another interesting gener^
alizatlon combines the group of theorems on the products
of the segments of two Intersecting lines that cut or
touch a circle, 2 The most interesting case of generali-
zation is that of the measure of angles by arcs. The
two lines forming the angle may meet inside the circle,
on the circle, or outside the circle; they may both be
chords, or both secants, or both tangents, or one secant
and the other tangent. Schultze suggests the development
in the following statement:
3
*If we consider all arcs as positive if the moving
point travels over them counter-clockwise, and as nega-
tive if the moving point travels over them clockwise, we
may summarize all theorems relating to the measurement
of angles as follows: An angle is measured by one half
of the algebraic sum of the intercepted arcs.'
*The principle helps the pupil to a better under-
standing of the proofs of the theorems on special cases
and their relations to each other. Without this gener-
alization the pupil may understand the individual proofs
and yet fail to see the property common to them all and
their relationship to a single unit, ’iVhen instruction
in geometry rises to this level of training pupils in
generalization, critics will no ^ longer deny it the
power to transfer to other fields of activity, and
perfection. ”4
1, J. loc. cit.
2, F. P. Hennessey, The Principle of Continuity, The Mathematics
Teacher
,
XXIV (January, 1931). p. 37.
3, Arthur Schultze, The Teaching of Secondary Mathematics
,
p. 184
4 , J, Shibli, Loc. cit.
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(1), The Trapezoid and Triangle, F. P. Hennessey^ cites
the case of the relationship between the trapezoid and the
triangle. A line parallel to the base equals one-half the sum
of the bases, if it bisects the opposite sides. In the
triangle there is no upper base. That is, the base is zero,
but the rule still holds.
(2)
, The Pythagorean Theorem, E.R. Breslich^ notes that the
Pythagorean proposition is a special case of the relationship
of one side to the other tv/o, where the projection is zero,
and therefore the product "Twice the projection of one side by
the other upon that side" disappears, since one factor of the
product is zero.
(3)
. The Product and Mean Proportion Theorems, Based on
similar triangles which are proved equiangular. After getting
triangles similar, usually by proving them equiangular, all
the product propositions and mean proportional propositions,
where lines are chords, tangents and secants, are simply
examples of similar triangles, where the sides of the triangles
are also chords, secants, and tangents. Most of the proposi-
tions are solved by means of proving triangles similar through
being equiangular, and the angles are generally proved equal
through equal arc measurement.
(4)
, The angle and circle. General case of angle as
measured by one-half sum of arcs. Angle at center--arcs equal,
1, The Principles of Continuity, op, cit. pp. 32-40.
2, Demonstrative Geometry and Functional Thinking. The National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Third Yearbooks
1928, p. 51 •
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Another opportunity for grouping is found in the angle with
the circle, where the measure is always the sum of the inter-
cepted arcs,
(s) Angled 1/2 Sum of arcs--At center--Special case where the
arcs are equal so we can say one whole arc.
(h)
•
Angle on circumfer ence--one arc zero. On circumfer-
ence. Special case where there is no arc on one side, so one
arc is zero.
L\
(c). Angle inside circle
—
general case. At any other place
inside of circle the rule holds as above.
L\ ^ -tCx+y )
(d)
.
Angle outside clrcle--one arc negative. Outside of
the circle. One arc becomes negative, so the sum is the sum of
a positive and negative quantity, or as we say the difference
of the arcs. The rule holds if we consider one arc of negative
value
.
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B. Methods of Proof.
1. The methods of analysis and synthesis. Much has been
written and many are the ideas in regard to the various methods
of proof in geometry. It is not the purpose to enter the con-
troversial field of this question but rather in this unit to
give a brief description of the several methods and to note some
of the advantages and disadvantages of them. Among those
considered are the methods of analysis and synthesis, and the
heuristic, the inductive, and the indirect methods. The unit
ends with a statement of the method most used and best liked by
the writer,
a). Comparison by contrast. First, consider the two methods
of analysis and synthesis which may best be described by con-
trasting them. Comparison in this way shows that they differ
principally in the order of steps. The -analytic, assuming the
proof, works from the conclusion back to the hypothesis, while
the synthetic works from the hypothesis to the conclusion.
Schlauch^ shows the analytic method in a general way when he
cites the steps as follows:
”l can prove X if I can prove Y,
And I can prove Y if I can prove A,
But I can prove A if B is true,
I have already proved B;
hence I can prove X.”
Another way of stating the contrast is by tabulating.
Analysis Synthetic
From the unknown to From the known to the
the known, unknown,
1, W, S, Schlauch, The Analytical Method in the Teaching of
Geometry, The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
The Fifth Yearbook. XXXI ( 1930 ) p. 135,
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i
Conclusion to Hypothesis Hypothesis to conclusion,^
Considerating the theorem ”If a line bisects two sides of a
triangle, it is parallel to the third side and equal to one-half
of the third side.** Schultze analyzes as follows :2
b) • Sample theorem Illustrating the analytic method .
‘‘l. The usual method for proving that one line
(ED) is one half of another (BC) is to double the
smaller. Hence we produce ED by its own length to F.
”2, Prove EF»BC, and EF^BC. There are several
methods for proving the equality of lines, and
several others for proving parallelism of lines.
Only one, however, proves equality and parallelism
simultaneously, viz, the one based upon a parallelo-
gram, Hence we attempt to
**3. Prove that BCEF is a parallelogram. There are
again various methods of demonstrating that a figure
is a parallelogram, but since nothing whatever is
known in regard to BC and EF we have to use the sides
BF and CE exclusively, i.e. we have
**4. To prove (a) BF'^CE and (b) BPaCE.
**(a) The fundamental method for demonstrating
parallelism of lines rests upon the equality of a




L, Arthur Schultze, op, clt. p. 30,
2, Arthur Schultze, op. cit, p. 33.
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The Fifth Yearbook^ contains an article on the method of
analysis with several illustrations*
Schultze2 describes and evaluates the two methods of
synthesis and analysis as follows:
d) • Description and evaluation of both methods*
Synthesis Analysis
Method of concise and Lengthy*
elegant presentation*
Not elegant*
Shows why each step is
true, but does not show Accounts for each
why it is taken* step in d^ionstration*
Does not reveal real plan. Only method by which
students can hope to
Does not tell why this discover proofs or
sequence of arguments* rediscover them if
forgotten*
Not discovery by this
method.
If forgotten, hard to
reconstruct*
2. The heuristic method*
a)
. Advantages* Turning to the heuristic method, Schultze^
cites the advantages and disadvantes as follows:
Advantages
1* Pupils think for themselves—not merely listening
for information*
2* Acquire a real understanding of the 8ubject--can
reconstruct it—understands all the difficulties--
a listener does not-later cannot reconstruct*
3* Pays attention because interested and therefore
becomes successful*
4* Teacher in complete touch with class*
5* Home study less heavy*
b) * Disadvantages*
1* Slow, especially at the beginning*
1* W* S* SchlaiucTT, op* cit* pp* 134-144*
2* Arthiar Schultze, op* cit* p* 36*




2, More difficult for the teacher, not simply text--seek:
devices for purpose of leading students—must modify
for different students.
!
3. Must have skill to know how much to expect from pupils.
3. The inductive method. i
a). Example, An example of the inductive method is given i
by William Reeve^. !
Discovery of n-2 straight angles as the sum of the
interior angles in a polygon. Building a table,
i
Type of No» No. Sum of angles Sum of anglei
Polygon sides triangles of triangle of Polygon, '
3
Triangle 3 1 1st, angle (3-2) st, angles, i
Quadrilateral 4 2 1st. angle (4-2) st. angles.
Pentagon 5 3 1st. angle (5-2) st. angles, i
b) , Seldom used. Although this is a valuable method
generally, in geometry there seems to be but few places where
it can be used. It has the advantage of statistical proof,
where the characteristic procedure is to prove the proposition
by considering a number of cases. For instance, in establishing
the geometric law for the sum of the Interior angles in a
polygon, various kinds of polygons are considered, such as the
triangle, quadrilateral and pentagon.
4, The indirect method.
a). Contrasted with the analytic. Turning now to the
indirect method of proof, we find that though it is not often
used, it is of great value in the propositions which do require
it. Writers describe and evaluate it as follows:
1. ‘'Demonstrative Geometry for the Ninth Grade** The Mathematics
Teacher. XXVI, (March, 1933) p, 161,
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The indirect method of reasoning is the method employed
j
in everyday life* It may he contrasted with the analy-
I
tic method in that each method starts from an assump-
I tion and draws inferences from it* In the analytic
I method, the assumption is that the conclusion is correct,
j
and inferences are drawn until a known fact is reached*
In the Indirect method, the assumption is that the
conclusion is not correct, and inferences are drawn
\mtil a fact is reached which is known to be true*l
I
b) * Example * An example is the proposition that ”lf two
j
parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the alternate Interior
jangles are equal,
I
1. Asstune the angles are not equal,
I 2, Draw a line making them equal,
3, This line is parallel,
4* It must coincide with the first line*
In teaching the indirect method it is important to make the
procedure as definite as possible and to give the pupil ample
opportunity to learn it in simple cases*
c) * place in text *
I
An indirect proof is more abstract than a direct proof*
j
For this reason it is well to choose a sequence of
i
theorems that will allow a postponement of it until
j





• A valuable reference ,
I The Fifth Yearbook contains an article on the indirect
i
method which is quite complete*^
i
I
The writer uses the graphic representation of various roads !
''
I
branching out from the main road as an illustration of the
|
[indirect method. In the unit on the isosceles triangle is an
!
[example of this procedure*
1 , Ernest R* Breslich, Problems in Teaching Secondary School
Mathematics , pp, 296-‘299^.
|
2, J*0*Hassler and r!r.
S
mith, The Teaching of Secondary Mathema-i,
tica. pp. 356-357.






5. The most valuable method *
a) , Advantage of analytic over the aygthetlo . In the
writer's experience the most outstandingly useful method is
the method of analysis combined with graphic representation.
It is used by him in the majority of the theorems. To go at
once to the conclusion, and devise means of constructing the
links between the hypothesis and the conclusion, arouses the
interest of the pupil, and encourages him to join the two ends
of the line, the hypothesis and conclusion, together. With
synthesis, he ventures into an unknown and uncharted course
with none too definite an idea of where he is going, while in
the analytic method he can hold both ends of the line which
gives to him a feeling of assuredness not derived in the other
method. The conclusion waits for the pupil with a helping
hand. It is like a friend on the other side of the stream; one
can cross more easily and supply the stepping stones with
greater alacrity if one knows his friend is waiting for him at
a definite place, where one can see him. This idea of the
helping hand is brought out in the example of the mountain
graph where the conclusion holding the rope pulls the chain of
climbers up from peak to the peak while the conclusion waits
at the top.
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C. Provision for Individual Differences.
1. Types of students. It is to be remembered that not all
pupils are motivated by the same stimulus. The pupil should be
given that stimulus which will motivate him into activity. In
one, it is mental activity in connection with some problem to
be solved; in another, creation; in still another, it involves
a hand activity such as drawing, painting or constructing; or
again it may be expression by composition. The main fact to
keep in mind is that the pupil should be given an opportunity
for expression, with an audience situation, and that the form
of expression should be along the line of his nat\u*al interests
and capacities. Thus growth will be achieved through natural
activity.
a). Four groups of users. In this connection The Commission
of 1920 states :1
"...the committee believes that, speaking generally,
introductory mathematics, ordinarily conceived as sep-
arate courses in algebra, geometry, and trigonometry,
should be given in connection with the solving of
problems and the executing of projects in fields where
the pupils already have both knowledge and interest.
This would make the study of mathematics more nearly
approximate a laboratory course, in which individual
differences could be considered. .. .The minimum of the
course might well in this way be cared for in the
recitation period, reserving the outside work rather
for allied projects and problems in which individual
interests and capacities were prominent factors.”
"The committee considers that four groups of users of
mathematics may be distinguished:
(a). The ’•general* readers*, who will find their
i. A Report of the Commission on The Reorganization of Secondary
Education, Appointed by the National Education Association,
The Problem of Mathematics in Secondary Education, Bulletin,
1920, No. 1, pp. 12-13
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’’use of mathematics beyond arithmetic confined
largely to the interpretative function.
(b) Those whose work in certain trades will make
limited, but still specific, dem.and for the
’practical* use of mathematics.
(c) Those v/hose practical work as engineers or as
students of certain sciences require consider-
able knowledge of m.athematics
.
(d) Those who specialize in the study of mathema-
tics with a view either to research or to
teaching.”!
Several studies have been made to Investigate individual
r 'differences among boys and girls. As would be expected, boys
are more interested in construction exercises than girls. How
ever, the studies seem to show that the range of differences





Johnson^ writes of three levels
of achievement as follows:
a) In quantity and quality .
C student-<ibo^ requirement for minimum mastery. The
aim is information, social and mechanical,
E Student-Preparation for future mathematics and
sciences
,
A Student-Near genius pupil in this group. Those abl
to present original solutions.
e
He calls these levels successively mechanistic, thinking,
and hi^ mental level. B and A are college material. He
suggests that brighter students are to go deeper into a
topic, rather than further along in new topics. Differed
tiation is to be on the basis of quality rather than
quantity.
1, A Report of the Commission on The Reorganization of Secondary
Education, loc . cit,
2, H. E. Benz, A Summary of Some Scientific Investigations of
the Teaching of High School Mathematics, The National Council




3, J, T. Johnson, Adapting Instructional Material to Individual
Differences in Learning, The Mathematics Teacher, XXVI
(April, 1933) pp, 193-199,
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More board work on
construction,
Follovz-up after the
brighter have paved the
way,
b) , In interests . At the start of the school year inform-
ation may be obtained from the individual pupils in regard tc
their special interests along mathematical lines. Various
activities may be suggested and the pupils select the activity
more interesting to them. This was noted in the unit on







or Instrument; it may be made either by a group, or by the firs
one asking for it, or by the one who will do the best job.
Sometimes it is advisable to have each one make a m.odel and the
best model is then selected for class use.
On this and the following page is mapped a tentative list







Construction of models in
manual training department,








1, George Wolff, The Mathemat j.cal Collection, The National
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figures on cardboard for
drill use.









The above list of activities could be placed on the
bulletin board and pupils sign for the ones in which they were
interested. Of course the various names of the divisions would
not appear, although the grouping might be kept as it is. That
is, without the caption for hand-minded appearing, the various
activities under this could be grouped for convenience of the
pupil and the teacher. In this way the "we feeling" gained
through contribution to the class progress will create an
attitude toward success and class unity,
T". A. Day BradleyV The Geometry of Repeating Design and
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.. c) . Sensory approaches . Thus through individual work,
the various sensory approaches are offered as avenues of
learning for the pupil. The visual approach finds its fields
in board work, charts, exhibits, and objective materials such
as instruments, cardboard, and room objects. Those interested
in dramatics and historical anecdotes may use the auditory
approach. The tactile sense is required in all hand work such
as designing, drawing, construction work, and making models.
The more sensory approaches which can be made, the greater the
chance for successful teaching; these approaches allow for indi-
vidual differences in pupils. They make the teaching stronger
by repetition through the various sensory channels. They tell
the story in different ways, keeping up the interest and not
tiring the pupil. Children learn by handling and more than one
boy, who is unable to grasp ideas easily from the printed page
or the spoken work finds in the hand approach of manual training
a way to success. In geometry this hand practice may come
through folding, drawing, designing, collecting, measuring,
making and tracing.
liiufajtvlbni 'i^JLiO'irl;^ ajLfiiT . narfoBoiqgiC r-ioanoo . (o .
'ic BhJ/nevfc sb ba-ie'i'ic eifi aerloec'icqs Y't^snea aucx^Bv orl;J
atlai’i acTt ebn.L'i rioao'iqqfi X^jjaiv fexl"' .ilguc en;' ‘lo’l anixi'ieel
riox/a filxi'iejBfn one. ^a^icfirlxs ^incv b^-:eod ni
fcejaf^iajnl e^oriT .Ccoeitcfo moot bne ^DtBodbteo tS^ns-'ni/t^enl 2*2
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^
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-loni tox ’.voIIb earfoBotqqB :^ae£l^ Ii;T: 8 ost'oo'a to'l eonsrfo
teSixctcta ^r.irioBtJ eda \;8/XT .alici/q nl Boor.onsTtlb Isoblv
Ilect ved'r .slennerio Y'^^^nea ax/oltKV e li fiPuotricJ noiblcJeqo'i 'rd
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.«tiost;J bnxi ^rrlilBsi
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3. Vehicles for varying kinds of expression . Having
noted that pupils vary In capacities. Interests and purposes,
and that provision may be made for this variation in capacity
through different levels of achievement, and having noted
further that opportunities for various interests can be listed
for choice by the pupil., one may now turn to mediums through








a) , The Mathematics Club , In these days when so much
stress is laid on the social activities of the pupil, and when
it is pointed out that the happy, active pupil is the best
citizen, the value of the mathematics club appears evident at
once. It is the organization part of the various special
interests of the geometry pupils. Here they have the fun of
choosing officers, following parliamentary procedure, choosing
their contributions and presenting them before an interested
audience. Under this organization may well come the arranging
of special mathematics features such as the decorating of the
room, the arranging of exhibits, the planning for field trips,
the cooperating with the manual training department and the
taking charge of the bulletin board for mathematical news.
\
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This unit considers the suggestions which have been made !
in various articles by writers on the mathematics club. It ,
i;
suggests briefly the naming of the club, the choosing of an
ll
emblem, selection of officers, and then gives a n\jmber of
suggestions for programs. The unit is left in topical form to
!i
aid the reader to quickly find the various suggestions. The I
It
program has been divided into the contributions which the ver-
j
:i
bal-minded pupils, the hand-minded, the problem lovers, and -
h
l|
the art-minded may take.
(1) For the social-minded .
|
Name--After a famous mathematics teacher.
After mathematical figure.
Emblem--Geometrlcal figure. 1
Organizetion--Faculty adviser-- silent member.
Officers—Chosen by the club. 2
Speakers--Sclence teacher who knows astronomy elements
may give a talk on geometry and astronomy.
a. Finding distance to stars.
b. Finding speed of light.
c. Eclipses and geometry.
d. Latitude and longitude.
How can one find the volume of liquid in a tank partly
1. Marie Gugle and others. Recreational Values Obtained Throu^
Mathematics Club. The National "Coucll of Teachers of Mathe-
matics, The First Yearbook
, 1926, pp. 194-200.
2, Norman Anning, High School Mathematics Club, The Mathematics
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a. Find center of circle at end of tank and radius,
b. Find central angle and thus the area of sector which
3^0~" circle,
c. Find area of triangle. Two sides and angle included
known. Formula for this area,
d. Subtract area of triangle from area of sector and the
result is the area of the segment,
e. Multiply this area by the length of the tank and you
have the volume of that part of the tank.^
(2) , For the verbal-minded.
Biographical Sketch of some Great Mathematician and
the story of his contributions.




Compiling dictionary of terms or symbols used in high
school mathematics club from the texts.
Mathematical Scrap book.
History of mathematics--Storles of.
Recording what you see on a geometry trip.
2
Club library. Books on mathematics .3
Astronomy Lecture, Eclipse angle,
4
(3). For the hand«mlnded #
Construction of instruments to be later used in field
work.
Construction of a set of models.
Demonstrations with steel square.
Field trips with plane table measure.




1 , Marie Gugie and others. Recreational Values Obtained Through
Mathematics Club, op, cit,
2, Ruth Hoag, Source of Program Material and Some Types of






3, Norman Anning, loc. cit.
4, Mary C. Hatton, The Mathematics Club, The Mathematics
Teacher
,
XX, (January, 1927). pp. 39-4B7
5, Ruth Hoag, loc. cit,
6, Mary C. Hatton, loc. cit.
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.
For the problem lovers .
Mathematical game or fallacy.!





a. Twenty-five completion sentences from the
Schloring Clark Achievement Test in Plane
Geometry.
b. Oral on five propositions.
c. Five originals on blackboards other side on
opposite blackboard. Each took turns in
having its members give a step in the proof.
3
(5)
. For the art-minded .
Posters, etc
.
(See the following section) .4
• The Mathematics Room. If the task is to be worth whilej
the group must feel that it is important. Helping toward this
situation may be mentioned the mathematics room.
To produce a favorable attitude toward plane geometry, it
is necessary to have a "we” feeling for the subject. Partici-
pation by the pupils in making various exhibits for a mathema-
tics room will arouse this "we" feeling and will have the advan-
tage also of providing for individual differences and affording
much visual material. This will get the symbol back to the
picture and object stage, for the better understanding by the
pupil. Posters, exhibits, models, instruments, pictures, book-
lets, clippings, are all useful.
The following unit makes topical suggestions for the room
decorations which give opportunity for various interests of the
group. Here takes place the crovming step of the various
1, Marie Gugle and others, loc. cit.
2, Norman Anning, loc. cit,
3. Mary C. Hatton, loc. cit.
4. A. Day Bradley, loc. cit.
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endeavors, and there is the advantage over the verbal program
in its permanence. This might be said to be the publicity part
of the geometry work, since other groups may visit this room and
witness the visual work of the class.









Uses of mathematics in society.
Geometry in the home— Picture of girl
making a lamp shade with a hexagonal
base
.
Mathematics in the Making.
Mathematics in the Baking.
2
Sxiggestions for pupils in connection with
classroom work.
The A paper.
Inciting to greater endeavor.
Geometric forms in art and nature.
3







The following general suggestions are made:
Make displays at eye level.
^
Have case for the instruments and models.
Have exhibits at various times before the entire
school.
1. Edith L. Mossman, A Mathematics Room That Speaks for Itself,




2. William Betz, The Teaching of Intuitive Geometry, The Nation-
al Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Eighth Yearbook,
1933, p. 116,
3. William Betz, Quotation from Olive A, Kee, A Mathematical
Atmosphere, The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
The Third Yearbook, 1928, pp. 268, The Eighth Yearbook, pp,
138-1’4'OT
4. J, W, A. Young, op, clt. p. 266.
5. William Betz, op. cit. pp. 138-140.
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Ye shall know the truth
And the Truth shall set ye free.l
(2)
. For the verbal-minded .
(a)
. Bulletin boa rds*
Newspaper clTppings.
(b) . Reference table.
Magazine and reference books ,2
Source books.
3
Booklets by pupils, 4






















(b) . Models .
Geometric solids,®
1. Mary R. Cook, Stimulate the Interest in Mathematics by
Creating a Mathematical Atmosphere, The Mathematics Teacher
April, 1931, pp . 248-254,
Edith L. Mossman, op. cit, pp. 423-430,
3, William Betz, op. cit. p. 155.
4, Mary R. Cook, loc, cit,
5, Gertrude E. Allen, Reorganization of Course of Study for
Senior High School Mathematics, The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, The Second Yearbook, 1927, pp, 267-
268.
6, Gertrude E. Allen, loc. cit,
7, Mary R. Cook, loc, cit,
8, Edith L, Mossman, loc. cit.
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The making of an attractive mathematics room will provide
for the individual differences of the pupil, appealing to those
who are verbal-minded, hand-minded, and art-minded. The
library table being the product of the first-named, the models
being the product of the hand-minded, and the posters, exhibits,
graphs, etc, being made by the pupils artistically inclined.
i
(c). Graphs . The graphs suggested in the previous pages
may be Illuminated by colors and varied by polygon shapes; they
are simply suggestive. Many pupils will be eager to make such
a poster if the teacher gives them the idea. They may be
painted, drawn in pencil or in crayon.
Lindberg flying across the Atlantic offers a challenge of
”Why not fly in a straight line?” The course of a line over a
tennis ball or other spherical model v/ill demonstrate the
answer*
T
oblvciq IXiw ihoot: aol^em9ri;^ein nc lo grlilBm odT
&Bori:t ocT ^nllB&cqB ^^lquq add lo eQoneie'illb iBL^blvibnl sri^ lol
erlT .bobnlm-cJiB bne jbe/inXia-bnari ^bebnlm-lBbifiv aae orin
aXsbom ebenrjsn-cja'tl'i orfX lo ct.oi/bo'rq ^niacf
ei^xbirlxa ^a'le^aoq sriJ haa ^bebiiXm-bnod ©do Tio cfo/jbc'iq ©rl;^ gnXod
.ben'ioni eXiqijq ©ri^t ©batr. 3nX©d *od9 ^e^qai^
easaq ai/oive'iq erfd xil bedaeg^UE BriqB'ig odT » aiigoio .(o)
•\j&dd jaeqBda no^^Ioq beliov bns a'loXoo ’jcf oec^BiiiaujIIX ed x^m
riojaa &3i6ni od ‘xagBo ed XXtv? slXquc •^neM .©vldao33X/8 ©‘is
od \^9 flT ,BebX end laerld eevl^ lexloBed ©rid IX 'ledaoq b
,noij;B*io nX io iionoq nX nwB'ib tbednXsq
“ic ©^.(lellBrlo b s'lelXo oXdxiBldA ©dd naO'ioB gi-iXYll siodbnXJ
B 'I6VO onXX B lo ©eiBOo onT "?enXI ddg.cB'ida e iiX




1, General discussion. In large classes the writer has
found no single method so powerful as the method of having the
class develop the proof of the proposition which is written on
the board by a student-secretary or by the teacher. Each pupil
may copy the procedure at his desk which provides for hand-prac-
tice, and this is important as there is a big gap between per-
fect understanding of the visual and auditory impression, and th
giving back of the work in writing. No other method, other than
perhaps individual assignments at their desks, will keep the cla
so alert, A single exception of this might be in construction
work in the early stages.
The old-fashioned method of having a pupil go to the board
and write out a complete proposition resulted, and still results
in boredom for the others in the class. It is Important that
each pupil associate himself with the proposition; it must be
class-discovered, class-built, class-criticized, class-owned,
and this may only be accomplished by the class working together.
This method provides for the leadership of those who are superio]
and it also provides for those less able through the easier step
and the repeating processes.
After the proposition has been developed in one position,
repeated developments with the figure in varying positions, and
the construction lines varying accordingly, may provide
fupt;her practice. Hands not at first raised now become
active, and the teacher may Inject a human touch by saying "Now
the corn is popping better" as the hands increase in number as
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challenge of *’No one can prove it when it is in this position”
brings forth the efforts of those to whom challenges mean action.
2 • Board work
a) , See-it-grow method * In construction work the ”see-it-
grow” method of putting on a succession of figures, each showing
a single step along the process of construction may be supple-
mented by each pupil at his seat with the compass, copying the
step. Slow progress is made in order to insure accuracy of
procedure and thorough understanding.
b) . Accuracy in directions . Accuracy in statement may be
gained by having the pupil dictate a construction line to the
teacher at the board. The pupil directs a perpendicular to be
drawn to the radius. The teacher does so at some interior
point. The pupil then says that he means at the end of the
radius and the teacher intentionally chooses the v/rong end which
goes through the center of the circle. Finally the pupil
directs the perpendicular to be drawn at the point of intersec-
tion of circle and radius.
1
Geometry is a subject which because of its length of
procedure and insufficiency of board space is not a fertile
field for all working at the board at the same time. An excep-
tion to this is when the class is small. When construction work
is to be done, certain sections of the class can be sent to the
board in turns, and groups or pairs may work together on propo-
sitions
.
1* J. 0. Hassler, and R. R. Smith. The Teaching of Secondary
Mathematics, p. 191.
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The general procedure most used by ths writer involves the
following steps:
c). Class built .
Board demonstration--Glass contributing*
Ear and eye approach.
Teacher in background as director,
encourager, helper.
Pupil secretary at board.
Sections of the class at the board (construction work
principally)
.
Teacher observes errors at early
stage before they become crystal-
lized* Sometimes groups or pairs
of pupils are assigned a board
task.
Assignment consists of that which has been learned in
the class period as a minimum witlj
optional exercises and originals
in accordance with ability of
pupil. ' (See ‘ section on individual)
differences). In general the
practice should be correct practide.
Assignment provides an extra hand-)
drill
.
Checkup- . At the beginning of the next
period to catch any errors still
remaining. (See section on
testing)
o
As stated previously, the writer has quite consistently
used the method cf group development of a proposition using a
pupil-secretary to place the work on the board. Each proposi-
tion is first treated as an original in which the various
members of the class work together on determining the hypothesis
and conclusion, the figure, steps and reasons for the steps, and
the conclusion. At the first of the year, constant reference
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Each pupil is taught not to memorize and is shov/n the
^
reason for the necessity of each of the steps.
d) . Place of the teacher . The teacher’s part in this
board work is to ask leading questions in case the class does
not see its way out, and to pause over false steps so that time
may be given for the discovery by the class of the weakness of
the step. Encouragement to the timid; the hard parts to the
more capable; the easier parts to the less capable so that all
may feel success and contribute, is the aim. Repeating the
proofs will draw in those members not successful on the first
time for the proof.
Questions are asked in an effort to have the pupil see that
if he asked himself these questions he would be able to solve
without help.
The day of the pupil reciting gliby the memorized proposi-
tions at the board, while all the rest of bhe class are idle
even while apparently politely listening, is gone. The board
work must be dynamic, occupying the attention of all with all
contributing. The proposition may be vividly outlined with the
important points being given, especially in review; the plan of
attack may be given; or if complete proof, each pupil will con-
tribute his share and since no one knows when he is to be called
upon to contribute the next step or to criticize the last, each
one is alert and ready. Demonstration is for the class and to
the class, rather than directed toward the teacher. Pupils
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watch for the weak points In the steps by the pupil*
e) • Place of the demonstration by the individual pupil,
1
After the proposition has been developed by the group, part of
the period the following day may be devoted to having the class
listen to a particular pupil demonstrate his written proof of
the proposition at the board. The advantages here are that the
group may evaluate the reasons, and the demonstration serves as
another repetition with the challenge to find errors.












After this preliminary going over, the proposition may
again be reviewed by changing the diagram and the notation, and
calling on various pupils to give steps in the proof. This
again keeps them on edge as they do not know when their turn is
coming. Criticism of the preceding step is also asked at
various times. Sometimes merely the plan of proof, or the
Important steps are reviewed.
2
3* Desk Work
a) , Hand Practice. *in advantage of having pupils draw the
figure and jot down the proof as it appears on the board is that
1, S. "3. F, Rabourn, A Pew Classroom Devices to Stimulate
Interest in Mathematics, The Mathematics Teacher (October,
1927). pp. 328-333.
2, Ernest R. Breslich, Problems in Teaching Secondary School
Mathematics, pp, 247-249
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It gives everyone hand practice. The teacher may pass from desl;
to desk assisting.
b) . Drill sheets . Drill sheets are also favored by some
teachers on summaries of equalities and parallels.
c) • Direction sheets . Where a text is not used, sheets of
directions insure practice In following directions and involve
construction work. Work sheets involving new terms give a felt!
need for definitions.
d) . Conference groups . Later, conference groups evaluate
the work, and final discussion and evaluation come under the
presiding of the teacher.
e) . Note books, or work books . Standard notebooks or work-
books in which each pupil writes important introductory exer-
cises, while the teacher directs the work orally, or from the
blackboard are also used. At first, each step is the result of
careful questions and oral responses or conclusions reached by
the collective cooperation of the class. As the work progresses
additional problems and exercises provide for the various





Strong and weak pupil . Good and poor student work at
board together. Then two weaker students work together, after
they have worked with the better students.^
1. William Betz, The Teaching of Intuitive Geometry, The nation-
al Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The! Eighth Yearbook,
1933. p, 144.
2, Gertrude V. Pratt, Popularizing Plane and Solid Geometry.
The Mathematics Teacher
, XXI (November, 1928) p. 413.
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b) o Two sides . The writer has had the class select two
leaders, who in turn choose sides and a geometry match, some-
thing like the old-fashioned spelling bee, may add fun. Defini-
tions, summaries of equalities, or important methods, may be the
Iquestions for sides. When a member of one side fails, the other
side has a chance, and if successful, draws a member from the
losing side.
c) • Row . Another Eiethod of grouping is to have a row of
pupils responsible for certain originals. This encourages the
teaching by the brighter pupils so that the poorer may have
success.
All these methods of groupings are to give courage,
;
success, cooperativeness, and discourage dishonesty.
5. Pupil helper .
a) , Checking recitations. Not only may pupils help each
other but they may be helpful to the teacher. Checking recita- !
tions, which does not involve evaluation, may be done by some
pupil through the use of a tally sheet
b)
.
Written test on board
. Placing a written lesson on the
board Just prior to the recitation may also be done by some






a) , Place in class period . One writer^ says, ”As to the
recitation, I think written work should occupy the greater part
1 . J. 0. Hassler, loc. cit.
2. J, M. Jacobs, Reaching the Individual in Mathematics Instruc-
tion. School Science an^ Mathemo-tics, (May, 19,31} XXXJ. pj>
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of the period. We can dispense with oral demonstrations. One
person need not give a whole proposition. Break in and ask
others to do it.”^
b) . Frequent need , Blaisdell^ calls attention to the need
of frequent testing to un?-fy and correlate the cumulative sub- i
ject of mathematics which otherwise would go neglected on
j
review tests because of the pupil »s concentration on the currenit
topic,
c) . Test on errors. Testing should be on the things
needing testing. Common errors should form the subject of
tests. Various devices may be used for the discovery and
recording of these. One form might be a tally sheet at the top
cf which would appear the various errors and at the side would
be the names of the pupils. A large enough square would be
made by the vertical and horizontal lines so that check marks
could be placed in the proper squqre opposite the pupil *s name I
and under the correct error column. This would be a key sheet
for the teacher,
(1), How record . In addition each pupil could keep his own
sheet of errors in a note book. Code letters have been sug-
gested for the errors involved in order to save time in writing




J t!, Jacobs, Ic c . clt,
2, Walter H, Blalsdell, Daily Testing, The Mathematics Teacher
XXVI (April, 1933) pp, 227-234,
3, G. Hapgood Parks, A Mathematics Teacher Seeks Guidance in
Guidancg^ The Mathematics Teacher, (February, 1933) XXVI.
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(2) * Common errors . Among the errors which are common I
might be noted;
a. Confusion of terms. 1
b. Failure to visualize figures in different
j
I positions.




d. Inability to use formulas.
e. Basing conclusions on appearances.
f. Using specific instead of general cases.
1
d) . Length. The five-minute test at the beginning of the
period has been found useful to call the pupils to attention and
to provide an incentive for daily preparation of the work.
e) . Subject . This may consist of the various parts of the
propositions, sometimes the plan of work or the important steps,;
sometimes the construction figures, sometimes completion tests
on equality or similarity. In the short test, ease of correc-
tion and rapidity in administering are important phases. For
this reason the less writing required of pupils the better.





In spite of the artificiality of the motive,
the final examination seems to remain powerful in having the
olass iiaster the necessary facts. In hot weather, near the fag
end of the year, it provides a goal for final endeavors,
7. Assignment .
a) , Suited to capacity of pupil . Various writers call
attention to the shortness of the gaps which must prevail in i
I the teaching of plane geometry. Text books have done consider-
|
able in meeting the requirements of this situation, but the
1. Alma M. Wolf, The Teaching of Secondary Mathematics, Boston
University, M.A. Thesis, 1932. p. 44. Quotation from Diagno-
stic Tests in the Teaching of plane Geometry, Carrie B.
Ramsey. Colorado State Teachers* College, 1929.
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teacher of geometry can make these gaps even shorter toy calling
attention to what the text book has done. For instance, in
referring to exercises after the proposition, especially early
in the text, the teacher may note that the exercises Involve the
proposition just studied, and that they vary very slightly,
b) . Preparation for economical study . For example, in
regard to the exercises which center about the proof of con-
gruency when two sides and the included angle are equal, the
two sides may be given directly and the angle may be equal
either because it is a vertical angle, or because the v/ord
” perpendicular” occurs. When a line is the missing quantity,
the word ”blset” or ” Isosceles” may provide it. In any event,
if the pupil is taught to see the given quantities and how to
search for the missing quantities, he becomes encouraged in his
task. The task cannot m made too clear for the pupil. He
should watch for the variations, such as different sets of
triangles chosen, methods of lines and angles being made equal,
and remember that the final aim is to make the figure agree
with the conditions for congruence, such as two sides and the
included angle,
8, Failures in geometry ,
a)
. A testing program to guard against failure
. After a
number of years of experience in which the writer gave a test on
the entire proposition after the class studied it, which
resulted in failure of many pupils and discouragement on the
part of the teacher and which Included a mental set of the
teacher toward the ability of the pupil failing, for often the
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answers seemed to the teacher absurd, a complete change in the
method of testing was made*(1)
.
The start for short tests with careful preparation.
For three years the author has given tests with very^ short tgaps
and has tried to carefully prepare the pupils for successful
work. At the present time he has selected a testing program
which involves a constantly increasing number of questions on
the proposition which gradiially work up to the presentation of
the entire proposition, which latter is deferred until the
middle or end of the third month in teaching.
(2)
.
Postponement of complete presentation of the theorem
for three months . It has been found that this method saves the
patience of the corrector of the papers and is much more
effective in giving power to the pupils in writing out proposi-
tions in full with real understanding, as will be shown later
the results of the first complete period test,
(3)
. Examples of the short test . These short tests, from
three to ten minutes In length, start with simple construction
work and with no formal demonstration. The first question on
demonstration will consist simply of marking off the hypothesis
and conclusion by a vertical line; this will follow the unit on
the topic of picking out the hypothesis previously written. A
number of theorems are given and the class will Insert the
vertical line in the theorem at the proper place. Following
this test may come a memory test of naming the seven steps In
the presentation of a theorem as follows:
‘jd'J pjslquco ^b'li/Gds 'lerlofio^ ericf ocJ betnepe E'j.Qwena
.sbBci eifw rlic lo hoil:iem
. .-O lctB-IRqeiC^ iL' Cf^OaE T:0’i ;^*iaJ8
, (I)
sqB^ud-'SOi'fe \;'St7 fi:?i‘.v s^eoc} aevl^ bb.I 'lodcJjjB edct amey; e&'uii 'lo'i
.rjLflstiuOOJL/B 10 i alJ.qj:;c arid- t iiqsiq oo belid enri di'k
-iBi^oiq ^,nl^ce:f fi bo-oalea asrl ari saiiJ ctnoaGiq arid . :;i07?
iio afiijid'. . *.-:/ lot mun' snxaBoioai; vldnedenco b eevIovnJ: ri.olriw
*t(j noidBdneuaiq od- qif rlclriw rrcldlacqoiq
.
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c.rid Hams oaiialab ei i^-ddjsl ri*jlriw ,nol tlaoqcii aiidi.o arid
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_,iixriGsad nX ridnot.i biX.ij- arid 'io aiic 10 6 It) b13
rnoioorid Grid '.to nolax-dnae oiq adalqiuco io dria.i-c nogdro'i
. !2)
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-daccciq Jijo j^rddliv. ni: al-couq arid od laroq nl evldoal'^a
i^-;dGl nworis od /.Ix'.v aB ^^.nxijx'iB; aiebjcdd xbsi ridlw Xix/ t ni j.xioid
.
aad ocliac edolqcco dKii;'! Grid 'ic adir/sei exld
itto-il ,sd8 ad dioria caariT . ^.aGd diorte {I d 'lo aalcru-ax.^ • {?»)
noldouidanoo olqiL.iE ridiw dieda ,rid^iu='.r ni ?,ad''aim nad od -eirid
no iioxdsairp dail'i rjril .noIdJBideacr.j.nb I^rxiol cn rdi-A' bnr. iHc^:
ai.doridcqi,;ri erij I'io ^xiiiisn *10 dalanoo illw noldBid^^nc;i!ab
no jjcrtn arid wollo't iii-,-; ain; jonil li^cid-o v s T^ri noizu
I
luiod thb
, iioddii'#f Y-^sriOivaiq alaaridoq^.ri arid .ix'o ^xid/oiq aO oiqod arid
arid die -ini I/x». iealo ; -j'd ons c'la rxtiaioerid “io laOim/n
^ndVi'oiic'i .FOBj.i; laqoiq arid d/J rrjtiico/.Jd •.•rid n.i eniX Ik»oidiav
nX aqaJa nevaii arid ^nxiiiBn “io daad Yioaiam a earco vaxi daaj eirid
reeolio'i bb radicarid e io ..oidfcdnsaj ;q arid
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1. Selecting the hypothesis.
2. Selecting the conclusion.
3. Drawing the figure.
4. Making the plan.
5. Construction the auxiliary line.
6. Steps and reasons.
7. The conclusion.
This test is Important for the reason that the pupil should
have these seven steps so thoroughly in mind that they can he
brought back automatically. This makes it possible for him
later, when presenting an entire proposition, to focus on the ac-
tual work, without worry in regard to whether he has considered
the proposition in all the necessary parts.
A third type of test may next come which might consist of
one to three questions on any of the steps mentioned above in
connection with a particular theorem. The number of questions
may constantly increase until the pupil has ansv^ered questions
which involve in an Isolated, but suggestive way, the entire prc
position. Completion tests may be dictated in connection with
these which have the advantage of ease of correction and ease of
writing. However, they have the disadvantage of having only the
auditory approach unless the school is well supplied with cler-
ical help for mimeograph work, and occasionally there will be a
pupil or two who will have difficulty in understanding them.
In all cases, the written test is preceded by careful pre-
paration. If it is a construction test, the pupil practises at
the board, at his seat, and in his home assignment. If it is a
test which may be answered by the written sentence, the pupil is
drilled on the questions, and a day or tw) is allowed for the
work to seep in before the test is given. The short test is
t J,
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given without warning; the longer tests are given with warning.
The aim in all cases is to have the pupil successful in these
early tests; the ones who fail in the short tests are those who
have not prepared their lesson for the day; these frequent
tests Incite them to daily preparation, and seldom does a pupil
fail twice consecutively.
After these short term tests, a group of propositions are
studied over a period of three or four days. These are class-
built as described in the unit on class procedure. Repetitions
are given and the weaker members of the class are encouraged to
make their contributions. Notice is given that a written test
is to be given on these propositions. The written test itself
consists the first time of a single proposition or sometimes a
choice of two out of three. The aim again is to make the pupil
successful,
(4) . The sliding scale test . After two or three of such
tests, a sliding scale test is given. For instance, the writer
has just given at the end of November, his first sliding scale
test. It was explained to the class that success in one propo-
sition would give a passing mark and was the minimum assignment
in the marking system this would mean a C; completion of two of
the theorems v/ould net a B which is college entrance credit;
while completion of the three would mean an A rank, superior.
Of the thirty taking the test, 8 successfully completed the
three; 12 additional pupils completed two, while the remainder
of the class succeeded in doing a single theor’em.
.^nln'ijuvf flctlw nevls s^eo^ ^y^ncl ed^ ;8jci^i!T:fiv' cfjjorfctlv iieviy
&aodct ni IjjJ.8 >it'>ooifa Ilqjjq eci:* ovQfl c:t ei eneBo 11 b nl nUB oilT
oriv/ ecc ii en.B cJnode 8d:J ni liB'l orfw 38no edit ;
r^nsupe'i'i sard:.* ; io7 fioaael Tlori:! bsTcqe'tq avcri
Ilqjjq e erob moblea bne ^nc-iu JS'ijBQsiq y;IlBb o:J in9rt:J ectloni; acJas^
.
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-eeBlo eiB ezi^d^ .av:eb 'u/Ox "iO ‘ic boi‘isq l -iqvo . bslbifda
er.oIctiqoqyH . 'iiibruO‘ic aaelo no 3lnxr ©d:t ni. bedi-ioeeb efi
begBTjjoone ©nti rsrXo sfld to a-Tecjcaeai leJiBew. sriq briB nsvig ©tb
X eeX neJXI'iw £ jsdJ nevXg ai ecXioH .anoXXndX'iJnc-o zleril s^iscn
tXee^x cTaeJ ns:t:Jl'xW edT . end disc qo'iq t-aod no naviq eo ci el
B cs.'iti;:t8moa no noXjxacqo'iq oignis s to sraict ds'ixt erlt etaxanoo
IXcuc aril eslarx ot aJ ntagfi :ii1b odT .eo-idt to lUro o^vX to eoXodo
. ixrta asooua
rioi/a to eondX no o'Wu niecttA .c ast elnoa gntblTe silT »{X)
'leXx'X'w 9ii:t ^sonntsnl ic a .nsvxg al Xeei el.:;0e ;rnibll3 b jScJaet
elBoa ydfd.Ce xanit aid ^nsdaievoM to bns ©di is nsvig iaut esd
-oqO'iq ono ni aesoox/s easlo sdi oi fosnlslqxe sbw tl .iaei
jinenngiaas cu/dnirn edd Ksr 5ns jinsia gniaasq e eviy . Incsv noliia
to ovvt to noxiolqmoo :0 b nssm bluow aidi raoia^s g^nijinsm sdi ni
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•labnisma*! add eXiriw , owd baiaXqmoo sXxqjjq Xsnoliifobs 2X •asnrii
, irienoerii aXgnie s gniob ni bafcaaobi/s aasXa arid to
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b) • Types of pupils > It might be well to explain here that
the class members are drawn from various high school courses,
not more than half are in the scientific course, A number of
the pupils have taken either a single course in algebra or no
mathematics at all in high school,
(1)
, Geometry as a cultural subject . Geometry is thought
of as a general cultural subject, somewhat in the same line as
junior business training, history, civics, general science or
biology. It is the one mathematics course that is thought of
in this way,
(2)
• Reasons for taking geometry . As mentioned in the
previous section there is no selection of geometry pupils. In
some cases pupils are advised to take the course for various
reasons as follows;
1, Higher institutions require it,
2, Mechanical drawing and manual training work is
connected with it,
3, A pupil has a naturally debative or argumenta-
tive type of mind, and therefore has a natural
interest in the problem work and in the demon-
stration,
4, The pupil is seeking a subject general in
character to complete his program; if a boy,
the choice is quite likely to be geometry.
About sixty per cent of the pupils in school take this sub-
ject during their high school course; most of these take it
during the sophomore year, but a few Include it in their program
in the junior or senior year,
c) , Percentage of failures . As outlined in the previous
topic on testing, careful plans are made to Insure the success
of the pupil. Because of this, failures have been reduced
o'reri nJtXqx© ilow ©c
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considerably in geometry. Ordinarily they will average perhaps
not more than 5% of the class. Possibly if one considers the
one or two who wander into the course and wander out again the
first week in school, the failures might mount to 10^, but at
no time will they rise above this.
As inferred above, and throughout the entire thesis, in the
opinion of the writer, it is possible to make geometry both
interesting and beneficial to almost all of the pupils who enter
the class. A single exception might be those of particularly
low capacity who have no interests which bear on geometry.
I »,
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1. Drill as part of the learning process .
It is noted in the conclusion that geometry is primarily
a problem subject, but with the aim of appreciation being
particularly strong in the oeginning of geometry and running
through the entire work to a considerable extent.
The mastery of the fundamental knowledge offers a smaller
field, but none the less Important. This mastery involves the
technique of drill procedure, and though the total proportion of
time so spent is small when compared to the time spent on the
problem situation, or the time spent in developing appreciation,
yet drill must not be neglected, nor must it be applied in a
haphazard manner. Only by keeping the tools, the fundamental
facts, shiny, can they be used. When and where to drill is a
vital matter. Too much drill or drilling on the wrong work does
as much damage as not drilling at all.
The following unit on drill attempts a suggestive procedure
by which the pupil can see the value of drill, work on which the
drill procedure may be properly eraplyed, the elements of a
successful drill procedure, the goal of the drill, and suggested
class procedure on drill,
’’How does learning in fact take place? (1)
Repetition is a factor in learning known to all,
(2) An inclusive "set” which shall predispose
the attention, focus available inner resources, and
secure repetition is a necessary condition less^
1, The Problem of Mathematics in Secondary Education, Bulletin,
1920, No. 1. p. 12,
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” commonly considered* (3) The effect of accompanying
satisfaction to foster habit formation is a third
factor to be noted* Those three facts are necessary,
then, to adequate consideration of the problem of
method* It accords with these considerations and
with undisputed observation that, other things being
equal, any item is more readily learned if its
bearing and need are definitely recognized* The felt
need predisposes attention, calls into play accessory
mental resources, and in proportion to its strength
secures the necessary repetition. As the need is met,
satisfaction ensues* All factors thus cooperate to
fix in place the new item of knowledge* The element
of felt need thus secures not only the learning of the
new item, but it has at the same time called into
play the allied intellectual resources so that new and
old are welded together in effective organization with
reference to the need which originally motivated the
process*"^
2* Necessity of drill *
The class may be addressed somewhat as follows: Your
;
classmate could solve this problem because she had at hand the
facts which could be applied* Just as in manual training, you '




imust keep certain facts in order and be able to bring them to
I
i
jmind automatically for the purpose of solving the problem* In
I
any factory containing machine parts, the separate shelves
contain the various parts* Unorganized knowledge and knowledge
not readily available is worth little*
If you smile at Mr* Equal Angle, and say, "Good morning",
he will smile back at you* You recognize him as being Mr* Equal
|Angle because he answers the conditions, for Instance, of being
11
|one of two corresponding angles of parallel lines*
"Mr* Parallelogram", I see you have on your coat of
iL* fhe i*roblem~oj: Mathematics in Secondary Education, p* 12.
op. clt.
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"opposite side are parallel" and that you are wearing your
trousers of "opposite sides equal" and your shoes of "adjacent
angles are supplementary",
Joseph A. Nyeherg writes |1 "How can the class be
taught to select the correct angles that must be
proved in order to get certain lines parallel?
"if several pupils cannot select the angles
correctly, how should the trouble be remedied?
Can the teacher expect the trouble will gradually
be overcome as the recitation proceeds, or should
the day*s work be set aside and the subject of
angles relating to two lines and the transveral
be hetaught at once,"
Ernest R. Breslich notes:^ "A pupil may know the
facts of geometry and be unable to recognize them
in situations that are new and complicated. For
example he may readily note that the alternate-
interior angles formed by two parallel lines and
a transveral are equal when it appears in the
first of the two figures below but fail to recog-
nize it in the second,"
"it is also a good drill to enumerate the
properties of the figure which are known in con-
sequence of data; what lines, angles, triangles
are equal; what lines are parallel, perpendicular;
what figures are of equal area, etc, A list of
the chief things to look for might be helpful in
the pupil *s hands, "3
Verbatim Report of a Recitation in Geometry, School Science
and Mathematics
, XXXIII, (February, 1933) p, 68,
2, Problems in Teaching Secondary School Mathematics
, pp, 289-290
3, J, W, A, Young, The Teaching of Mathematics in the Elementary
and Secondary School
. j|,«267.
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. Drill on equivalent triangles . Since the area of the
triangle Is the ’’core" area of the polygon, as all other areas
are built on It, first drill on the triangle as an equivalent
figure when bases and altitudes are equal. This drill will be
first on triangles having vertices lying in a line parallel to
the base. The triangles are equal if they have the same or
equal bases,
A variation is the drill on showing that triangles with
equal bases very as their altitudes and the converse of this.
All this work may be made visual by drawing many triangles,
first in simple situations, then in more difficult.
The teacher must get into the mind of the pupil that the
bases may be any side and occupy any position on the board.
Parallel lines are the resting places for the vertices, denoting
equal altitudes. As noted heretofore, attention to the
difficulty, when the altitude falls outside, may involve drill
work.
‘lo oiij eonJtS . :}peXisvlup& no Ili'iG .(it
sBenfi lorlcto IXb se jiio^^Ioq erf:^ “io ”e'roo*' o£{J aX
rfneliivix/pe ne ea ©IsnFl'iX erUJ no Xll'ib cJaiXl ,Ji no ein
od IXXvr rilnb slxiT .Xenpe B‘ia afcijii^XcfXB bn*-; soeBd nodw eni/gll
XellB^Bq ©nil © nX gnlY-^ soolJ'xev gnivnu 2 ©J:3ii6 X'i? no i&'il'l
no ocEBe ©dct ©vad itX'pe ona aoIanaXnd erilL. .osad ed;^
.asaed Xeirp©
ilc^X'A aeXgnfiln^ :tad:l gnXwo.ie no ILlib ori:J eX froldBinav A
.sXdi lo ©anovnoo odi bna a. bncfXcJls nlodd ea y^isv esaarf Xanpe
^aeXgnalij gnXwanb x<S lanaXv ©bam ©ct x^m iMc aldX XIA
ctXuoX'ilib enom nX nori:f ,3noXd‘BudXs ©lofoXa nl JsnXl
©dct ctaiiX xXqnq adJ 'lo bnXra ©fid oXnx cJeg jp.isn nedoBfJ ©dT
.jbneoo ©dcJ no noXdXeoq vna \;qx"ooo bna ebXa ^na ©d y^ 3©2ed
^Xoonob ^aeoXdnev ©dcJ nol aeoaXq gniclaen ©dcf ena aenll IsIXane'?
©dcJ od noXdnsctcla ,enolo;lsT.0d oedon a. . at f>ucf XcJXa lanp©
Ilxnb ©vXovnx y^^® ,fc&X3,ljjo aXXal eDxrXx^Ie ©d;l asdw LsJolVtlb
.itncw
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Ernest R. Breslich notes the folloY/lng places where drill
can be used:!






A quadrilateral as a parallelogram”, i
4, A Successful Start
.
j
To make the drill work effective at the start, J. W. A, I
Young siaggests:^
”a. Pupil sets goal: selects task; finds own weaknesses*
b* Pupil understands reason for practice,
c* Pupil recognizes and selects own errors for drill,”
The pre-inventory test will satisfy ”a” and ”c”.
This may consist of a written test which is made as simple
as far as writing is concerned, as possible* Mimeographed
sheets handed out will have different units.
Angles are equal when:--and then there will be the
necessary number of blank lines all numbered* Pupils are
encouraged to use geometric symbolism in writing their state-
ments, using symbols for angles, triangles, etc*







Teach and test again
All going to the center of mastery*
^•Ernest R, Breslich, op, cit.
W. A, Young, op. cit,
3,The Practice of Teaching In The Secondary School, pp* 7^-99,
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1* Orients the teacher for intelligent approach.
2. Gives guide post in progress.
3. Makes redirected teacher.
4. Finds trouble.
5. Teaches to mastery.
6. Shows types of pupils who fall.
7. Shows reasons for failure.
Pre-test orients the teacher; tends to establish in the
minds of the pupils a connection between prospective
learning and present attainments.
Supplementary work should bo for the superior; if
released from class work^ personalities are unfavorably
affected in that they were given an utterly false sense
of their intellectual attainments.
5. Significant practice .
Various writers make the following suggestions for success-
ful drill work;
I "It is a good plan for students to keep notebooks
and in review of a unit to outline and summarize. For
example, they can summarize (1) ways of proving triangles
congruent; (2) ways of proving lines equal; (3) ways of
proving angles equal; (4| ways of proving a quadrilateral;
a parallelogram; (5) ways of proving lines parallel; (6)
j
ways of proving triangles similar; (7) facts they have
proved about parallel lines; (8) facts they have proved
about regular polygons; (9) facts they have proved about
two intersecting secants of a circle."^
"Drill must be; Individual,
Specific.
Standardized.
For the new skills.
Have scoring technique where pupil
can watch his dally growth.
In natural setting.
In diminishing amomts and at
increasing intervals.
first" .3
Have more interesting aspects taught
Henry L. Morrison, op, cit. pp. 79-99.
1^* Gertrude Allen, "An Experiment in Redistribution of Material
I
for High School Geometry", The National Coimcil of Teachers ol
I
' Mathematics, The Fifth Yearbook
, (1930), p. 82,
Raleigh Schloring, "Suggestions for the Solution of the Im-
portant Problem That Has Arisen in the Last Quarter of the
Century" The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
The Fifth Yearbook
, (1930), p. 105.
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Ouy M. Wilson makes the following suggestions;!
Chart kept of errors made hy various pupils;
they have a copy; teacher has master chart of all
pupils* This makes the drill Individual and
specific; eliminates that already known; makes
simple and understandable; limits in amount; keeps
meaning first and learning first.
Systematizing: This comes from the pre-test
Itself and from the note books. Teacher's key
chart and pupil's Individual need chart will point
to the weak points necessary to learn more thorough-
ly by drill by self prior to oral and written test.
Repetition; Interest retained by;
1. Contest race by groups. Has all the power
of socialization; audience situation; group
power over the individual.
2. Games.
3. Display of best papers.
4. Release from further drill for other work.
5. Repeat necessity to keep tools bright: can
do the work if in order; can prove the
propositions.
6. Necessity of having margin of safety; must
make responses so automatic they come at
will and at call.
7. Oral drills; must succeed before group.
8. Written inventory; must get good mark so
as to go on.
9. Cite story of swimmer coming to s\irface;
Cannot see him until above water; so with
repetition; one more may be effective
enough to register; if almost learned,
come the rest of the way.
10. Sees definite task; goal release when
reached.
11. Chart of dally growth.
12. Repetition Itself satisfying; familiarity;
getting easier; satisfaction from success
at achievement.
13. Graph for bright child.
6, Typical class procedure .
The author has utilized the class period for drill in the
following manner;
The oral drill is carried out while superior students may
1. Boston University Summer School, Boston, Mass. 1933.
--^-
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be preparing a special problem at the board or working at their
ii
I
Iseats* It is rapid, quick-fire^ and of short duration, usually a||
the beginning of the period. If a written test is given, it is
usually from five to ten minutes duration and entails a minimum
of writing by using mimeographed forms and geometric symbolism
as much as possible. It is written in such form that it is easy
to correct and put on a chart. Each pupil also keeps a chart.
Drill material in geometry is rather cumulative--that is.
It involves all of the material as the year wears on. It is '
distributive, lessening in emphasis on the old material as the
ttew is taken up, but at intervals re-tests are given for all the
|
drill material to be mastered. A game may be played in which th^
class chooses leaders who pick sides and they stand much as in
the old-fashioned spelling bee with either leaders or teachers *
asking questions and going from side to side as they fail.
Notice ahead, of course, results in attempts at perfect scores.
The weak do not sit down but go to opposite side.
i
Application on drill procedure involves the following
I
items; a. In increasing complexity of situations; in case the
pupil has difficulty in seeing itj erase the added part and
reveal to him the original drill material.
!
b. Link up; if you know this, you can solve this. I
!|
Relate to practical problems interesting to himi if manual
training, those problems, etc.
c* Recreations.
d. Interrelations with occupations.
I
e. Interrelations with science.
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7* Topical summary .
Drill material— lOOJ^ mastery;
See use and application.




Eliminate that already known.





Always keep behind a. Meaning.
b« ?rhat the child has learned.
j





Inventory at start and end
.





Repetition effective in proportion to interest
.
Observation of time limits.
All responses to be correct
.
Gradually lengthening intervening periods.
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It Is possible that this section on drill may be over-
emphasized. The Morrison Mastery Formula does not apply
very fully to plane geometry. Nevertheless, there is
opportunity for repetition. While the subject is primarily
an appreciation subject, yet there needs to be some repet-
ition for drill purposes. It is to be emphasized that al-
though the purpose Is not mastery, yet there needs to be
some mastery in order to go forward.
-'£Bvo Bd vBm Ilirc£> no noIiODa aid%t ier!J Bldl-.eoq ai il
’{laq-B ^o/i aeoi) fJliirrtol Y'^eJdsM noel^rioLI sdT .J&esjtandgfCB
al 0‘Tddi ,uaaX&riit"iov&5i .y‘tJ afnoe?^ ^nalq yXIu'i
yll'XB.'snq ai iOBf.djj] erfX BitrllS .noiJic sobt: lol y^tingJioqqo
3ino 8 Bd od aosan eq&dX ,Jod[^dx;a iTci^fiio3ia>.ji3 ns
-Is dfidcl i>9si3edgiaB ad oX ai JI .aaaogtgq 'xol noi^ti
Dd cX abesn iay . yxeia^ ^on ai sBoqqwq aricJ rf.-^^criX
.i^sw^ol OB oX gaf)*!© xii y*x3Xasm aaca
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Introduction, While the author, for convenience, has
grouped the miscellaneous devices under two topics of clarity
and attitude, yet the reader will realize that there are no
sharp distinctions between these two aims. Anything that is
made clear has a tendency to produce a favorable attitude, and
conversely anything which produces a favorable attitude must be
made clear.
However, there are some devices which have a stronger
leaning toward clarity as a characteristic aim, while others
lean more toward producing a favorable attitude. For this
reason, it may be well to consider the devices under the two
groupings, rather than under one,
b) , The figure .
(1). The line . If the subject is put on the board so that
the pupil can easily see it, he will be more apt to be attentive .
Much of the power of the moving pictures comes from its vivid-
ness because of its large size. The figure in geometry should
be large and placed on the portion of the board best seen by th<i
class as a whole. Lines showing up to the best advantage shoul(
be drawn; these may be ordinary lines of white chalk pressed
hard enough against the board to get away from the gray color
which appears when the line is li^tly drawn, and which is not
as well seen. Lines made with the chalk held broadways to the
board to produce heavy lines are also useful. When using color*,
contrasting colors are always easily seen; bright colors, such
.u c
*'^0 erlqo;} ov.\i ’i-ih*uj a&iiivi b ’M. csa*i I l»c : 'ii’ v:’"? ‘ o
or. .fi>' ^•'Ior^ ezllBe'i liiw ^>.1^ cffv' i:r!£
Rt :*rfrf? ''.n irf^JviiA . .r.ija .•w:^ oro icf .• >: ano ’ J orI:f o i-j q-'.itin?:
h:.-; rir.'f ^ rl •: fc aoofbc'ic c.-j vont^hr-^ i jb a- i •lii.elo »«3En
:>r' :iHL’!:i etn' ' i." >' v-. elriK'iovK^ b 3si)r?f-’'0’ic iolilw y foB-ii^vnco
.'Ti'oIC' r bB."^
"r.q nc'loa s io i 'v. 250/.Vfth sMca 0 *1 ? -’‘-.e
.
i*.vo/roH
•;!-£e^fjo e.'i :v¥ . Lb g L ts " reqoB'iB/, 0 e hb r^LTLi-.o t
-
iby/c j ^ainco:
oLild •xO'^L . ii^o i’ ylaa^cve’l e j.rioj 6*io<r. /:8al
CikvJ Sild if^brLc.' auoZv- b ‘^obleaco ckI fie* ^'C. ram .ao3i;o*i
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ilr yc p.pe;: ^i^eo' biBOv pri:+ lo ncIcJicq a.'i-t rro t ©''.slq bns ot^-ibI ed
jljjofia £ Jgoc: oi.d cd qo jjniv/ciia aei:l^. .sJoiiw b aa bbbId
aea E-rpo 3:Ib“’o io ser.lS '{'rcr. .' b':o c6 y^rn essii^ ;nv/a‘Tb od
ic r o v;B i_.4 b''-7 no'i j; y r vvfi C^^. b-irOC' c ;(v;/cfi9 C'TS.i
ai riolr^* ;...P£ ^riAa-To yidri^li a L ©riJ -ri:; hg:!' -Piasqqa
C'.i 8Y awbEoad .al©if iilwrio e:ic Paiw ebB/’! a •iiilui Hew ea
»
j'-oloo ill. » . a 8i..- oelp- ©-XB eonLT ^vp©,x ©oobO'''^q od o^BOd
iiou^ ^-rioloo dxl^l'id ;r:©pa yllace eyawis ©tb btcIoo snides'idcoo
1^,
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as yellow and orange are good, while blue and red show up
rather poorly on the blackboard except in contrast, as in de-
sign drawing. Dotted lines are used for auxiliary construction
lines.
Colored chalk may also be used in the beginning to call
attention to certain parts of figures, such as pointing out an
angle in a triangle, the vertex, the base angle, or the extrern-
eties of a line segment,
(2), Notation , Of late, text books have been tending to-
ward simple notation. Instead of reading the three letters of 4
triangle, it is often customary to use roman numerals to desig-
nate the triangles, the numerals being placed inside the figure
A single letter is used for a line. When only one angle is at
vertex, a single capital letter is used to denote the angle.
Corresponding lines in two triangles are designated by a short
line through the side of each triangle to denote the first set
of corresponding sides; two short lines to denote the second
set, and three such lines to denote the third set. Braces used
singly, doubly, and in triplicate are also used to denote cor-
responding sides the same as the one, two and three short lines
are used. Corresponding angles are shown by single, double and
triple arcs for each of the three sets. Not only does simpli-
city in notation save time, but it makes the figure clearer and.
so aids to easier understanding and thus makes for success by the
pupil. Just as the voice too low to be heard is not interesting;,
so the figure too dim and clouded to be seen is not attractive
to the pupil.
!-liOS-
c;u vfodH bij^ ioTi^ ex/Icf rilav*' x''00^ t -iR ftto hftc nfcl.ro'ir et
-eb ee
^
r 8 i-.*icJnoo al '^qeoxe o'Tfiodxojbl'if od:t rro \i*i<>oq
nol j;;jLf*ictanoo yieij 1xjj« T:c'i besx; e^JB ef»nll O0 :t.1 o(I , ^I^.A••.•^:D n^fa
. i on ^ i
rifcc* oq ^ni;nfii:H9d ericf xtI beex/ scf oaln >;i8rlo boioIoO
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e
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.cJnem^oE enll 8 'io aolJe
-ocJ gXilanecf nosd svsd a>looCi dxed 10 . rf 0 l:f?:'dc T* .(S)
i lo s6a;rJct gnl lo bnoianl .nolln^on elo'^ila b-inw
-^X8©b o:t ali'ieirjjfi xiBmc'i ©ax; o;t -^^'isfoc^aijo nsc+lo al
oTjLr^Il eiU ©blanl beoBlq snled almetrjxn ©dcJ ^a©I,anBI*ll odd octan
i oB ai el^nx^ ono vino nerlV. . jiill b *^101 beaxf el 'iotjoI ©I;_^nl3 A
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1‘iOrfs B •'^[d bodBn^X39D s-ib owl al eeni/ gnlbnoaes'iioO
d .©3 je^il eri^ ©loneb od el3nBl‘id iiofeo lo ©bis ed.i rigi/c'xdw ©nil
bncoes ©dl tlonob ol eenll diode owd ;e©bie ya ibnoqReiioo lo
boen eooBiS .dee .Vridd odd odonob od eonIX riox/e ©eirid bnG ,d©2
-100 sdcx'et) od coatj oel© ©ib ©d«cllc:lid iiI bn© ,v,Idxjob ^•:!3^Is
eenll diode ooidd bnxj oz/d tsno sdd es ©mce ©dd aobie ^rxlbncqeei
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To facilitate drill work and review work
|
I




be drawn on cardboard and serve in much the same manner as maps
I do in the history class. They may be suspended from a string
|
stretched across the top of the blackboard. In the drill work,
|
jj
the pointer may be used to indicate the parts being talked abouti
] and this is also useful in the review. When tlass time is limited
Ij the use of these figures on cardboard may save time when a demon-
stration is being worked on the blackboard; they will be better
! than hastily drawn figures on the board. They will have the ad-
i
vantage over the figure in the book in that you can point to th<t
I
various parts of the board figure. Being drawn leisurely, they
j
may be accurate and attractive and may be in suitable colors,
;
The making of these cardboards will serve as an opportunity for
j
some one in the geometry class not too much interested in the
!
I
actual demonstration but who wishes to earn credit by contribute
ing along the line of his interest and capacity. This activity
i
will have the double advantage of affording a hand-activity
I opportunity and an audience situation for the finished product.
|i i
i (4). Distorted figure . Having noted that it is necessary to
I
ii have a figure easily seen, and easily read, and that cardboard
figures help in the geometry situation, one may next consider
the difficxilties caused by distorted figures. Since the writer
of the geometry book cannot make his lines move,, and since it
,
is expensive to make the figure in a vast succession of posl- i
tions to denote motion as moving pictures are made, he is faced]
with the necessity of distorting the line in an effort to prove
his theorem. This situation occurs largely in the indirect
proof ppopoeitiona . - The- following ejcamp.le of euoh a —
-'icv? C /' .^‘Kucib^a, , ,
c
^
'~ov: rcXif'i ob .*:>'oc cnii! on
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, Distorted figure ^
"Difficulties Caused by Distorted Figures* Let us
now discuss certain practical aspects of the teaching
of the indirect method of reasoning. There is no
question that this type of reasoning is difficult
for pupils and also for teachers. Undoubtedly, some
of the difficxilty that pupils have with indirect
* proof is due to the fact that the figures for certain
propositions are often distorted and misleading. The
following proposition with its accompanying figure
Illustrates this point.
Proposition; When two lines in the same plane are cut
by a transversal, if the alternate interior angles are
equal, the two lines are parallel.
"It is given that lines AB and CD are cut by a
transversal MN so that angle x equals angle y. We
are to prove that lines A'd and CD are parallel. The
proof of this proposition is commonly given by the
indirect method, according to which we first assume
lines AB and CD to meet on the i»lght of MN as at 0,
thus forming a triangle EOF. It would then follow
that angle x is greater than angle y, which contra-
dicts the given dafa. Similarly, we assume AB and
CD to meet on the left of MN. Since both these
assumptions lead to absurdities, it follows that
AB and CD are parallel.
"The difficulty which the pupil experiences with
this proposition is that the fig\ire above suggests
that the lines AB and CD can each bend so as to meet
at 0, but the pupil knows that this is impossible
since AB and CD are straight lines which could not
1. The Use of Indirect Proof in Geometry and in Life, The
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, The Fifth Year-
book, (1930), pp. 119-120.
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"possibly bend as indicated. This difficulty could be
avoided by omitting the dotted lines BO and DO in the
above figure and by supplementing this figure by a




could then be state'd with reference to the first figure,
while the assxamption that the lines meet at 0 could be
referred to the second figure in which it is clearly
seen that EOF is a triangle. A third figure, which
would show the lines meeting on the left of MN, might
also be included,"^
c) . Hand work .
(1) . Folding . First, consider an illustration in folding.
Arthur Schultze^ presents the follov/ing idea as a solution to the
proof that an angle opposite the greater side of a triangle is
the greater, which proposition is difficult to analyze. He
suggests the following:
"cut out a piece of paper and mark, on both sides
of the paper, the sides v/hose lengths we assume to be
different, Mark also differently, on both sides of
the paper, the angles whose relative size we wish to
discover, and ask the following questions:
"which is the only theorem which tells that one
angle is greater than another? Ans. The exterior
angle of a triangle, etc.
"Who can fold this paper so that4B becomes the




"Let all students cut out pieces of paper and try,
and soon some will find the ansv/er that is indicated
in the annexed diagram. Students see now the truth
of the proposition, and it remains to translate this
idea into geometric terminology. We unfold the paper,
find that CD is the bisector of /C, find the position
of B'
,
the equality of BDC and B' DC, etc."
1, Clifford B. Upton, op. cit, pp, 119-120,
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* Drawing . Those having a desire for drawing may find in
the unit on proportion, directions for the enlarging of a pic-
ture. Graph work, also, will afford an outlet for their inter-
ests. The mechanical drawing pupils may link physics with geom-
etry through the construction of a parallelogram with two adja-
cent sides given, as an illustration of the resolution of forces
with the picture hung on the wall as an application. The
inclined plane is another opportunity for them. Familiarity
with drawing instruments as suggested in the list given by
Louise B, Eddy will be interesting to them,
(3)
.
Measuring , Those interested in problem work may find
hand practice linking up with the problems in making and using
a large protractor to measure inaccessible heights and distances
d) , Presenting ideas graphically .
(1). General discussion . Previously in the thesis has
appeared illustrations of the graphic method of presenting the
steps in proportions. The newspapers recognize the power of
cartoons and comic strips to tell their stories of politics,
science or history. To give these various geometric steps fam-
i
illar names will add^ to their ' interest , Colored chalk will add
to their attractiveness. Here also is an opportunity for the
|pupil interested in drawing. His ingenuity can be called upon '
for the proper drawing after the rough ideas have been suggeste(![
by the teacher, or he may himself have an original idea for
|
visual presentation. The class makes an excellent audience. '
1f'l nni i 'lo'l vilj>b ij julvf- . ego 'T • (^)
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opposite sides equal ,
Theorem: A quadrilateral with opposite sides equal is a paral-
legram.
Example of block graph
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(c)* The stream. In this graph, one bank of the stream is
the hypothesis; the opposite side is the conclusion. The steps
necessary to cross are designated by stones labeled with the
j
proper reading. The drawing is below. The theorem is; The
nedians of a triangle meet in a point two- thirds of the way fromj













, _ thirds down
“L r _''_''__~-r^'^?^^\the median.
Two lines Parallel©- diagonals
in two tri- gram formed; bisect,
angles both opposite sides
parallel to\and equal and
and equal to^ parallel.
one-half a
third side.
This graphic work, of course, will accompany and supplement
the regular figure of the proposition,
(d)* The umbrella . Another graphic method of making the
Interrelationships of propositions real to the pupil is by the
;
j
nethod of umbrellas or parasols. In order to get under the \am-
j
Drella the proposition must belong to the family. Thus in the
jongruence of triangles where the problem is to prove them con- i
^uent when they have three sides equal, if the triangles can be
proved to have two sides and the included angle, they can get
mder that umbrella. Other instances may be taken in plane
jeometry, as for example getting triangles similar, having them
rulflll the conditions of similarity. This graphic work brings
;he problem from the symbol through language to the picture, and
'il n.'tJo'icta Ddct >!nticf err' , ^xrld rl ^dT Jo)
/
'
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dramatizatlon could bring the picture into the object if
desired. Below is the illustration drawn on the board in
colored chalk. It shows the two propositions on congruency
by three sides, and base angles of an isosceles triangle
equal, basking under Uio protection of the parasol of side-
angle- side.
e) • Methods of proof.
(1). Equality of lines, angles and triangles . Various
hints on general methods of proof have been suggested by the
writers. Chief among these are the methods of A. Schultze^ who
makes
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The teacher cannot emphasize this principle and its
application too much. •• .There are only a few such
i
principles that deserve the same emphasis- -method for
demonstrating parallelism of lines. Inequality of




If the lines or angles whose equality we wish to
I
demonstrate are not parts of equal triangles, we
!
have to make them parts of equal triangles by
drawing additional lines.
2
' If it is impossible to prove the equality of the
required pair of triangles, prove first the equality
of some other pair, or pairs, whose homologous parts
will enable us to demonstrate the equality of the
original pair.
3
To prove that an angle is a right one we usually





Parallelism of lines . Parallelism is proved by having
certain pairs of angles equal. Often these angles are made
equal by having triangles congruent. It is important to empha-
size that an angle may be an angle of a triangle and also an
exterior angle of a set of parallel lines. It has a double
Identity. The sequence of steps is what bothers the pupil. It
is important for the teacher to emphasize this sequence. For
Instance
J
1. Angles are equal because they are corresponding
angles of congruent triangles.
2. Their name is also alternate-interior angles,
although naming them this does not prove them
equal, as a drawing may illustrate,
3. They are equal by step 1, and are named in step 2,
The combination of being equal and a Itornate- inter-
ior angles makes the lines parallel,
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The pupil Is apt to say that the angles are equal because
they are alternate-interior angles* Drawings on the board will
disillusion him.
1 and 2 are alternate-
interior angles, but are
not equal.
Other cases where the double identity of a line occurs is where
a line is a side or part of a side in two triangles, where the
medians may become diagonals of a parallelogram in the proposi-
tion that the medians of a triangle meet in a point two-thirds o
the distance from the vertex to the opposite side, and where the
altitudes of the triangle become the perpendicular bisectors of
the sides in the theorem that the altitudes of a triangle are
concurrent. Graphically this may be represented by the parasol
drawing as suggested just previously in the thesis.
(3). The 30-60-90 triangle » Of prime importance in problem
solving to the pupil is the relationship between the sides of thfe
30-60-90 triangle. Here the side opposite the 30 degree angle i i
one-half of the hypotenuse. The general triangle may be repre-
sented by ’*a” for the side of an equilateral triangle j the alti-
tude bisects the base and the vertex angle, making the half base
"1/2 a", and the vertex angle is one-half of 60 degrees, or 30
degrees. The altitude is found by the pythagoream theorem, and
is fZ/i a2 or ^
2
Not only in plane geometry but
also in solid geometry does this
fact find many usages.
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For actual comparison, as in the case of similar triangles,
bhe triangle is drawn with ”2” representing a side of an
aquilateral triangle. In the proportion which is derived from
the ratio of corresponding sides of similar triangles, two
berms of the proportion come from the key triangle, while the
:hird term comes from the unknown triangle. The unknown sides
5f the second triangle are fo\xnd from the proportions formed,
following is the drawing and a sample problem.
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a) , Humanizing . Turning now to the devices directed toward
the attaining of favorable attitudes, the first topic Is that
of humanizing. As mentioned previously, the sector becomes the
piece of pie; the circle, a wheel; the triangle with the exter-
ior angles, a 4th-of-July piece of fireworks. S. S. Colvin^
uses this idea in making the triangle of interest in his book,
when he speaks of its vertices being the cities of Worcester,
Providence and Boston.
The writer suggests to the pupils an imaginary conversation
as follows:
"Good morning, Mr. Parallelogram, I see that you have
your coat of opposite sides parallel on, and are wearing
your trousers of opposite sides equal."
The pupil is told that if one smiles at Mr. Parallelogram,
he will smile back at the pupil; if the pupil recognizes Mr.
Parallelogram, the compliment will be returned. One should
learn to recognize him through the clothes he wears. His shioes
of "Adjacent angles are supplementary" are interesting.
b)
. Plays . Ir some plays the geometric figures are made
into human beings, analogous to the Idea already presented in
Maeterlinck * s Bluebird. In other plays, the geometric situa-
tions are interwoven thoroughly with life*s activities to show
their importance in the world. For instance, one group of
plays may center on how many things there would be left in the
world if all geometric forms were removed. Such household
necessities as chairs, tables, clocks, bookcases and even the
1. An Introduction to High School Teaching
, p . 425
.
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walls and the houses themselves would disappear. This is a
powerful device toward arousing an attitude of appreciation
toward geometry of form.
c) • Challenge . Some pupils may be stirred into action by a
challenge as follows: "l don't think anyone can solve this one;
it's pretty hard. One or two pupils did it last year.”
Almost always there will be an answer to this challenge from
the argumentative type of pupil who has mathematical ability.
d) . Game
s
. Group competition, games with placards of geom-
etric figures, and the drill conducted in the game spirit, all
serve to produce a proper attitude.
e) . Poems . The following poem brought in by one of the
pupils of the writer's geometry class is illustrative.
”0h* the dangle and the tangle of the corresponding angle.
And the equal length and straightness of the Intersecting
line 1
How, with many a narrow finger, they tenaciously will
linger







. C. A Stone and J. S. Georges write:^
”By striving to create appreciation of all concepts
and principles of mathematics the instructional
materials of the unit bring into play many varied
applications of these concepts and principles as
means of their further realization; and if the
significance of each concept and each principle in
relation to the problems of life and the world is
actually grasped, a love and interest for them may
readily be created. The proposition is strengthened
in succeeding units by creating new channels of
applications and usefulness for mathematical concepts
and principles.”
1. Learning Product of a Unit of Instruction in Mathematics.
School Science and Mathematics. (June, 1931). XXXI. pp. 695-
706,
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E. R. Hedrick says:l
"There are, it seems to me, a great many processes in
mathematics which aside from any facts with which they
are actually associated are very real and very impor-
tant, Such processes, far more than single facts and
given skills, find true cpplication in far wider and
more vital fields of human living and human thinking.
Is it not possible that the true explanation of the
transfer of mathematical training is now known to be
more certain than was supposed a few years ago may be
the transfer which occurs in what I have called the
processes.”
(1), General--The Analogy . First consider the more general



















The general methods of analysis and synthesis may be related
to the other subjects as follows;
Subject Analysis Synthesis
,
Biology In living matter, Photo- synthesis .
chemiical elements.
Chemistry Elements in compound Comipound built
from elements,
English Theme to topics -Topics to theme.
Algebra Factoring Expansion,
History Movement to causes Causes to move-
ment .
1. The Reality of Mathematical Processes. The National Council
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Another general relationship may he expressed in the snow-
hall being rolled to he huilt into a hig snowman, and the prop-
ositions in geometry rolling up into the advanced propositions.
Finally ^general relation between success in manual training and
geometry^ may he shown as follows:
Geometry Manual Training ,
Fact well in mind Tools bright and shiny
Fact well organized--Tools in proper bins
Drill in fundamental-Command of proper use
Tools, facts and methods. of tools.
Selection of facts-.--Selection of tools.
Proper application Proper preparation of
and assembly of parts and assembly of




(a). Physics , Here the relationships exist in the similar
triangles used in problems on the inclined plane, heat expan-
sion apparatus, and the movement of the lever in general.
Triangles always enter into the study of light going through
lenses or being reflected from a mirror.
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The parallelogram is studied in connection with the
resolution of forces. Examples are a wire holding a picture,
a telephone wire which never can he entirely taut, and the
pull on a sled, Hobson M, Zerbe^ noted the interrelationships
with physics as follows: similarity, vertical angles,
Pythagorean theorem, and parallelograms which involve the
composition and resolution of forces,
(b) . Solid Geometry , The relationships exist chiefly in the
methods of proof, and the fact that solid geometry is built
on plane geometry, and many of its problems are founded on it.
Locus problems expand from a line to a plane in solid geometryj
while plane surfaces or areas, become solid surfaces or
volumes
,
(c) . Mechanical drawing . Instruments and constructions used
in plane geometry are needed in mechanical drawing. The same
geometric forms are considered, William Betz^ notes the
following relationships with geometry: shop drawings, inter-
pretation of blueprints, making of house plans, designs,
pattern making and sirrveying a plot of land.
1, The Elements of Plane Geometry in High School Physics,
School Science and Mathematics, (June, 1930) XXX, pp. 665-
667,
2, The Teaching of Intuitive Geometry, The National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics, The Eighth Yearbook , 1933,p,136«
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Algebra , The graphic work below shows the relationship!
between the multiplication of polynomials in algebra and the
geometric representation by means of the area idea. The imag-
inary number, the square root of
-1, is represented graphically
by means of similar triangles, made possible by the multiplying
of the extremes and means of a proportion. This makes the per-
pendicular from the right angle of the triangle the square root
of -1, The graphic representations as suggested by Louis G*
1, Unity of Algebra and Geometry,
(May 1933) pp. 515-516.
School Science and Mathematics
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(e). Astronomy , Getting the distance to the stars involves
geometry. Here the triangle is solved when two angles and a
side are known. The side is the diameter of the earth’s orbit
around the sun, 186,000,000 miles in length as the base line.
The angles are noted at each end of the diameter as the earth
comes into the positions. From these knovm quantities the
distance to the star is calculated.
(f). Politics. Charles Salkind^ relates politics and
plane geometry as follows:
Political candidate says that A rectangular form may
during his incumbency more be made rigid by adding
schools were built than under another bar.
his predecessor.
1. He is the sole cause of the 1. Parallel to the short
larger number of schools. sides.
2. He had nothing to do with -2, Parallel to the long
their increase. sides.
3. You cannot know definitely 3. Diagonally.
without further information.
Here 1 and 2 are both proved wrong; 3 will need further
investigation before actually arriving at a conclusion.
(g) , Room graphs of learning process. Another method of
jroducing a favorable attitude is by explaining to the pupils
coth verbally and in a visual way the procedure which you are
;o adopt. The graph of the ’’concept” is suggestive. Usually
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leading into any new difficulty may be the explanation, demon-
stration, experiment, drill, reading and problem approaches.
Acquaint the pupils with the method being pursued and the end
in view. Thus, they will see the significance of the parti-
cular task at hand.
In the graph on how to solve a problem, the solution is
represented as the inner kernel, while the pupil is on the
outside of the circle. Tentacles of thought are constantly
sent out which wind, in and out, but do not reach the center,
the solution. Finally, from the array of ideas, one goes to
the center. Success did not just happen; it came as the
result of work. Time was spent in endeavoring to make
associations. Thus, the pupil becomes aware of the necessity
of continuous effort.
Another visual presentation involves partial learning.
It is likened to the swimmer coming up from the lake bottom.
Though he is almost at the surface, yet no one can see him.
So with memory, to have a thing partly in mind or partly
learned does not register. The next repetition may bring
it. All this helps to give courage to the pupil who has not
yet quite achieved. It shows him that persistence wins.
i
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,
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a. How make it circular. For auto wheel.
b. How find center.
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Suggested Graphs for Mathematics Room.
Don*t give up I You
may almost have
reached the surface
even though no one
can see you. The
swimmer is almost to
the surface. In




Don*t give up I Keep
thinking: Some little
tentacle of thought
will reach the object
of your desires and the
problem will be solved.
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A. Gene ral PiscuasloiLi.
1
a. General aim of P!:eom6tyv is profitable. I s Isiire^
For the greater number of pupils taking plane geometry, values
I
other than the special one of satisfying college entrance cred-
;
its must be found. Unless geometry is sufficiently vivid and |
satisfying, so that a favorable attitude toward the particular
|
subject and toward education in general is developed, no matter
j
what success is achieved in the learning of particular theorems,
or even what success may come in the added power in thinking
which v/ould be derived from practice in concentration on the
]
mathematical task, the subject would be considered a failure
from the standpoint of the goals of the modern high school
J
The Specific aim for geometry is the leisure aim. It is
With this broad aim of helping to make geometry an added vehicle
for profitable leisure in the life of the pupil that this thesis
has been written. A successful pupil is a happy pupil, and a
happy pupil tends to make a good citizen. This success is aided
by varying the task whenever possible and by varying the dlffl-
3ulty within the common core.
2 . Need of Motivation.
I
a). Certain tasks need motivation . Generally, the
iDScial tasks do not require motivation for successful complet-
on, since the original inherent interest is high and often
1. Cardinal Principle s of Sac ondarv EducatVonr A Report of The
Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education
Appointed b.v tlia Natluiial Education Association, No. 35
(1918), pp.5-32.
~oieGyjiiU5L
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work has already been done in the particular field. Of such are
the special tasks of manual training, or design work, as they
touch plane geometry.
The real work of applying techniques in the motivation of
plane geometry rests in that common part in which all pupils are
to participate. Here it is that vividness of the task to be
done and clear ways of accomplishing the work become Important.
Giving cotirage to the pupil and keeping that courage level is
necessary for the reaching of the goal. One way to accomplish
this is by the elimination of fear, as noted in the introduction.
b) . The ”slow pupil** needs motivation . It is to be assumed
that that rare individual, who has within himself the dynamic
power of going ahead by himself, will achieve regardless of how
much or how little he may be motivated from without. But such
pupils are rare; it is the teacher’s lot to deal more often with
the other extremity, the "slow” pupil.
Virgil Mallory notes
”One soon comes to believe that much of the dullness
is merely a rather intelligent decision on the pupil’s
|
part not to do things which he has decided have little
importance or value for him. Pupil activity and lab-
i
oratory work in mathematics come to have more signifi-
cance and one becomes more fully convinced of the fact
that working a book problem has little in common with
measuring the height of a real flagpole. Most impor-
tant of all is the success that comes to the pupil in
finding that there are things that he can do well.”
He asks:
"is it not possible that seeming inability to do mathema-
tics is frequently nothing but a failure tn the teacher’s
part to convince the pupil of the worth-whileness of the
material of instruction?"
1 . Mathematics for the Slow Moving Pupil, The Mathematics Teacheir
WQw«nihAT»j IQaa, ( yYVT)j p. — .j-
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In view of the foregoing, Mallory suggests that the sole
reason for giving slow moving groups mathematical training is
I
to interest them in the quantitative aspects of the world in
|
which they live, and to Improve their ability to see and \mder-
stand relations* Their success, he notes, should be determined
|
by improvement along these lines*
t
3* Plane Geometry offers opportunities for motivation slml- !
lar to those in grade subjects * As one studies the various
devices by which plane geometry may be motivated, one becomes
more and more conscious of the truth that this subject is as
fertile a field in many respects as any other school subject in
any other place in the school ladder.
a)* Illustrations * Take, for instance, the vitally impor-
tant principle of learning through the isolation of the diffi-
culty, no matter whether it is in the first grade learning the
phonetic table, or in the high school learning plane geometry,
the more complete the segregation of the new difficulty, and
the more gradual the introduction of the difficulty into the
more complex situations, the greater the chance of success*
Whether one turns to the Ideas of humanizing the grade
reading lesson by relating it to the chickens, dogs, and cats
of the home, or whether one thinks of the angles made by the
hands of the clock, or the range of the dog hitched to a slide
wire as in the illustration of the locus in the high school,
there is the same principle of relating to the familiar, or
making interesting by making the lesson meaningful*
Or again, whether it be pictures of lakes and rivers in the
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geography book or whether it be the story of the geometry pro-
position told in picture form, there is the translation of the
|
symbol of english and geometric language to the picture language^
as an aid to understanding.
'|
One can touch on when and where to drill, or on the dress- I
ing up in an attractive way by means of colors and dramatics, or!
by means of the teacher »s own enthusiastic personality, but !
whether one takes a junior hi^ school civics class or a high
school geometry class, the opportunity awaits in each field. I
The Interrelation with outside life and with school life is
j
but a form of relating to the familiar, and here again, whether
j
the child is sent home to study the heating system in his own
house, or to bring in a list of geometric forms in his own room,
the same idea is at work in either junior high general science^i,
or in senior high plane geometry.
In the matter of organizing procedure or knowledge to make '
meaningful, whether the material is organized around high school
debating and composition, or whether the principle of grouping
and continuity in plane geometry is used, each field is favor-
able • I
Thus it is seen that geometry is a fertile field for moti-
vation; it has opportunity for the operation of the same laws of
Learning that play a part in grade learning, and it has also
similar opportunities for individual tasks, as in other school
subjects of either grade or hi^ school level.
4. Plan of the summary
. The plan of this summary is to
present devices suggested in the thesis under such representative
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general principles as are outlined by Thomas ,1 These principles
are suggested in relation to grade subjects, such as, reading,
writing, arithmetic and civics. The plan here is to consider
them in relation to the hi^ school subject of plane geometry,
|
and to list representative devices vdiich operate under these
fundamental ideas, Thomas* outline includes "Preparation and
Mental Set", "The Lesson for Habits and Skill", "The Lesson for
Appreciation", and "The Lesson for Mastering Knowledge", Of
necessity the emphasis will vary with the types of lessons, and
it will be seen geometry is a subject which has the greatest
emphasis on the lesson for appreciation.
a) , Preparation and the mental set . In considering the
preparation and the mental set, it is noted that each response
is conditioned by previous experiences and responses, "Events,
I
words and Instructions have meaning to the learner only as
interpreted through such of his previous experiences as are
actively associated in consciousness with the present situation"
It is further noted that "the situation and material must at all
times be connected in some way with one or more of the fundamen-
tal Interests of the pupil and thus give significance and value
to him, "3 This mi^t all be summed up in that there needs to be
a relation to the familiar, and that this relationship will
bring the mind into condition for favorable attention and
1, Prank W, Thomas, Principles and Technique of Teaching, pp,
l-.xil-.l-410.
2, Ibid, p, 135.
3, Ibid, p, 140,
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response. Again, Instruction must be on the level of the
learner and the constant use of illustrative material is of
value*^ This phase of mind-set is called the "ideational”*
Its success depends upon vividness of the impression*
(1)* Illustrations * Illustrations in the thesis \mder the
relating to the familiar are the definition of geometry, and
its relation to natural and man-created woik* In the unit on
orientation examples are given where the attention of the
pupils is called to the geometry in the world* The geometric
fact that two straight lines cross in a point is made meaning-
ful by referring to the locating of a forest fire, a fence
corner, a city house, and a ship at sea. The angle is related
to the compass, hands of a watch, the open book, and the radio
dial* Hypothesis and conclusion take on meaning in that unit,
where the familiar grammatical construction of making the hypo-
thesis the subject of the sentence, and the conclusion the
predicate, is noted. In sports, a fishing trip and a picnic
party are suggested as topics for making the terms "hypothesis”
and "conclusion” real in the minds of the pupils. The applied
problem as related to the familiar is found in the brace used
in connection with the unit on the isosceles triangle*
In the section on proportion, relation to the familiar is
made by means of photography, pictures, drawings, dressmaking,
algebra, trigonometry, chemistry, physics, medicine, music and
the playground* The photograph out of proportion, the enlarge-
ment of drawings either by squares or by the pantograph, the
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proper widths of tucks, the imaginary number, the trigonometric
tables, the Inclined plane, and the expansion apparatus, the
chemical problems, the method of mixtures, the graduating
instrument for the violin, the teeter board, are all examples
of the applied problem, and of interrelationship with other
studies and with the familiar* Not all these contacts may be
real to all pupils, but each pupil will have knowledge of some
of the above fields.
In the section on loci is found also many contacts* The
movies, the wheel in motion either revolving around an axis
which is either stationary or going forward, the dog on the
slide wire, the opening door, the motion of the hands of the
clock, are all examples of getting instruction on the level of
the learner and within his Interests*
Still another phase of the preparation and mental set is thn
"feeling ^ phase^ ot the mind-set"* It is noted "The pupil »s
temporary *mood* plays a part in his reaction to any kind of
situation and material, and the consequent need for the teacher
to plan constantly to provide for the most favorable mind-set
which can be induced in preparation for a contemplated learning-
activity. "1 Here the teacher should know when and where to
press questions* The skill is intangible. It is one of those
mystic qualities of the good teacher which cannot be slotted
because the success of its application depends upon complete
understanding of the particular pupil at the particular moment,
1. Frank W* Thomas, op* clt* p* 141*
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To the degree that the teacher does understand the pupil, to
Just this degree will success come in handling these moods*
The writer feels its importance, and strives within the class
period to fathom when to call for extreme activity on the part
of the particular pupil, and ^en to let the pupil remain less
active. The mood Itself is often bound up with out-of-school
life* Discipline cases come from a misunderstanding of moods*
b) * The Lesson for habits and skills .
(1). The correct start * First consider the correct start,
the making sure that the learner possesses a clear mental image
of the thing to be practised* One example of this in the thesii
is found in the unit on the drill in picking out the hypothesis
and conclusion. It was previously found that the learner is
given a clear mental image by first arousing his interest
through attachment to the familiar subject and predicate in
english grammar, and through a relation to his own out-of- school,
activities such as the fishing trip or the picnic*
Humaneness and humor are introduced into the start of the
drill procedure by endowing geometric figures with life, and
clothing them with hiaman characteristics. Thus, in the drill
procedure, it is suggested that one must be friends with Mr*
Parallelogram, if he is to be a friend. One recognizes him by
his trousers of "opposite sides equal", and his shoes of
"adjacent angles supplementary".
The clear mental image of the definition of angle is
achieved through reference to objective material such as the
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radio dial. The idea of angle as rotation of a line about a
fixed line is Illustrated by the vertices of a triangle, and
the exterior angle of a polygon cut from the figure and placed
together, so that they will make a half and complete revolution
respectively.
Attention to the correct reading of an angle when more than
one angle meets at a vertex also makes a clear mental image.
In fact many of the difficulties in advanced parts of any work
have their seed in confused or erroneous early mental Images.
The drill on the Included angle is first preceded by having
the pupil make cardboard models of triangles which may be
superimposed if they have two sides and the included angle
equal. Flat wooden triangles may be shown with finger tracings
to demonstrate the vjord ’^included”. What happens when an angle
is equal but not an included angle may also be drawn on the
board. In the thesis there is mention of the use of colored
chalk, verbal description, board drawings, hiamorous situations,
and the use of placards for the securing of proper attitude
and a correct mental image of the difficulty of included angle
for drill work.
The same care in getting a correct start must be used in
obtaining a clear idea of the meaning of the word "correspond-
ing” angle or side. Here the proportion is written in words at
first.
Another aid in getting a correct mental image is to use the
see-lt-grow, or class-built method, whereby the proposition is
developed under the eye of the pupil. In this way, the
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presentatlon becomes meaningful to him.
In the testing program itself the writer has changed from
testing for complete propositions to testing during the first
lessons for short steps of the proposition.
As noted previously, the places where drill may be applied
to plane geometry, though Important, are few.
(2). Varieties of guiding Images . The second principle
considered is that of varieties of guiding Images. It is noted
that not only visual, but auditory and kinaesthetlc or motor
images are important, and warning is given that no amount of
mere telling, lecturing, or criticising clumsy work will compen-
sate for an inadequate mental image. Thomasl believes certain
kinds of work demands emphasis on a certain kind of image.
(a). Illustrations . In the drill on the definition of the
word ”angle”, opportunity for Individual interests and capacitieMi
may be provided for by varied approaches and varied tasks. Some
pupils will learn through hand work such as drawing triangles
with included angles, or making wooden models to illustrate them
Other pupils will have access to the definition through the
visual path by seeing the figures on the board drawn with colors
Still others will get the concept best from the auditory image
by having the teacher explain, or by having definitions read to
them.
The important thing to observe is that the preferred type of
guiding image varies with different individuals.^ In the
1. Prank W. Thomas, op. cit. p. 152.
2. Prank W. Thomas, op. cit. p. 155.
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determlnation of the hypothesis and conclusion, for instance,
one pupil may learn best by a graphic method, another by refer-
ence to english grammar, and a third, whose mind wanders out-of-
doors, will find his entry by way of the fishing trip. Or again
hand practice for one, through setting off in the proposition
the hypothesis and conclusion, may be all important. In fact,
it is the experience of the writer that many a time a pupil
understands the difficulty, but when that understanding is put
to a test throu^ writing, without previous practice, the test
is a failure.
(3). The pupil must discover the essential value of the
drill for him . Another principle suggested is that the pupil
must discover the essential value of the drill to him as the
means of attainment of some desirable end, and then must realize
that its mastery is necessary to the accomplishment of his own
purpose .1 This principle may be attached to geometry in high
school throu^ graphic representations of the steps in proposi-
tions. The mountain, graph, the stream, the arch, all show the
necessity of each stop. Immediate connection at times with
propositions in advance may be made, as in the algebraic
approach to proportion. Here the algebra to be learned or re-
viewed may be immediately attached to the plane geometry propo-
sition. Thus the pupil sees the need of the algebraic processes
to be undertaken.
Another instance may be noted where a pupil can be told
in advance that if he gets the triangle well in mind, that in
1. Prank W. fhomas, op. cit. p. 161.
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the part of the text on circles he will he in a familiar field,
because triangles appear In circles* The same is true in the
study of polygons.
In brief, to show a pupil where, in the journey, the part-
ic\ilar step fits, is important* He wishes to know where he is
going and how far he has to go. And it is this latter part of
how far he is to go which is to vital to the pupil in keeping a
record of his own progress. This has been noted in the thesis
in the section on classroom procedure where it is suggested that
pupils keep notebooks of their own errors*
c) * The lesson for Appreciation*
(1). Emotional Identification with Task . When one turns to
the lesson for appreciation, it is found that the pupil must
identify himself emotionally with the task either by active
participation in a physical way, or by mental participation
through the imagination* Thus the boy scout achieves this
activity in a physical act of a good turn daily, while the
reader of the adventure story lives mentally the part of the
hero*
Thomas^ cites this technique as providing for three steps
in the achieving of appreciative attitudes. The first is the
gaining of the appropriate mental set, the recalling of exper-
iences in harmony with the feeling desired* The second is the
provision of class activities so that the pupil will participate
emotionally in the situation, identifying himself with the cause
or its champions. The third step is an extension of the second;
1. 5*rank VV, Thomas, op. cit. p* 199.
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it is the inauguration of some further line of activity through
which the new feeling may find expression and satisfaction,
(a). Illustrations, The full significance which the
appreciation lesson plays in geometry comes to light when one
examines the thesis for material on the mental set toward the
subject. To prove that geometry is not just a book subject but
a real part of life, its relation to nature in the animal and
mineral world and to man in his various activities is noted.
Whether one looks at the flower or the honey-comb, the crystal
of salt or the leaf on a tree, one finds geometric form.
Whether it be the lining up of trees being planted in an apple
orchard, or the location of a ship at sea, geometric laws are
there. One looks at quilts, wall paper, or oil cloth at home,
there one observes geometric designs. The furniture is ever
repeating some geometric rule. The carpenter builds his brace
with the geometric form of the triangle.
In the chapter on proportion and similarity, it is noted
that the "force times distance" law is entertwined with geome-
try in the inclined plane where triangles are similar, and that
in the heat expansion apparatus, the magnification is based on
similar triangles. In chemistry, the graphic representations
of equation problems brings geometric forms. Turning to the
study of trigonometry, its very essence comes from similar
triangles. All the trigonometric tables are built on the
principle of proportion. In music, the "graduating" of a violl i
is done through magnification, which again Involves proportion.
If one goes to the playground, the moving teeter board forms
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-;^i-SGog djX.T benXwdnaans cl '/nsl ‘^evneSelb BSL'il) aonol” edS Sads
SadS one tneXirals ©ne a9X^',nBini ©ladw ©calq benl'oni edS ni vnd
no b©?.ea' eX noXiaoXllngefa odci ^a.uianeqqt; noXeneqx© tear! ©d^ nl
unolSaSnBGezcQ-i cldqe%^ edS ^Y'^dalinado al .aaXrjnsIn:^ neix-'nie
odd’ oJ .niXx-*iu-T . eir.nol oindomoeg agnlnd aiasXdonq notdenp© lo
nalX.ala oionl a ©moo ©ones a© .Y.ndocaonoqini lo
ad;J no Sllud ©ns a^Icfej o Lt^eiuonogind edrf IIA .saXgnsXnd
r XIcXv e lo ’^giiXXexjbxing” ©liJ ,oXexjni nl .noXdnoqonq lo alqXonXnq
i.iioXdnuqonq eavXcvnX nXe^a doXdw ,noXv BoXlXrQSfa dgi/onrl^ ©nob ai
I
a.'u'tol onaod nadosJ gnivo;s od^ ^temo'i'^^vaLq onJ od aeog ©no II
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similar triangles, and the swing describes the arc of a circle
as it soars aloft to the gleeful shouts of the children.
At school, manual training and mechanical drawing could not
exist without geometric forms. Even in algebra the conception
of Imaginary numbers is based on proportion, and the expansion
of a binomial shown graphically borrows from geometry.
All these are taken up in detail in the thesis chiefly in
the units on orientation, definitions, proportion and similar-
ity, and in the miscellaneous devices. They are for the purpos*
of producing the proper mental set. They are aimed to make the
pupil enthusiastic, and eager to begin and to continue the
study of geometry. Through them the pupil is to emotionally
identify himself with the task both in a physical and in an
imaginative way.
The Inherent difficulties peculiar to geometry have to be
met and overcome if the pupil is to identify himself emotional!^'
with the actual development of geometric procedure. The diffi-
culty of flatland, as noted in the introduction, may be over-
come by relation to objects such as pieces of pie, ice cream,
and candy. For instance, instead of simply a triangle, the
geometric form becomes attached to the above sweets*
The abstract nature of geometry is provided for by trans-
lation to objects. An example of this is found in the intro-
duction section where the symbol, verbal . language, picture and
object table is given.
The difficulty of the new procedure of proof is overcome by
a gradual Introduction throu^ orientation and through drill in
exoilo a ‘10 o'tH arlcJ aeidl^oneb galws ©rf^ bn© 'iBllails
.aeibiliio odi lo a:fuoLiz Su'leol^ orfcJ oct ilola aiaoa it ss
^on bjjjoo soJiifS’ib iBolnRdoem tuia 3xiInIa'i;J iauaain ,Ioorfoa iA
notiqsoaoo odi aide^ls ni aevZ' .arcnol .ol'i^oinc©3 iuoditw i^txe
no tsnaqx© edi bna ,no.t;J'ioqo‘iq nc baaacf at s'ledtma x'lanl-^sirJi to
.X'ldemoes iiio«il awo^iiod ^IleoJtriqa'i^ nworla laljionld a ‘to
nl xrieldo aleedd ©dJ nl Xla^tob nl qjj noaed ©rta ©eadd IIA
-'raliiTila bna noid'ioqo'iq 43001^1x1X1^0 ^noldsdnslio no sdli^n odd
naoq^ujq ©ild 10I ©ns '^©rfl *aeolvQ5 ajjoanalXdoalrn ©ild nl 5na ^’^[dl
odd e:-^aai od bernla e^B -^©dT * dea ladnoni Tcoaoiq oild gnlonoonq lo
odd 6X/nldnoo od baa £:l3ed od ‘losas bna .oldaslaaddn© Ilqaq
yllBnoIdom© od al Ilqx;q odd insdd dgao-ixlT .
na nl baa Xaolay,dq a nl ddod Head odd ddlw IXecinlxl -^lldnsDl
.•^Bw ©vldsnl^aml
ed od ovad ^•idemoog od nallaoeq aoldli/ollllb dnenofinl edT
VlXaiioldorse 'ilea.ixld ^l-tdaebl od al llqsjq ©dd 11 eiaconavo bna dera
-lllib ©dT .o'lixbeoo'xq olodeinoeg lo dnercqolsveb laudoe ©dd ddlw
-'levo ©d ''^jorn ,noidox;boT:dnl ©dd nl bedon aa .bnaldafl lo
,iaB©nc 3oi ^©Iq lo eeoelq aa done adost^fo oi noldfiXon ^o ©moo
©dd ^dl^iiexTcd a lo bsodanl
4 6oaBdanl mo'i *^5nao bna
«adt’Owe ovocfa ©dd od borioedde aexiiooed mnol ol'idomoeg
•anand ^cf ‘lol baolvonq el ^ideraoe^ lo ©'xx/dan doa'idada ©dT
-O'idxil ©fid ni bnaol al alrid lo ©Iqmax© nA .8do9t;cfo od noldal
bna ©Tjudolq
, ©saasnaX , Xacfnsv ^Icdtaia sdd G*i©dw noldoos noldoab
»ii©vla al aided doerdo
^d ©moonevo al loonq lo ©--u/beoo'iq won ©dd lo ^dix/ollllb ©dT
nl Ill'^b d^woiiid bna noldadnslio xlgnondd noldonbo'idnl XsxfbB*i3 a
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plcking out the known and unknown quantities, the hypothesis
and conclusion*
The section on illusions is for the special purpose of
creating a felt need for the demonstration, and an emotionalized
attitude toward participation in the demonstration which will
augur well for the success of the pupil*
All this is for the purpose of getting the pupil to emo-
tionally identify himself with the task that it may he real to
him*
(2)* Provision for class activities must be made * Next
consider the second principle for the lesson on appreciation
which is providing class activities so that the pupil will
participate emotionally in the situation* This is the actual
learning of the lesson. It involves the class period chiefly*
Its success rests in the resourcefulness and sympathy of the
teacher* In the thesis, it involves all those techniques which
go to make the lesson interesting and vivid; these appear to a
large extent in the unit on miscellaneous devices for clarity
and attitude.
Its core is essentially the ”we” feeling which is induced
through the see-lt-grow and class-built methods, as outlined
in the section on classroom proced\ire* It provides primarily
for the physical activity of the pupil in the construction work
>
^
and in the keeping of his own score and the noting of his own
errors and their correction* It is to be here noted, however,
that a pupil may be active though not physically active* That
is, he may be reacting in a very real way mentally, and his
s^^seiitoqirfl ©drf nwon>[fai bns nwonai erict ctuo 3ni:aJclq
• no iBJ/Jofloo hna
1o eaoqiuq Xsioeqe eft;J -rol eX enolaoill no noiioos eriT
I osXl£inoi:Jo;n8 cib bnfi ^noIcJBi^anoiueJb ©xl^ ‘xol been dls*! & 3nictB9»io
lH'ft aoXriw nox^fi'ictanoxTieb edct ni noIctfiqioXJ'iBq biswo:t ebXf^X^^e
• lioijq ©fl^ lo 83©dojj 8 ©fid T-Ol IIsw ti/gx/a
~0£fi© od liqxxq orfd 3x1! - d ©3 ©soq'UJq Qcld *10 2 e.J: sXrfd £IA
od leei ecT Jised ©rid xldl# ‘tleaffllxl ^lldnsbX -tilBnold
.^Iri
dx©K nSbBK ©d dgi/Li geldXvIdoB aael^j *2c1: nolatvoT:*? . ^S)
noidBloy'iqoB no xioaeal and no'l ©Iqlonlnq bxiooea ©fid noblanoo
XI/.W IXqxjq add dxsdid oe BaXdXvidoB bsbIc ^nXoXvoiq aX rioXlw
XfludoB exld al alilT .noldeydis ©xld n± edaqloidncq
."’'tslflo boi'iaq asEXc exid aeviovni dl .noeaeX ©rfd lo .^ninnssl
©xid lo -v^ddBq.ii^a bne aeonli/laonx/oaan ©dd nl sdRan aaoooue sdl
[ioXdvv 80X/pXadn©d eaodd XXs aevXovnX dX ^aXaedd add nl .nodoAed
JO od -leeqqB t^aedd ;dXvXv bfiB ^nXdae'iadnX noeasX arid 93lBni od 03
tdXnBlo no'i eeoxvyb ai/oexiBXIsosXiTi no d.Lru/ odd nt dnedxo ©snsX
.©bxrdXdda bns
beoi/bnX al doXdw gniXael ”aw^ add sX anco sdl
canXIduo ea ^eboddoia dlXud-esfilo bnc wo'ta-dl-aaa add daixo'idd
•^IX'XBraXnq aebXvonq dl •anubaaonq moonaasXo no noXdooa add nX
rctdonidsnoo ©dd nX ilqirq ©xld to YdivXdos CeoXeTjxlq add- not
nwo sXd to ^xiXdon add bxJB ©noca mvo aid to gnXqoQ^i add nl bna
^na^awoit ^b©doa eneri ed od aX dl .xioXdoa'inoo nladd bnB anonna
dBri? .©vXdoB ^XlBoXa-^iio don dsjjodd avXdos ©d XXqirq a d-gdd
''
aid bxxB ,>rXlBdnonx Xaen y/z&v b til 3iiXdoB9*i ad yBrn ed
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mlnd be keenly alert to all that is going on* In short, he may
be identifying himself emotionally with the situation with great
zest, even though ho may not be physically active even to the
point of verbal expression. This condition varies with the
personality*
However, with pupils of hi^ school age, physical activity
is of great help in learning* As noted previously, perfect
understanding may dwindle to failure when putting the material
in writing, unless previous practice has taken place. The
author, therefore, urges again and again throughout the year,
that the pupils write their proofs on paper, thus giving them-
selves the examination ahead of time*
The class activity of the individual pupils will vary as
their Interests and capacities* Emotional identification will
come only when work is suited to the level of the learner* Thl^
all the skill in portioning out questions and tasks according
to these interests and abilities is skill directed to the
successful identifying of each pupil with the work involved.
Emotional identification with the task may Involve the solution
of difficult problems with one pupil, design work with another,
or easier propositions with a third* As soon as the task is
out of focus with the pupil, emotional identification stops*
The idea of translating the symbol to the object also is
with the aim of securing emotional identification* The taking
back to familiar things, to attractive things such as house-
hold designs, and the use of colored chalk is all toward this
same end. All interrelations with other school subjects is
J I
I
ijcm ed ^i'lodn nl ToosnloaaTiialiSlIaoTT^dla^Jln'esTTd’Tnl^
bss-ig fl^lw nolctex/^Ie ©rfct xl;Jlw 'irllanoi^oui© llsamlrf ani^l^^aefel erf
I
erf^ oj nsve svirfoe ©cf ion
-v^am erf rf^^orfct asvs ^'‘aes
arf^ rfdlw eeliav nolctlbnoo eirfT ^xiolaaeiqx© Xarfrit^v lo ctnioq
• '^ctXIanoa'ioq
^cJivl;Joe laoteT^dq loorfoa ria^rf lo GiXqwq rfiiw ^lovewoH
:to0l‘idq tijXaxjoive'iq beion eA .anin'iaaX al qXeri ^00^3 to si.
Xei'te^aia erft anXcf:Ji/q nerfw e-u/IXst 03 ©XbnXwb vam an.tbnala'iebni;
©riT .eoalq nesfa;? aad ©oXioaiq anolveiq eaelm/ at
erU cti/oriaifoirfi nXaas boa nlaga aea'iu ^e^icta'ierf;! ,'rorf^.':;s
-uetiCt salvia at/rfd t^eqeq no atooaq aierf^ e-iiow aliqnq eact. ;Jarf;J
to basrfa noi^tan tmaxe ©ri:^ aaviea
GB IXiw ellqnq Ini/oivibni ©rf:J to ^Ilvldoe asaXo ©riT
XXiw nolvjBoitid^nebi lanoi^ora^ .sei^loaqeo bna acJasieini 'liarf;^
liffiT .‘loniasl e/lct to IsveX erf;) oi begins ai 3i*iow nerfw ^Inc ©moo
anibaoooa aiiiae^ bna snoltaej/p ;)i/o sninoict'ioq ni XXiWa ©ri;f XIs
8rf;J o:t be^O0'£ib XXlpie si seictilirfa bna 8;)a©'i0:fni ©aorft o;?
.bevXovni siaow ori^t dcfiv liqnq rfoa© to sniv.t-t^nobi Intacoooqs
noiqnioa ©rf^ ©vXovni '^era ijfea:# ©il^ rf;Jiw nolcteoiti^nebi laaoi^omS
taerfctons dttlvf jirtow nsiaeb ^liquq ©no rf:Jiw eR’eltio'xq d^Inoittib to
3i 2)ae^ ©rf^ aa noo8 aA .bairfcf s rf;ti anoidieoqonq 'lalsae ao
«aqo^a noi;taoiti;tn0bi XanoI,joa{© ,Iiqnq srf^-t rf;tiw anoot to (two
si cals ;Joetcfo erf;) o^ lodm^a ©rft 3ni:jalana‘i;) to sebi ©rfT
Saijfad sriT .^oitaoitIi^^05i XartoiJom© sni-u/oes to ml& arf3 d;Jiw
-^-auorf as rfoi/s agnidi ©vi;?o8'i;t^e oO ^agaiii;^ aaii imat ol 'Aoad
aixlct b'XBwo;/ XXa si Alsdo b&'ioloo to ?2 /j ©rf;? bna ^8XI3ia©b blod
ai s;Joet.dne Xoorfoe aarfao rf^-Iw anoi jaIo‘i*i©;txTl IXA ,bna ©.xibb
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but an effort to find a warm spot in the particular pupil’s
heart which will cause him to identify himself emotionally with
the geometric task. All devices to isolate the difficulty whld|i
build toward vivid teaching are but to make the path smooth for
this identification.
The erasing of parts of the figure to restore to original
simplicity and to show the difficulty in isolation is another
example. Still another way is the focussing on the new diffi-
culty by means of colored chalk or broad lines. Even the drlllj^
themselves with their satisfying siaccess reactions build toward
this active participation. The graphic method of showing the
process of the proposition is another element working toward
the same end to continue a favorable attitude toward the task.
Humorous situations such as the photograph out of focus,
the fish, the stilts, masks, and the fly, as cited in the
section on proportion and similarity, all aim at making the
pupil an Interested participant, rather than an artificially
forced pupil of the ” there-ln-body-only” type. It has been
said that if one can but harness fifteen per cent of the
pupil’s mental life to the school task that one need not worry
about accomplishment of the pupil. It is suspected that the
reason much hi^ school learning has left the pupil, like rain
washing from a duck’s back, is because it never was really
there in the first place. It was superimposed, artificial,
and Involved only the surface activity of the pupil; it did
not seep in and become really his; he did not enter whole
heartedly into it.
e’iiqi/q al :toqa arisw a bril’t oct ^ao'lle nu ctirtf
riw^iw Y-L-i^coi:toffle llsefnlrf -^lictaotil o;^ niiri esLo^o Illw rfol.iw :l'is©ri
xoldw ©ilJ actaioai od ao^Iveb IIA . ^sb^J ot‘iiemoe2 erid
•xol rfdoome xl;dBq erld saiam od di/cf 6*ie anirioaod bivJtv b'lflwod bllxjcf
.noIdsoi'iJtdris&i el{id
lafii^xrto od e'xodas'i od o'ur^t'i ©rid 'io ad'ieq lo 3nl 0 ai 9 eriT
larldoriB ai noldBloei nl odd y ode od bne x^^-ollqa-la
-i'i'iib wen sdd no anlasxrool ©dd si 'leddone XlidS .©Iqrnexe
^lii ib ©rid fl©vR .aenil bBoad 'lo jilado benoloo 1o exiBom ^d -^dix/o
b-:s:od Jbiiifd anoidos©*! aaeooi/c sni'^T’eidas niarid ridiw ©ovlafimedd
©dd '^nivJOdB io boddora oldcsag ©dT .noidaqicld'fsq ©vldoB aidd
biBwod sniilTEow dnarnel© ‘laddonB ai noidiaoqonq ©dd lo ^aeoo'iq
.^8 3d ©dd b'ijswod ©budidds oldBocovct b ©nnidnoo od bn© ©rase ©dd
,ai/ool lo duo dqsmgododq edd es dove snoideud-ta ai/oriowH
©dd ni bedio ss ,^I1 ©dd bns ^eiiasni ^adllda ©dd ,deil odd
©dd gnisisrrt ds mis ils ,TcdiT:Blicii3 bxis noid'ioqoiq no roidoea
^XIsIoilldTie ns nsdi nadden ^dnsqioid isq bedaenodni ns Xiquq
nood asd dl .©q^d "Ylno-^bod-ni-s'iedd " edd lo liquq beonol
odd lo dneo 'leq neadlll aaomad dud nso ©no li dedd blae
^^xnow don been ©no dsrid :2» 8 sd loocioe odd od oliX Isdnact a ’Xiquq
odd dsdd badoeqaua al dl .Xiquq edd lo dnarcrlailqincDOB duods
nis'x e2iiX tXiquq ©rid dial asd gninnssl loorioe ri^lri dnum noasen
yIXb©^ asw noven di ©ausosd ex ^a^^sd a’afoub a mo'll gnidesw
,IsioilidnB ^boaoqtainequs asw dl .aoslq denil edd ni enadd
bib di ;Iiquq ©rid lo '^dividoc ©osl'iue edd ifInc bevlovni bns





Provision for fxirther activity outside the classroom^
The third step In the technique of teaching the lesson on
appreciation Is ’*the Inauguration of some further line of
activity through which the new feeling may find expression and
added satisfaction** .1
It is here where the section on provision for Individual
differences plays a part* The writer has noted that the inter-
est may vary in being hand activity such as drawing or design-
ing, or mechanical drawing, or manual training, or the interest
may be in verbal presentation such as plays or talks, or the
problem-minded pupil may present an original, or work out a
puzzle* Those interested in science may present the Interre-
lations in that direction*
The keynote of this technique is that the activity of the
pupil is his own inherent choice, and that he has a variety of
activities from which to choose.
The writer was much Interested in offering to the class the
opportunity to copy pictures by means of squares as described
in the section on proportion and similarity. Many of the poorer
students in problem work gained new life and enthusiasm throu^
this opportunity*
Several boys have made wooden models with much gusto, and
others, pantographs*
The vehicles by which these Individual activities may be
realized is noted in the unit on provision for individual
differences. They include the mathematics club for the socially|[
1* Prank Thomas, op* clt* p* 199*
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> iaoo*xa8feIo erlct ebiejjL/o v,:ilvl:ioB xo'l nolalvo*??
• (S)
no noaeeX ©dd anirioes^ “io eupimio©^ oilJ nl qeds bnljcl^ oriT
lo enll leri^ur'l onioa lo aolSa^^iSBnl ©xi;t” sJt noX:tfilo©nqq«
^ns noiaae'iqze bait x®® anliee'l wen edd rioidw ri^no^irii ^ctZvi^oB
-t
, ”noi:tosl«lcta8 bobb«
Ifinbivlbxxl nol noialvo-iq no c[ol;io©B ©fit ©isdw ensri el ;tl
-n:e;tnJ: edi f)©ion asri nactliw ©dT .J't.eq & e^alq esofie'tellib
-njjlaeb no ^iwanb ea dous -^^Zvi^toa bned snied nl '\j‘ibv TCjaai ^a©
c/eenacrni ©iW no tStnlnZai:! iBtinam no ,^nZwfinb laoZnadoein no
,3nl
ed^i no .salXad no a^alq sb dons noldys^nseenq Xsdnev ni ed
B dt/o znow no tXanigino n© rfnscanq ^«xd XZqnq bebnXoc-ineXdonq
-©nnednl sri:f ^nsaenq 'y^am ©oneXoe al beJee'te^al ©aodT .eXsai/q
.fiolSoanXb dsd^f ni ancirfaX
adJ to ^dXvi^toB ©rirf rfBri:? ai ©ifplriiiood aldd lo ©don^oaf ©dT
lo -sj^&XnBV B ssd sd ctBd;t bna ,©olodo dn©ns;lnl nito eld el Xlqx;q
»»eoodo od dbldw mon*! ael^lvlcfoB
edi asBlo ©dd oct ^aliatt'o nl bodaenadnl doum earn ne^lnw ©dT
DQdlnooeJb e© eoneupe lo enaem Bsnjjrfolq ^qoo o;f
nenooq ej±i to ^^IneXlinla fcne noljJnoqonq no noicroos ©d^ nl
d£0ondd casBieifd^n© hns eliX wan benlBQ dnow oieXdonq nl a^neduia
.y:^ Inndnoqqo slrl^
bne ^oiajjg nodra dcflw aXeboaa neooow ©bam evad ©’^od XansvaS
, sdqengoitflaq ,8n©d;io
©d ^am ©eldivlctoa Xeublvlbnl ©sexli doidw ^d ©sXoldev ©dT
lai/dlvibnl nol nolelvonq no ilnjj ©dd nl bedon al &©5lXBen|
-Ifellalooa ©dd no^ di/Io eoldamoddam odd efanXonl x®^T .aeononsTllb*
.Q9X
.q .di© .qo ,8.BnoH!F , W insn^ .1 !
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minded geometry pupil* The mathematics room affords opportun-
ity for the art-minded* For the verbal-minded, bulletin
boards and reference tables give activity, while for the hand-
minded, geometrical instruments and models are satisfying.
Everyone is about his own task, which he himself has
selected and in which he has a special interest. This is the
third step in the technique of teaching the lesson for appre-
ciation, so that a continuance of the emotional identification
of the pupil with the task may be achieved*
d) • The Lesson for Mastering Knowledge .
(1) . Associations must involve thoughtful recognition of
relationships * Txirning to the lesson for mastering knowledge,
Thomas observes;^
”ln short, the most valuable kind of associations
are those resulting from a thoughtful recognition
of relationships, and from a discovery, through
application, of the logical uses to which the in-
formation may be put.”
"it should be obvious, also, that the probability
of recall is greatly increased by having a niamber
and variety of associations established
"when facts are given application and put to use in
something resembling the normal setting in which
they function, they inmediately take on from that
relationship a rich variety of association pecu-
liarly adapted to facilitate recall,..."
"The type of learning procedure which develops the
strongest and most desirable associations for re-
calling information is precisely the procedure
which employs and tends to develop the pupil’s
facility in using and applying information.
Accordingly, in our search for the fundamental
principles upon which to base a sound technique
of teaching this type of lesson, we come directly
to the psychology of thinking and problem solving."
1 *Prank W. Thomas, op. clt. pp. 217-218,
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To summarize the above principles, one mi^t say that
teaching must have meaning in order to be remembered, and that
this meaning is given through rich associations and rich appli-
cations, The studying of the given situation with its associa-
tions serves to make the mind dwell long enough and with
enough intensity, so that the procedure becomes a part of the
student, instead of the pupil being artificially whitewashed
with isolated facts which drip off with the first rainstorm of
other interests.
(a) , The principle of organization and continuity is impor-
tant . First examine the thesis to see wherein devices are
suggested to bring about the above situation. First note* the
associations which result from thoughtful recognition of rela-
tionships, The kernel of this idea rests, perhaps, in such
material as the unit on Organization and Continuity,
i) , Illustrations . Graphic examples are given of the rela-
tionship between theorems concerning areas, and the measure-
ments of angles in connection with the circle. Another illustrfi-
tion is that of the product and mean proportion theorems.
In the introductory unit are to be found examples of rela-
tionship of various geometric symbols working through the
english language and the picture language, to the actual object
Parallel steps of procedure in learning which involve first
the general learning situation, and then-learning with specific
subjects such as athletics, music and geometry are noted. The
aim is to have the pupil perceive the significant relationships
and to appreciate the work which must be done in conquering any
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The various graphs throughout the thesis also tend to
produce thou^tful recognition of relationships, because they
enable the pupil to see clearly the entire journey and the goal.
In addition to setting a favorable situation for thoughtful
recognition of relationships through proper organization and
grouping, the thesis makes use of the applications of the geom-
etric principles. In the unit on Individual differences, for
instance, the Interrelationships with the pupil *s own interests
in other activities both within the school curriculum and out-
side the school suggests further rich associations which again
give real meaning to the task, thus setting the situation favor-
able for recall.
The various graphs for the mathematics room. Illustrating
the thought procedure necessary is both interesting and useful
to the pupil. Here he has a chance to observe how his own mind
works. Among these graphs are those on achieving success. The^
show a variety of approaches for success, the method of problem
solving, and the necessity of repetitions. Still other graphs
as illustrated by the parasol shows how the method of obtaining
a proof is derived from bringing the unknown theorem under a
known theorem. The facts about the unknown are true because
similar facts about the known are true. Thus the unknown has
been related to the known.
The \mit on constructions and measurements serves as an
activity for the hand-minded pupil which fiirthers thoughtful
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for self discovery of geometric laws. Many of the errors of
thinking in geometry may he removed by making a drawing of the
situation. Among these instances might be noted the tendency
of placing too many conditions on a line. This is considered
under the unit on the isosceles triangle.
The hand work, such as opening doors, and finger tracings
of the geometric laws involved, as found in the section on the
locus, again furnishes opportunities for thoughtful recognition
of relationships, and thus rich associations.
The very mathematics room itself, as outlined in the unit
on provision for individual differences, affords an attractive
setting. The variety of sensory approaches also makes for
added power,
Thomas^ notes that occasional summarizing of progress
avoids confusion and wandering, that this summarizing is
especially needed in the mathematical problem. Especially
significant for this idea is the method of graphic analysis as
illustrated throughout the thesis in the mountain, bridge, or
stream form.
It is in this way that memory work is made powerful by
becoming a real part of the pupil. When he absorbs willingly
and understandingly, the knowledge stays with him because the
various facts are attached to vital principles.
"The lad could not realize that the mass of facts and
formulas had been so interrelated by thought and use
that one could bo reproduced from another, and that
the retention of the whole actually required less
effort than he was expending in his struggle, to main^
tain his grip upon a few elusive facts
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The youthful mind finds It hard to p;rasp the idea that
memory work can be so related that effort and efficiency are
Pireatly increased. Small boys marvel at the gigantic
“memories" of adults in talking, visualizing that the adult
must have "remembered" each isolated word, whereas in reality
the adult did no such thing, but had in mind ideas, and
grouped around those ideas associations Illustrating them*
In conclusion, it is to be emphasized that Thomas is
not a standard, but merely typical, and that this summary
is designed to show the ease with which requirements of
good teaching are observed.
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Class built . 184,238.
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New Procedure, 21, 243.
Reflective nature, 8, 21.






































Difficulty i solated. 15,231, 246
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Approach gradual, 15. Exercises
^
Definitions, 55-56. Gradual complexity, 22.
Enlargement, 16.
Included angle, 51. Familiar
^
13, 245.
Line in relief, 16,246. Confections, 5, 14, 37,

















Oil Cloth, 32,40 242.
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Parallelogram, 198-199, 2' 9,
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Transversal, 90.




























Illusions . General . 69,71,244.
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with cross lines, 82-83.
Parallel lines















































Illusions . After images.
Lady iri(chair, 85.
Rider and horse, 85.
Cross, 85 .
Illusions . Complementary Colors,
85 -86 .
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Expansion rod, 135-136, 242.
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Congruence a special case, 129.
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